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and they were printed for
years in the annua.1 reports; but as one member
said, after
adopting certain rates everybody went
home and ignored them. The
trouble in
job printing, as in the newspaper business,
comes fiom cut-throat
competition, due in
many cases to ignorance. We recall one
newspaper with a job department that was
run on the
principle of taking business
from others at any price. Job
printing was
done at a loss, and
taken at a

ASSOCIATION.

Holds its annual

meeting in Portland. Interesting papers read and a fine poem by F.
H. Colley.
Wednesday morning, Jan. 27th, the streets
and sidewalks were blocked from the snowfall the night before and the outlook for a
journey by rail was not very promising.
But a snow plow had come down over the
branch from Burnham and returned just in
advance of the morning train, so that Conductor Sullivan was only a few minutes
late in landing his passengers at the Maine
Burnham evidently had
Central station.
its share of the snowfall and men were
busy shoveling out the tracks in the vicin-

advertising

price that did not cover composition. Although the buyer of space or of job work
may save a few cents in such cases it is unprofitable in the end to everybody.
The question of where to go on the sumexcursiou was practically settled last
year. The Association has taken in all tiie

ity of the station and loading the snow on
flat cars. While on the platform awaiting
the coining of the west-bound train a dense
black cloud

mer

big shows, beginning with the Centennial
at Philadelphia, and will go to St. Louis in
May, when a Press Parliament of the world
will be held, and the National Editorial
Association will meet.
Clarence U. Burleigh of the Kennebec Journal and Ches-

appeared

up the track and
something, with a terrible clatter, swept
past the station throwing the snow in every

direction.

Charlie Shaw said it was a rotary
plow ; but it was so hidden in the
dense black smoke from soft coal and the
dying snow that neither the plow, nor the
engine which propelled, were visible. Half
an hour or so behind time our train came
along, the tops of the cars covered with
snow and icicles hanging from their sidts.
The express train due from Boston at 2.35
a. m., had not then arrived, and was met at
Augusta. There were no signs of activity
ou the Kennebec river, which presented an
snow

ter

roam.
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will “call again.”
Ihe first session of the Maine Press Association was called for 2 p. in. Wednesday in
the Common Council room, City Building,
and at the hour appointed about a dozen
members were present and Secretary Wood

n

■

people enjoyed games.
dicers of Georges Valley Grange,
on, were installed Saturday evening,
i, lij Mrs. Geneva ltobbins, as folMaster, Alden Robbins; Overseer,
m
Rean: Lecturer, Agnes Taylor;
■uimr, I.yman Frye; Chaplain, Winnie
steward, Ormand Keene; Gate
vr, < lareiice Conant; Asst. Steward,
pv Ames; L. A. S., Inez
Sherman;
Evelyn Taylor; Ceres, Ava Keller;
pm, Myrtle Frye.
After the installatlmy adjourned to the dining room,
■

•-

u

bountiful supper
n-

P

mange,

at

us

was

served.

meeting

.ian.

.>uui,

red tlie third and fourth degrees on a
candidate.
The topic for discussion
'side from Washington and Lincoln,
president has contributed most to the
verity of the people of this country?”
argument was conducted with much
and many salient points were proThe trend of the discussion seemed

Jefferson’s administration. Music,
a short discourse on telegraphy
grange paper filled the remaining
I lie topic for discussion for Feb. (ith
what extent is the development of

■

ens,

■

intrj and its increase in wealth due
cultural pursuits?”
Essayist, Mrs.
inlial; discussion opened by G. (i.
followed hi- ,J. K Wilson, James
'Have, J. <
Townsend, 1’. 1). II.
i'd Tileston Wadlin.

t

Democratic State Convention.

icgular mid-winter meeting of the
-nineratic State committee, held in
d, Jan. •Jtltli, it was decided that the

usual in his accustomed place and
ready for business. After the roll call the
President read his address, which was also
i his valedictory, as he had served the cusThe address was printtomary two years.
ed in The Journal last week. Officers were
elected as follows:

Secretary—Joseph Wood, Portland.
Treasurer Charles F. Flynt, Augusta.
Edward S.
Corresponding Secretary
Stearns, Camden.
Executive Committee—Jesse 11. Ogier of
Camden; E. M. I Banding of Bangor; Arthur E. Forbes of South Paris; Frank G.
Rich of Bangor.
Mr. Ogier is the editor of the Camden
Herald.
lie joined the Association in 1804
—

and has since been one of its most interlie is a splenested and useful members,

concerning

vucii

in

vtjv'w

Tales of the ages when the earth was
young;
Of warrior knights in armor and of persecuted saint,
As told by sages and by poets sung.
B’orgotten the years of wandering, with all
their load of care,
The sorrow that had tilled his soul with
B'or

pain;
now

lie’s back in boyhood and breathes

again the air,

Beneath the pines he loved
Maine.

in dear old

Oh! rugged, grand old mother, what great
sons thy hills have seen,
What daughters hast thou given to our
race.

Upon thy rocky hilltops still thou siltest
like

a

queen,

Wearing thy emerald robes with matchWhat songs thy Longfellow has sung beside the Casco’s shore,
Great motherland of Hamlin, Keed and

Blaine,

The pines still chant their requiem above
the ocean’s roar,
Their deeds are told b> every hearth in
Maine.
The wand’rer’s dream was ended and before his tired eyes,
The tall cathedral reared its massive form;
Grim with the rime of ages, it pointed to
the skies,
Immutable in sunshine and in storm.
But still he sees the vision of that far off
land of home,
And sighs for youthful pleasures once

again;

Back in the hills and valleys where a child
he used to roam.
Beneath the pines he loved in dear old
Maine.
Besolutions thanking everybody who had
anything to do with arranging and carrying
out the interesting program of the meeting,
and expressing appreciation of all the favors bestowed by the railroads and hotels,
were adopted just before the adjournment
of the afternoon session.

TIIE SON(1 OF THE PINES.

Secretary Wood havirtg, as he said, received the 33d degree by his 33d annual election
as secretary, gave the following interesting

night chime,

Proclaimed the mangered-nionarcli’s natal

day.

The

stranger stopped to listen to the
music’s ponderous swell,
Throbbing iti ecstacies of hope and pain;
The chant died into silence and o’er liis

data: lie was elected secretary at the meeting in Augusta in 1872 at which 17 members

present. Of these only five are now
members. Eight are dead and four may be
classed as missing. In 1873 there were 30
members and 10 honorary members. All of
the latter are dead, and of the 50 active
members only 12 are now carried on the
roll. Mr. Wood has not missed a meeting
were

spirit fell,

A

vision of his home in far off Maine.

He saw the blue Penobscot, as she lips her

rocky shore,

The infant Saco creeping toward the sea;
The battlements of Camden, unmoved by

Tempest’s

roar,

And the vales where Carrabasset laughs in

in the, 33 years, and his records are models
for accuracy.

glee.
Again with

boyhood’s careless joy, he
climbs some lofty ship,
exploring mysteries of rope and chain;
Again he sees the breakers, as with sullen
roar and dip,
They rise again to lash the shores of Maine.

In the evening an hour was spent at the
headquarters of the Northeastern Telephone
Co. on Casco street, where Mr. L. A. Goudy
of the company gave a most interesting talk
on the history and workings of the automatic telephone system—the “cussless, girlless, get-out-of-order-less” kind—and exhibited its working. It is too long a story

Once

to him Katahdin lifts his seamy
sides in air,
Once more the Bandy river ploughs her
The

move

vales;
pines send

forth their perfume and the
wild rose blossoms fair,
The lilacs toss their heads in summer gales.
Once more Aroostook’s forests hide the
timid deerfiom sight,
Once more the sunbeams glint on hill and

to tell now.
When the Association was called to order
about 8.30 p. m. the report of the treasurer
was read and accepted. Mr. Ogier read an
excellent report of the summer excursion of
1903 and Mr. Merriam reported from the

plain;

And he hears the owl’s weird calling across
the bourne cf night,
From treetop in the dear old land of Maine.

committee on advertising. About an hour
was devoted to what Secretary Wood called
a “heart to heart talk” in which advertising

lie sees the children gather round the table
as of yore,
When evening lets her dusky curtains fall;
The firelight weaves its pictures on the
weather-beaten floor,
And throws fantastic shadows on the wall.
And o’er his startled sen es steals a breath
of perfume rare,
As down the years there comes a soft

rates, advertising agencies, etc., came up
There was general comfor discussion.
plaint of delayed payments and cut rates,
and the remedy suggested was that the
newspaper publishers should stand together in demanding their just dues.
A communication was read from the Maine Newspaper Publishers Association inclosing a
resolution adopted in August whereby at-

refrain;

Like the chant of herald angels through the
silent midnight air,
He hears the pines sing on the hills of
Maine.
He sees the old red schoolhouse on the hilltop, where the sun
Kissed it good night, before he went to rest
Behind the tow’ring mountains, when his

daily wora was done,
Leaving his trailing banners down the

■

west.
Sometimes he lingered longer on his journey to caress
That rude old form that stood so grim aud

plain;

Moulder of mighty men, thy name, shall
unborn ages bless,
Thy fame, the pines, sing by the streams of
Maine.
He hears them in the summer, when the
South wind gently blows,
And daisies nod upou the fragrant lea;
And the brook takes up the chorus as on
her way she goes,
To lose herself within the mighty sea.
He could hear them in the winter, when
the tempest holds them fast,
And binds them firmly with the storm
Like

1

The Journal of February (1,1902, had this
editorial paragraph:
Why does not the Maine Press Association follow the example of the National
Editorial Association and supplement its
literary exercises with addresses from men
outside of the fraternity? For example,
could we not have an address on the libel
law by Hon. Herbert M. Heath at the next
meeting in Augusta? Then, when we meet
again in Portland, call on Mayor Bootliby
to tell what has been done, and what may
be done, to encourage summer travel to
Maine.
This led to correspondence with Mr.
Heath which came to fruition in the splendid address on “The Law of Libel in
Maine” delivered by him before the Association in the .Senate Chamber at Augusta,
Jan. 29, 1903; and last week we had Mayor
Boothby’s paper on practically the lines
suggested. We call attention to the matter
now as we believe this policy should be
continued.

Many of the familiar faces were not seen
this meeting. Some we shall see no more
in this world. But as the veterans drop out
the young men come in and their vigor and

at

enthusiasm will perpetuate the Association
and increase its usefulness. Bro. Rollins
of Ellsworth, who joined in 1901, met with
for the first time, and Bro. Kendrick of
Boothbay Harbor was among those in attendance. He w ill always be held in grateful remembrance by those who participated
in the excursion to Boothbay Harbor in
us

1897.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
The officers of

Chapter

One Christmas eve a wanderer, within a
distant clime,
Footsore and weary struggled on his way;
As from cathedral tow’rs the solemn mid-

teresting one, included the new law and
will be printed in the annual report.

■

j

iti

and vicinity:

1

;

obucn

born of file Norway Advertiser, was a
humorous presentation of the many-sided
The annual
life of a printer’s “devil.”
poem was delivered by Judge Frank II.
Colley of the Old Orchard municipal court,
and was worthy of his muse. We print it
in full that it may be read and enjoyed by
his many friends and admirers in this city

the efforts to secure better protection
from unjust and irresponsible persecution.
His report, which was a very able and in-

tention was called to the scarcity of comand pressmen in Maine and
"mention shall be field at Water- petent printers
ii
some date about the middle of [ the suggestion was made that everything
piobably the 14th, to be determined possible should be done to encourage apthe executive committee.
prenticeship in the printing craft. One
committee also decided that each
vssional district shall be entitled to practical topic which was not touched upon,
delegates to the National convention but which we hope may be brought forward
id of two delegates with four alterat the next meeting, is that of machine composition for weekly newspapers. We sugtime
the
was
there
•i,1'
during
meeting
-lightest suggestion regarding guber- gest that President Ogier secure statements
■al nominations.
from those using the machines, in both the
daily and weekly offices, as to cost compared
Schooners Make Steamer Time.
with hand composition, ihe relative advan|1
liig seven-inasted schooner Thos. W. tages of the type casting and type setting
•'
-"u, with 8,000 tons of coal under deck,
machines, etc.
tl\ made the run from Cape
Henry,
t." the Vineyard Sound, Mass., lightThursday morning the job printers—and
1
in 30
hours.
Since this occurred
"ilnn fast trip is credited to the
six- that includes the publishers of many of the
■d schooner Eleanor A.
Percy, which weeklies—had a symposium. They have
‘"'■l ran from
Cape Henry via South troubles of their own, although they do not
I'.innel to Cape Cod Light in 42 hours.
have to deal with advertising agents. Once
,a leading wind these manv-masted
,:'ut ball off the knots equal, to a mail upon a time the Association adopted a scale
inner.—Marine Journal.
of prices for job printing and advertising

a

the sale of a single horse, which means
600 people from Portland to Waterville; and
a hotel man at Bangor or Bar Harbor may
clear §10,000 in a season, requiring the
movement of 5,500 passengers Portland to
Bangor or 2,500 Portland to Bar Harbor,
and this makes no account of the expense
of transporting them.
The main thing,
however, is lor all to pull together, to help
one another.
We want to talk and act
Maine all the time, at home and abroad, so
that our enthusiasm may attract others, until they say to themselves, “there must be
something In it, let us go and see ourselves.”
Once here we have them for all time.
Another matter of value to Maine would
he the perpetuation oi its grand old Indian
names, so that instead of giving our hotels
names like" Victoria,'' “Brunswick,” “Somerset," “Marlborough,” “Windsor," “Wellington," or even after the French “Yendome," “Richelieu,” let us have the grand
old names “Norumbega,” “Tarratine,”
“( us h noc,” “Sagadahoc,” “Ivatahdin,”
“Matagauon,” “Bascahegan," “Passamaquoddy,” “Mouhegan.” or “Sebastieook.”
The summer resort in Maine, while it
cannot he said it is in its infancy has by no
means readied its full growth, and while as
Rev. Dr. Hanoi lias said that Hod is giving
this country a great increase in population,
and we shall soon reach eighty million, yet
he is making no additional seacoast, and
the best part of that on the Atlantic is that
which stretches from ('ape Cod to Qnoddy
Head, tlm best part of which is right here
If so much lias been
on the coast of Maine.
accomplished in the last few years, what
in
tfie
years to comei*
may we expect
“Huy Wanted,” the essay by F. VV. San-

as

reported

Grange, Washington, after
"ks of stormy weather, held its reg■et ng Jan. 23d.
The installation
dpoiied to the first fair Saturday
ling to the absence of the officers
Fourteen members from Seven Tree
mi
from Medoinak Valley Granges
After the usual business
present.
msaeted, recess for supper was deI hen came the small program, and
After this the
uige closed in form.

Forgotten the old world stories, mysterious
and quaint,

on

THE GRANGES.

Mar

paragraphs:
People are too apt

few

tunity for

did presiding officer, a young man of ability and pleasing personality, and the Maine
i Press Association is to be congratulated on
Vu-w Grange, Hoekport, is
its choice.
....
fur t lie observance of the
The new list of county historians inof its organization,
vi-ary
cludes Miss Grace E. Burgess of Belfast as
in> March 24th.
There were
historian for Waldo county.
of
Harvest Home
■Members
very few reports received at this meeting,
I Muks, visited Hillside Grange,
Thomas D. Sale of
and they were brief.
upon the occasion of the visit Portland was elected as essayist and Henand Master, Obediali Gardner,
ry S. Webster of Gardiner as poet for the
much pleased with the able man- next
meeting.
liich he performed his duties as
Clarence li. Burleigh for the committee
otticer and as a speaker.
on libel laws
at length

'.:.WS

Town En-

to say when an opporlittle advertising seems to be
“the
railroads
ought to do it.”
presented,
Had they, altogether? If a certain large
hotel clears $15,000 per annum, it would
mean to the railroads the transportation of
10,000 passengers to that place alone to
bring the same amount in receipts, for
which expenses of transportation must be
paid. A piano dealer at, say Lewiston,
gets a profit of $50 on a piano which represents at mileage rates the transporting of
75 passengers between Portland and Lewiston.

an

W. Sanborn, Norway.

doubt

Old

of what lias been accomplished in Maine,
of what the future may have in store for us,
and of the important mission the newspapers of the State have to perform. We give

President—Jesse 11. Ogier, Camden.
developments. It is the biggest i Vice Presidents—Liston
P. Evans of
; at
has ever come to Waldo Dover, William II. Dow of Portland, Fred

■

the

In the afternoon the literary exercises
took place.
First on the program was
Mayor lioothby’s paper on “The Relation
of the Newspaper to the Progress and Development of the State.” As Col. Boothby
was unable to be present tlie paper was
read by liis secretary, llarrie B. Coe. Tt
was an able and interesting presentation

It is in the sixth story
extensive view, including the bay and the White Mountains in the
distance. That is not the only attraction
of the Congress Square. It sets a good table,
its guests are well served, and the beds and
Those
rooms are all that could be desired.
who stopped at this hotel for the first time

sky dining

Robbins of

And their songs are all the sweeter for the
seas that intervene,
Between this pilgrim and his native sod;
Gone are the crumbling sepulchres, the
pageantry and sheen
Of nations bowed beneath oppression’s
rod.
Gone are the idle dreams of fame by fair
Italia’s shore,
Vanished the thoughts and longings wild
and vain;
Again a boy he's standing outside his father’s door,
And the pines sing on the craggy hills of
Maine.

less grace.

unbroken surface of white. The ice fields
buried under the snow, and there was no
sign of the usual winter roads. Our train
was only about half an hour behind time in
arriving at Portland and the newspaper
folks at once boarded the street ears for the
Congress Square Hotel. You often hear of
sky parlors; but the Congress Square has a

and commands

W.

terprise were cht sen as a committee to
make arrangements for the trip and were
authorized to appoint a third member of the
committee.

are

was

:.t

PRESS

king’s chain;

hoary harpers shivering

and bending
’neath the blast,
They sing their songs above the cliffs of
Maine.

will

be

Corinthian Royal Arch
installed next Monday

evening.
The regular meeting and installation of
officers of Timothy Chase Lodge of Masons
w ill be held this,
Thursday, evening.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. 0. F., initiated four
candidates last week, and will have initiatory work to-morrow, Friday, evening.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. O. F., initiated five candidates at the last regular
meeting, and has others to take the degree
Feb. 9th.
The officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. 0.
U. W., were installed Thursday evening,
Jan. 28th, by Freeman M. Wood, District
Deputy Grand Master Workman, assisted
by Chas. 0. Dickey, acting as Grand Guide.
The officers of Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R.
M., were installed Monday evening by Leo
M. Sargent, acting District Deputy Great

OBITUARY.
Sunday morning, Jan. 17, 1904, witnessed
the departure of Rachel Perry, beloved
wife of Capt. Israel S. Adams of Lincolnville Reach, from her home on earth to the
home triumphant. Mrs. Adams was born
in Vinaihaven, Maine, in 1828 and was 75

of Bangor. The funeral was held Feb. 2d
at the home of her son and was conducted
by Rev. Edwin C. Brown, pastor of the

Veazie Congregational ehurch. The burial
at Mount Hope cemetery, Bangor.

was

as

McKinley

went to Boston

on

Miss Edith West went to Boston Monday
Capt. William F. Thomas died at’ his to visit
her sister.
on Congress street
Sunday morning
Miss Julia Vinal of Warren is visiting
Jan. 3l8t, after a long illness. He was born
relatives in Belfast.
years of age at the time of her death. Ffty- in Portland 64 years ago, and in early life
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. II. Quimby returned
two years ago she was united in marriage was employed on the steamers. He was a
to Capt. Adams and during all these years quartermaster on the Portland and Bangor Tuesday from a visit in Portland.
she was a true and loyal companion. Their boats and left that employ to become a
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard returned
home life was one of great devotion and en- master in the coasting business. He com- Tuesday from a visit in
Brockton, Mass.
joyment. No wife was ever more helpful manded a number of vessels owned in BelMrs. Abbie B. Cox left Friday noon for
to her husband. Safe in counsel, the heart fast and Islesboro, inclndiug the. Nathan
an extended visit with relatives in Boston.
of her husband fully trusted her. Many Clifford, Mazurka and others.
lie subseMrs. II. E. Payne of Rockland is visiting
were the duties and responsibilities which quently lived on a farm at
Gurney’s Mills friends in Belfast, Searsport and Winterrested upon her during the absence from and after failing health obliged him to
port.
home of her husband, who for many years give up hard work moved to this
city.
Karl McDonald was at home from the
He
was one of the best known sea
married
Mrs.
Nettie
Renouf
of
(Ellis)
of
captains
Maine. Her life was full of cheerfulness Stockton Springs, who survives him. He University of Maine a few days the past
week.
and brightness, carrying to those about her has one daughter, living in the west.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills attended a meeting of
joy and comfort and especially to the memThomas Orville Drink water was born in
bers of her own home. It was here that
the Maine Missionary Society in Brunswick
Biddeford Mar. 2, 1851, and died in East
her Christian life shed forth rays of sunBoston Jan. 31, 1004. He was a son of the Tuesday.
shine amid the perplexities and discourageFred W. Pote attended the meeting of the
late Thomas E. and Sarah P.
Drinkwater,
ments of life. Home was her empire and
Democratic State committee in Fairfield
Lincolnville.
formerly
He
\v;is
unof.
love its throne and nothing which she could
Jan. 29th.
married.
do to increase the happiness of those comHoward F. Mason was called to Lynn,
mitted to her care was left undone. Rut
Capt. Nathaniel Payson, better known
Mass., Monday by the death of his sister,
while her death has caused great sorrow to here as Charles
Payson, was drowned in Mrs. Grant.
her family, they can rejoice in the Chris- New Loudon,
Ct., Feb. 1st, by falling from
tian influence which she leaves behind her a barge in the harbor.
Mrs. Sidney B. Young of Greenville arA fuller notice will
as an inspiration to them to live a life of be
rived Monday to visit her parents, Mr. and
published next week.
faith in the Son of God. One of the pillars
Mrs. E. O. Pendleton.
Mrs. Mary Simonton died Jan. 30th at
in the community where she lived has been
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Follett of Rockland
removed that it might be placed in the tem- her home in Simonton’s Corner. She was a were in Belfast
last week visiting Mr. Folsister
of
the
late
Jqhn Pascal and leaves lett’s brother, F. A. Fo.lett.
ple made without hands, eternal in the
heavens. In this hour of sorrow the sym- two sons and two daughters, Rev. John
William H. Mace led the Boston Herald
pathy of the entire community goes out to Simonton of Ellsworth, Andrew Simonton
of Rockport, Mrs. J. T. Crosby of Auburn contest Tuesday with 2123 votes to his
the bereaved family who mourn their loss.
and Mrs. G. A. Andrews of Rockport, to next competitor’s 2120.
Early on Sunday morning she quietly and mourn their loss. She was a lady of tine
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Fletcher of Monroe
beautifully as the unfolding of a rose slip- character and liked by all who kitew her.
returned home Saturday from a visit with
ped away to see the King in His beauty,
William
of North

and to receive from His hand the crown of
righteousness which the Lord the Righteous Judge will give unto her in that day
when He comes to gather up His jewels
Her kindness and sympathy with everyone
she came in contact with bound her with
cords of love to the hearts of many in the
community in which she lived. Expressions
wi

tviivi

ottuucBs

tveicuitumtat

Liuuugu-

out the whole towu where she had lived fcr
so many years, and where she passed away
so suddenly, being ill but a few hours with

angina pectoris.

Besides the husband left
to mourn his loss she leaves four daughters,
Mrs. Jarvis A. Brewster of Freeport, Me.;
Mrs. Koscoe D. McKeen of Jamaica Plain,
Mass.; Hannah Perry Adams of Lincoln-

ville, Me.; Carrie E. Adams of Jamaica
Plain, Mass.; one sister, Mrs. Oscar W.
French of Lincolnville, Me.; two brothers,
Capt. Ephraim Perry of llallowell, Maine,
and Capt. Robert W. Perry of Lincolnville'
Me.

l’he funeral

services were held on
Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 19th, from her
late home, Rev. L. I). Evans of Camden
conducting the service.
“Servant of God well done,
Thy glorious warfare’s past;
The battle’s fought; the victory won,
And thou art crowned at last.”

Bluehill
Thompson
died very suddenly at his home Jan. 20th
of heart failure. Mr. Thompson had for
several years been engaged in the market
business, having run a meat cart throughout the town twice a week. He was very
prominent in fraternal societies. He was a
member of the Odd Fellow and Masonic
lodges at Bluehill, and also belonged to the
North Bluehill Grange. He leaves a wife
and two children to mourn their loss.
CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.
The regular meeting of the City Council
adjourned from Monday evening, Feb.

was

1st, to Tuesday evening on account of a lack
of quorum in the Common Council. Tuesday evening four aldermen and seven councilmen were present. Mayor Small presided. Roll of accounts No. 11 was passed.
Following are the amounts under the
rious appropriations:

va-

Mr. and Mrs. Loren Fletcher.

Rev. George S. Mills will address the
October Club of Bucksport to-morrow, Friday, on “The Reading of Fiction.”
Miss Nellie I). Thompson of Morrill, the
well-known lady evangelist, is in town, the
guest of Miss Etta Roberts.—Hallowed

Register.
Hon. Win. B. Swan returned Saturday
evening from Boston. Mrs. Swan is visiting in West Newton, and will return in a
few days.
William F. Thomas, who expected to
spend the winter at iempie Heights, is
taking care of Capt. Ansel Wadsworth, who
is seriously ill.
Mrs. Hannah Evans of South Liberty is
one of Maine’s smart old ladies.
Although
83 years old she walked through the snow
one day
recently and visited a neighbor
about half a mile away.

Contingent.5019.55

Miss Adelia Hills of Northport, who reSupport of poor. <>00.00
Highways and bridges. 221.94 cently finished a successful term of >chool
General school purposes. 380.22 at Browns Corner, has gone to Bo>tou,
School contingent.
27.12 where she will visit her sister lor a time
Free text books. 103.15
Fire department. 107.07
Free library. 103.92

and then go to Rhode Island.

S. G. Thompson of \\ interport, the State
dairy instructor, who for three mouths has
Total.52,109.00
A petition of L. M. Burl ington and others been attending the Wiseoi sin State Dairy
school at Madison, will return to Maine
for
a street light at the corner of Cedar and
The death of Mr. Chas 11. Hunt at the
home of his son in Roxbury, Mass., Jan. Bine streets was received and petitioners this month and resume his work.
26th, recalls the fact of his early business were given leave to withdraw.
Capt. Frisbee of R. II. White’s yacht
! life in this city,
The report of 11. E. McDonald, city mar- Peregrine has resigned his position on acfifty years or more ago.
lie was a brother of the late Hon. Wm. II. shal, for December and January was re- count of ill health.
His successor is ‘‘apt.
! Hunt of Liberty and a widely known fig- ceived. There were no arrests in Decem- A. W. Rich of Bucksport, who was for
ure in this section of the State at that time.
ber, and four in January. One man was quite a time in command of the Formosa
Belfast he removed to Bangor, where sentenced to 90 days in jail and a line of 510 owned by Mr. Fabian of Boston.
j From
he conducted a successful boot and shoe for drunkenness.
The others were disMrs. E. L. Brackett returned Friday from
business for several years; thence he re- charged.
a trip to Portland, Auburn and Farmingturned to liis native State and engaged in
The resignation of George S. Mills as ton.
She attended the meeting of the
the wholesale morocco trade on North Mar- member of the school committee from ward
Miane Press Association, placed three girls
i ket street, Boston, and later as a member 1 was accepted.
from the Girls’ Home in good families, and
1 of the firm of J. 11. Hartshorn
& Co. on
The usual orders were passed instructing brought one new girl to the Home.
There
Pearl street.
He retired from this firm in the finance committee to settle with the
city- are now fifteen girls in the Home.
1868 and occupied his time in real estate treasurer and collector
of taxes for the curJames E. Dunning, former!\ of Bangor,
transactions until about eighteen years ago, rent
year; also one order allowing $3 for now managing editor of the Portland Press,
when his health failed. His death was not
maintaining a watering trough, and one to and Miss Isabel Backus of Rochester, N.
unexpected, he having reached the ripe age transfer a piece of real estate sold for
taxes, Ywere married in the latter city Jan.
of eighty-four and been an invalid for on
payment of taxes and costs.
28th and after a brief wedding trip will
One son, Charles E. Hunt of
many years.
The board of tire engineers recommended reside in Portland. Mr.
Dunning's many
survives him.
The
of
Boston,
this
subject
that a fire escape be placed on the Knights Maine friends extend congratulations and
I
notice was a man of great business saga- of
!
l'ythias Hall and additional fire escapes good wishes.
city and activity. He was the oldest living on the Belfast Opera House. The matter
Orrin J. Dickey, who is engaged in newsbrother of Edward S. Hunt of the well was laid on the table until
the next meeting
paper work and excursions in this section,
known firm of E. S. Hunt & Co., Boston,
the
by
municipal officers.
will leave this, Thursday, morning for his
whose sudden and unexpected demise ocJames Pattee, city treasurer, reported the
annual trip south,going to Magnolia Springs,
curred Jan. 27th, a day later.
condition of the various appropriations as
about thirty miles below Jacksonville, Florfollows:
ida, where he will remain about two months.
The death of Mr. E. S. Hunt at his home Contingent, appropriation and rehis absence his newspaper work
on Beacon street, Brookline, Mass., came
ceipts.S13.277.21 During
will be looked after by Leslie C. Follett of
Flxpenses.
12,078.80
like a thunder-bolt to his
friends

family,

and extensive business acquaintances. He
had been largely and successfully engaged
in the sheepskin trade in Boston for thirtyfive years and had won the distinction of
an authority in this branch of the leather
trade.
He began business at the opening
of the civil war and had built up, in spite
of reverses during the great Boston fire, a

Highways, appropriation.
Expenses.

8,400.00
9,254.74

department, appropriation.3,700.00
Expenses.5,024.15

Fire

Free text books, appropriation.300.00

Expenses.344.94

Sewers, appropriation.2,500.00

Flxpenses....2,748.00

Great

towns and cities which ask the State to reimburse them for bounties paid on seals in
The total number of seals upon which
bounties were paid at $1 apiece this year
was 3,613, but there is no knowing how
many of these were paid upon “bogus”
noses made from the skin of a single seal.
The legislative appropriation was only $3,000. Portland leads in the number of noses
with 2,642.
1903.

Chas. A.

business Monday.

home

large and lucrative business. He was a Permanent repairs, school houses,
appropriation.450.00
Prophet, and Chas. E. Sherman as Great general favorite, a genial friend, a lovable
Expenses.211.42
man in all the walks of life.
A wife, one
Junior Sagamore.
two sisters and a brother survive
The newly elected officers of Canton Pal- daughter,
tion. 9,300.00
him.
Other receipts. 3,534.07
las, P. M., I. 0. 0. F., were installed on
Monday evening by Ralph II. Howes of this
Nancy J., widow of Eben Wellman, died
13,034.67
city. The officers were elected at a recent at her home in Searsmont, Jan.
Expenses.12,433.28
28th, after
meeting and then announced in The Jour- an illness of one w eek with
paralysis, aged Repairs and insurance, school houses,
nal. A series of assemblies will be given
79 years, 11 months and 8 days. Iler husappropriation.350.00
in Odd Fellows’ hall under the auspices of band has been dead 6
Expenses.302.46
years, but she is surthe Cantons, the first Wednesday evening, vived
by all her children : Charles Wellman School contingent appropriation.$300.00
Feb. 10th.
Expenses. 283.78
of Belmont, Mrs. Viola Ames of Belfast,
The usual order was passed transferring
Good Will Lodge, No. 124, K. of P. of Otis Wellman, Mrs. Nora McCabe, Mrs.
funds from appropriations in which a balWinterport had its officers installed by Ansel Lothrop, Gilbert Wellman, Mrs. StelD. G. C. John Maxwell of Frankfort Jan. la Marriner and Mrs. Abbie Perry, all of ance remained to those overdrawn, as follows :
27th, as follows: C. C., L. E. Littlefield; Searsmont. She was the oldest of a family
Free text books to contingent.$ 51.91
V. C., F. F. Perkins; Prelate, Fred Elling- of 13 children of whom one sister, Mrs.
Permanent repairs to contingent..
2:18.58
Lewis
of
and
M.
three
of
Bryant
brothBelmont,
General school purposes to continW., Albert Cole; M. at A.,
wood;
Clarence Downs; I. G., Percy Carleton; ers, Andrew and John Jackson of Belmont
gent
215.17
O. G., II. D. Ellingwood. After the in- and Isaac Jackson of Belfast, survive. She Repairs and insurance to contingent
47.55
stallation the ladies of the Sisterhood fur- leaves 17 grandchildren and 8 great grand- r rom the unexpended
balance to
nished a supper, which was partaken of children. The funeral was held at the home
contingent...... 1,800.00
in Searsmont, Kev. C. 11. Beebee officiating.
with many thanks to the sisters.
Contingent to highways..$1,022.68
There were many beautiful floral offerings Contingent to lire department. 1,431.85
248.66
from
relatives and friends.
The family Contingent to sewers.
Yesterday's Hews Items.
to school contingent_
10,90
have lost a good mother, whose memory Contingent
A statement in regard to the accidental
Maine’s logcabiulias started for St. Louis. they will ever revere. The interment will
be in Grove Cemeterj, where the husband death of a horse owned by William II.
Rockefeller has resigned as a director in
Staples, caused it is alleged by children
is buried.
the steel trust.
sliding on Washington street, was presentFour hundred sailors are on a strike at
Mrs. Lucy J. Marden, widow of Daniel ed verbally by Wayland Knowlton, Esq.
As it was not brought before the Hoard in
Boston. They refuse to work under a re- G. Marde.i of
Waldo, died Jan. 29th, at the
duction of $5 a month in their wages.
home of her son, William Marden in Vea- regular form no action was taken on it.
The finance committee reported on the
Wm. C. Whitney, President Cleveland’s zie. She was born in Uuity, the daughter
Secretary of the Navy, died Tuesday in of Stephen McKinney, and was 79 years account of M. C. Hill, collector for 1902: the
New York from peritonitis and blood pois- and 7 months of age. She was sick about a amount due March 2, 1903, $16,237.99; supweek with grip, which resulted in a general plemental tax, $52.45; total, $16,290.44.
oning following appendicitis.
breaking up of the system and death came Abatements, commissions, etc., and amounts
Maine’s Seal Bounties $5613.
very quietly at the last. Mrs. Marden had paid city treasurer, $16,290.44.
Adjourned.
Augusta, Me., Jan. 31. There are 61 not been in very good health for some time,
Sachem, assisted by C. C. Coombs

PERSONAL.

and did not leave the house in cold weather.
Before her illness she seemed to have a
presentiment that she would live only a
short time, and conscious nearly to the last,
she was able to make many arrangements
with her son. Besides her son William she
leaves one daughter, Mrs. William Jackson
of Waldo and a sister, Mrs. Mary Leighton

The Reach Frozen Over.
The Reach is frozen over and the ice is so
hard that Thursday teams crossed back
and forth.
This is the first winter that
teams have crossed the Reach on the ice for
eleven years and the earliest in the season
for twenty-nine years.—Deer Isle Messenger.

this

city.

Fifty years of honest and successful business life is something an> comimm;t\ may
ns
he proud to hear spoken <>f an of hei
This is the simple reason \\h\ Noddle
Island is proud of Emery l>. Leigh- m.
Hast Boston Argus-Advocate.
Mr. Leighton was formerly of Belfast,
and his manager is Capt. Oscar G Baton,
a native of
Searsport. Nome particulars
of the E. I). Leighton Co. are given on the
3d page.
F. II. Mayo writes from Hawthorne, Fla.
under date of Jan. 29th: “After a month of
hunting and fishing ’mid sunshine, fruit
and flowers we move from country Hawthorne to city St. Augustine, w here our address will be 10 Ballard avenue. I cannot
send any of the sunshine or fruit, and so
will enclose some of the flowers.”
The
peach blossoms sent faded but little in
transit.
The Ice

Embargo.

Notice is hereby
l’ORTl.ASl), Jan. 28.
given that owing to Eggenioggin Reach
being closed by ice the light on Pumpkin

Island has been discontinued and will be
relighted when the reach is free from ice.
There is
Bvckspokt, Me., Jan. ‘27.
more ice in the Penobscot than at any time
since 187.7. The river is solid down to \Vinterport, from two to three miles below the
usual point.
Several sailing vessels outward bound are frozen in.
Back channel
around Verona Island is closed and jammed
in places li to 10 feet deep.
The river
through the narrows and below is full of
floating ice. Sargentville, Sedgwick, Brooklin and many other coast towns are practically cut off from water transportation
for the present, the harbors being blocked.
Transfers in Real Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 27, 1904:
Fred N. Vose, Thorndike, to Edward J.
Vose, Knox ; land in Thorndike. Elizabeth
L. Wyman, Islesboro, to Leon W. Wyman,
Rachel A. Thompdo.; land in Islesboio.
son, Belfast to Isabel R. Tripp, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast. Isabel K. Tripp to
Lizzie A. Bassick, Searsport; land and
buildings in Searsport. It. B. Toothaker,
Belfast, to Fred O. Smith, do; land and
buildings in Belfast. L. M. Staples, Washington, to Hattie E. Witham, Warren ; land
in Liberty.
were

■and issued bonds at four per cent.,
which were rapidly taken. The sewer

Notes From Nova Scotia.

THE ELMIRA PRISON CAMP.
Recollections of

system

cost $30,000.
Woifville is a town, and not a

city,
though having a mayor, councilmen,
etc., for the same reason that LiverI left Belfast for Wolfville Tuesday
pool has been a town for centuries,
On arriving in while London is a
morning, Dec. 29th.
city because it has a
Bangor—where 1 had to wait several resident Bishop of the Episcopal church.
hours for the t?t. John train—I went
There have been quite a number of
up town to get dinner. A man, having elegant private residences built in rea large load of hay drawn by two horses,
cent years, also several tine stores.
stopped me, and said: “Can’t I sell There are two banks, four men in each.
After One of them has a
you a load of hay. Mister?”
savings department.
some persuasion, I convinced him that
As I noticed large plate-glass fronts in
his goods would be of no service to me
many stores I walked down one side of
at present.
Main street and returned on the other,
At 3.10 I stepped into a parlor car,
and counted, for curiosity, the stores

The

Journey From Belfast to Wolfville in
Land of

the

Evangline.

and at 10.30 was in my room at a
St. John hotel. The thermometer in
Bangor was 14 below zero; in St. John,
7 below. Wednesday morning I took
the elegant steamer Prince Rupert for
Digby. The wind was blowing fresh,
and 1 noticed many of the passengers,
especially the ladies, were sick. But
the sickness was short, as we were not
out of sight of laud. About 9.30 we
were approaching the Digby Straits.
Phis is a pretty sight to one who admires the sublime or beautiful in nature.
At this point, old Poseidon, god
of the sea and brother of Jupiter, with
ills trident split the great North Moun-

having

fronts of

south side there

side,

plate-glass.
are

14,

on

On the
the north

10.

The college, the boys’ academy and
the Ladies’ Female

Seminary,

are

very

prosperous.
Xearly a year ago Mr.
Rockefeller was approached by the
President, Rev. Dr. Trotter. The result was that if the Baptists of the
Maritime Provinces, who founded and
who support these institutions, would
by January, 1005, raise $100,000, Mr.
Rockefeller
would
the
duplicate
amount.
The President is now at
work among the churches and is meeting with excellent success. The sum
tain range apart, and let the roaring
i will be raised.
waters of the Bay of Fundy through;
The head teacher of piano in the
at the same time sinking a basin 20
Ladies’ Seminary is Prof. G. P. Maxim,
miles long from Digby to Annapolis,
who came here last September. He has
wneiva part of the British navy could
lately been engaged to take charge of
if
a
there.
What
convulsion
of
anchor,
the organ and choir in the Baptist
Nature it must have been! The strait
church. lie is from Maine, and Maine
Is about one third of a mile wide, and
and Maxim are very suggestive; and it
the tides rusli through this narrow pas- 1
is needless to say that he is a big Maxim
sage with a tremendous force, making I
gun as far is music is concerned. With
north
end bis
whirlpools and eddies. The
large choir and the training he
|
of the mountain, or the left side of the
ignes them you can imagine the qualStrait as yon enter, is very precipitous
ity of music in the Baptist church. On
and covered with small forest growth.
uc

;isl

amuc

flic

oiiid11

The

nnen.

side vf the

opposite,
split mountain,

nuuaca

or

«'i

south

is not

so

I

;

the winter, spring and sumof 1808 I was stationed at Elmira,
N. Y., where those who read history
know was a Union prison camp in
Which some 15,000 Confederate prisoners were confined.
At this late day it
may not be out of place to give a little
description of this camp, in contrast to
Andersonville, where so many of our
boys were starved and died. Some
twenty acres were enclosed by a fence
about 20 feet high with a walk on the
outside just high enough to allow the
sentries to look over into the camp,
with sentry boxes at intervals for use
in stormy weather.
There were about
500 men with two sections of a battery
for a guard; and I was one of twelve
non-commissioned officers as a police
for the inside of the camp at night. This
was the total guard for the camp.
The prisoners had good quarters,
good rations and good clothing. I well
remember the morning the news was
received at the camp of the surrender
of Lee; how they threw up their caps
and cheered, and said, “Now we will
The
go home to come back no more.”
most of them had had fighting enough.
They were brought in ragged and dirty
—a hard-looking crowd.
When the sad news came of the assassination of President Lincoln they
said it was no friend of theirs had
done the deed. One private would take
fifteen or twenty of them out of camp
to gather wood and they never tried to

During

mer

a

with all his wisdom was able
and scribble these lines my mind goes
cottages among the trees some- to
manage the musicians of the Temple back to tlie
exat after the style of those at Dark
days when as a boy I left
in such a way that some good
people in
home in old Prospect to join the
II.:. or. Islesboro. Many terraces had
Jerusalem did not have their feelings my
to Vie made.
army. How pleasant it is to meet the
hurt.
T e pretty village of Digby is sit“boys” in tlie Grand Army halls at an
1 planned to speak of several other
; about a mile inside of the straits.
association meeting and live tlie day's
l, a
matters when I began, but my space is
over again.
We had a little meeting in
are good hotels, line churches,
: rf.
lillpd, and I will reserve them for future
i elegant school buildings. At this
r
Searsport recently; sometimes we call
letters.
George E. Tufts.
them love feasts. Our ranks are fast
pla e 1 took .he train bound from YarAVolfville, X. S., .Ian. 21, 1001.
Hi to Halifax, the two places
m.
growing thinner. We numbered fully
a thousand men when we were musterIN AID OF GOOD ROADS
being 217 miles apart. Twenty miles
ed in.
from Digby we come to Annapolis,
which was first settled by the French Two Bills in Congress for Federal AssistComrades, let us meet as often as we
ance.
in 1005. The old French torts and stone
can.
Soon the places that know us will
Two bills are now pending before know us no more. Let us live so that
barracks cover several acres and are
Congress extending government aid to when we
very fine to look at. They are just outgo it may be said of us, “well
the construction of
roads. One
side of the town near the wharves and of them is known as good
the Latimer bill, done good and faithful servant.” S.
railroad station. This place was called ! introduced by Senator Latimer of South
A HIDDEN TORTURER
F.u't Royal by the French; but when j Carolina, and the other as the BrownNova Scotia come into possession of ! low-Gallinger bill, being introduced in Death Preferable to the Agony Horne by
the House by Representative BiownMr. Coyle. Three Years of Excruciating
T.he English in 1713 the name was low of
Tennessee, and in the Senate by
Neuralgia Terminated by Six Doxes of
changed to Annapolis Royal, in honor Senator Gallmger of Xew Hampshire.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
The
of
a
number
of
Legislatures
•■i Queen Ann, the reigning sovereign
The pity of the modern world has always
some Democratic and some Reof Great Britain. Polis is tiie Greek States,
tales of the sufferings of
publican, have indorsed the movement, been stirred by
wretched victims in the torture chamthe
w.c'i for city
Annapolis continued to and instructed their senators and members once connected with courts of justice.
ii- t!m
capitol of the province till 174b, bers to support whichever bill they con- The very sight, of a gruesome collection of
sider the better. While the bills differ
wiici: the seat of government was repincers, tongs, thumbscrews and lacks,
somewhat in detail, the principle is the used ages ago, awes curious
spectators and
to Halifax, 130 miles farther same—that
.... wi
where a county or State makes them tremble with living horror.
-.■A.
From Annapolis to Wolfville, a Appropriates money to b expended in While such cruelties survive now only
among savage races, men still suffer from
1 i>’ <' c of oo miles, you puss through improving its toads the government
shall allot an equal sum for such im- agonies of disease so intense that they can
find no terms lit to describe them 'save
a vi’ix fertile valley from five to fifteen
provements on condition that the roads words iike “torture” and “rack,” which
’i hd
wide, between two ranges of shall In- constructed under the super- Call
up vividly tlie barbarities of tlie out!■• niitaius. known as
the North and vision of the government, and shall grown past. Tlie unhappy victims someas in tile case which foilows, faint
thereafter
be
maintained
times,
the
State
by
South Mountains. In ispj two
with the exhaustion of intense pain, and
or
county constructing them.
.nties in Ibis valley— Kings and Aneven
long for death to hasten and end sufBoth hills propose that up to the exferings which they have appealed so long
apolis—shipped to England 4OO;0OO tent of $10,000,000 per year for three in
vain to men to relieve. Ail help that
barrels of apples. But since that date years the expense shall he divided be- comes from drugs that deaden pain for a
tween the general government and the brief season is
only mockery, for the short
when hundreds of acres of young orMate or local government, so that where respites are always followed by more ter1 aids were just coming into bearing a State
rible
now
agony.
j
appropriates $300,000
The story of .lames II. Coyle, a mill op-ihe yearly shipments have been in- tor the improvement of its roads it
at
No. !) Pond street,
erative,
residing
would
he
allotted
from
the
$300,000
creasing very rapidly. As regards qualAmesbury, Mass., is a striking recent case 1
general treasury, and where a county in
illustration.
“During tlie past three
ity Nova Scotia claims to lead the spends $10,000
it would be allowed $10,years,” said Mr Coyle to a reporter, “I
world. There are two lines of fruit 000 from the
general treasury under was troubled with neuralgia in the head.
At times the pains were almost unbearable
steamers running between Halifax and the conditions above set forth.
and my sufferings were such that death
and British ports.
.summer

The Furness line runs weekly and
carries about 20 thousand barrels a
week.
The Canadian Pacific Bailway

line

about the

runs

fortnightly, carrying

number. They began
to carry this number nearly three
months ago and will keep on till spring.
This season the apples have netted
the owners of orchards over $2.00 a barrel on the average. The orchards of
Mr
C. R. If. Starr produced about
4000 barrels, the orchard of Charles
Eaton between 3000 and 4000 barrels.
same

jiu'Kie, who lives u> miles trom
Wolfville, tins a line orchard which
Mr.

.3000 barrels. One tree
orchard near here produced 32
barren. Another tree yielded 20 barrels of very high grade, which were
sold for *4 a barrel. By a cablegram
received yesterday the cargo that went
by steamer two weeks ago, netted the
to $3.30
owner from $3
per barrel.
They were golden pippins, used at this
season as dessert on English tables.
Whatever variety is in fashion for
aesse rt—and this continually changes—

produces nearly
in

an

brings

the

price.

Advantage

is taken

of ttiis and the kind wanted is

shipped.
George Thomson, ex-Mayor of
Wolfville, has a small orchard of 135
trees.
They yielded this season 538
barrels. The above will perhaps give
Mr.

Be Hone

Must

To

Stop Land

Grabbing.

Washington, February

The

1901.

would have been welcome as a relief.
Tlie
Frank P. Bennett, Jr.
pains began right over my eyes and shot
through my head. They were so
The Portland Sunday Times of Jan. 24th upward
excruciating that they would almost make
printed pictures and facts regarding some me faint dead away from exhaustion.
“I consulted several physicians but,
twenty members of the Massachusetts Legwhile they all diagnosed my case as neuralislature for the present year who are nagia and prescribed for that, they gave me
tives of Maine. One of them was born in only temporary relief. Then I took a numWaldo county, and the Times gives this ber of advertised neuralgia cures with no
better result.
About four months ago a
sketch of him:
friend told me about Dr. Williams’ Pink
Frank P. Bennett, Jr., Republican, of Pills for Pale
People, and I decided to try a
Saugus, was born in Palermo, Dec. 30, 1878. box, although then I bad but little faith
in
IDs mother’s maiden name was C lark ami
them, because I had taken so many remewas a descendant of the Greely family, well
dies without benefit. After I had used one
known in that section of Waldo county.
box 1 noticed that the pains were less freTbe farm on which Mr. Bennett was born
quent and intense than before. So I took a
miu oeen in tne lireeiy fatuity tor generasecond box with additional
tions, since il was settled by his original After I had taken six boxes improvement.
mv neuralgia
ancestors who came over from England. was
entirely cured, and tor two months I
Recently the family name has run out and have been free from puin. I have
sound,
the farm has been sold. Mr. Hennett has restful
sleep at night and no feeling of lanlived in Massachusetts practically all his
rhe day. I bless the day when
guor
during
life, lie is a journalist on the Wool tfc Cot- I
began to use Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.”
ton Reporter, a paper owned by his father,
Cures equally remarkable for their comlie has traveled through Maine considerand permanance have also been
pleteness
ably and is well known to people in the wrought by these pills in the case of locostate, lie is a graduate of the Everett motor
ataxia,
partial paralysis, St. Vitus’
public schools and a graduate of Harvard dance, sciatica,
nervous headache, afterHe is a sergeant in the Second effects of
college.
the grip, palpitation of the heart,
corps of cadets of Salem. This is Mr. lien- pale and sallow
complexions and all forms
nett’s first year in the house, hut his father of
weakness in either male or female. Dr.
had been a very prominent member in forWilliams’ Pink Pills for Pale People are
mer years and has been a candidate for
sold by all druggists, or will be sent direct
speaker on different occasions.
from Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., postpaid, on receipt of price,
fifty ceuts per box; six boxes for two dollars and a half. Do not be deceived into
taking a substitute. Nothing else has been
found equally good.

CASTOR
iA
For Infants and
Children.

fbe Kind You Have Always Bought

your readers some idea of what the ap-

N. P. Willis.

[Troy Press, Jan. 20.]
Nathaniel Parker Willis, a noble journalist and delightful poet, was born in Portland 87 years ago today, and he died sixty
years and one day later. Old timers will
remember his American Monthly Magazine, finally merged into the New York
Mirror; and the Home Journal, to whioh he
imparted enviable distinction, is still on

“How's this?” demanded the magisple growers are doing in this fertile
“You have your husband arrested
valley. The industry is just in its in- trate.
for assault, and yet you refuse to testify
fancy and hundreds of acres are plant- against him?” Well, your honor,” said earth. Here is a snatch to show the feliced every year with young trees.
Mrs. McGlone, whose heart bad soft- ity of Mr. Willis’ style:
The firm of Northard & Lowe, the ened, “I ain’t shure, t’ was him done it.” “For it stirs the blood in an old man’s
heart,
told me he
“But
you in
largest apple dealers in London, if the you “Thrue for punched
And makes his
fly,
ye. Some wan did To catch the thrillpulses
eye.”
of a happy voice
the
have
the
in
past
not
during
world,
punch me in th’ oiye, but I an’t shure
And the light of a pleasant eye.”
few years buiit large storehouses along who, fur me back wor tamed at the
An Early Kiser.
the line of the R. R. in this valiey, into toime.”—Philadelphia Press.
whicli the farmers, at their convenA Cure for Eczema.
ience, can store their apples free of ex- My baby had Eczema so bad that its head
was a solid mass of scabs, and its hair all
pense. The temperature is kept a little came out. I tried many remedies but none
above the freezing point. As soon as Beemed to do any parmanent good until 1
The
■the steamers return to Halifax, trains used DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve.
Eczema is cured, the scabs are gone and the
of cars are quickly loaded from the little one’s scalp is perfectly clean and
storehouses and rushed to Halifax, healthy, and its hair growing beautifully
again. 1 cannot give too much praise to
chielly by night.
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve.—Frank FarmWolfville is growing very rapidly. er, Bluff City, Ky. In buying Witch Hazel
for counterfeits. DeWitt’s
Within a few years a most excellent Salve look outand the
is the original
only one containing
water system has been put in which pure Witch Hazel. The name E. C. DeWitt
H. Moody.
cost $52,000. The town owns the plant & Co. is on every box. Sold by R.

A strong, healthy, active constitution depends largely on the condition of the liver.
The famous little pills known as DeWitt’s
Little Early Risers not only cleanse the
system but they strengthen the action of the
liver and rebuild the tissues supporting
that organ. Little Early Risers are easy to
act, they never gripe and yet they are absolutely certain to produce results that are
satisfactory in all cases. Sold by R. H.

Moody.

Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
on Mnnjoy
Hill, is successfully curing
drunkards and drug users.
lyr25*
The

M

lion. Joseph A. Homan of Augusta, who
for almost a quarter of a century occupied
the editorial chair of the Maine Farmer,
recently passed his 88th birthday, and

restatement is heard around the Capitol among the tributes of love and esteem
him were the following poems:
ceived
by
that
and the hotel lobbies of Washington
(Dedicated to Mr. Joseph Homan on His
there is no possible chance of land law Eighty-eighth Birthday.)
The
The strong-winged years have helped thee
repeal at this session of Congress.
climb
opponents of legislation which will reTo heights where visions wait;—
and
check
peal certain of the land laws
The years that strike, with silver chime,
Twice forty bells and eight.
land stealing, admit that some amendments or modifications of the existing The white-winged years have done their
part,
laws may be made, but that the repeal
In dower-time and in snow.
and
these
To
of
make
of
laws,
peace blossom in thine heart,
absolutely
any
Fair as tlie lilies blow.
particularly the Desert Land law, is a
thing impossible and out of the ques- The gracious yeans! the kindly years!
How
each one stands.

tion.
This calls to mind very forcibly similar statements and prophecies heard at
just about a corresponding date of the
year that the National Irrigation Bill
became a law, much to the surprise of
even some of its friends.
It is probable that these opponents
of land repeal are speaking advisedly.
Whatever they may themselves think
on the subject, they are anxious to secure a general impression, if possible,
that these laws cannot be repealed. It
is recognized, however, by tbe best informed statesmen on tbe subject, that
the question lias now come to the

point

where it must be met

ima

heavy |
growth of timber, mostly maple and
birch, in recent years some parts of j
tliis have been bought by wealthy j
men from New York, who have built
Solomon
and is covered with

steep,

Something

squarely.
The public land is disappearing into speculative and corporate holdings
at such an enormously rapid rate that it
will do to temporize the question no
Unless effective legislation is
longer.
secured, and comparatively at once,
there will be little left worth legislaget away.
I shall never forget the day when the ting about.
police force of twelve men, who had beWe nave readied the point on this
I
come strongly attached to each other,
land question.”
said a prominent
left for their homes. They were a noble Western Senator, “where we have
got
set of men (at least eleven of them to substitute acts for words.
We have
aim wnen guou
were)
nyes were sum got to do something at this session of
>
jit*
gave ail
tears tilled tlie eyes of many of them. 1 Congress. The
opposition to this repeal
organ recital. The church was packed, was the only one from Maine, and never of the
land laws,—the Desert Act, the
galleries and all; many standing in the expected any of us would meet again commuter’s clause and the Timber
aisles. It is to be regretted that the on earth: but
through the National Act—are craftily sparring for time, as
former organist, a most excellent lady, Tribune I
got the addresses of two of though the question were a brand new
has taken offence at the change, and
them, both holding the position of one, and one which we did not undershe and her family have gone to the
stand in the West.
Sheriff in New York State.
It is far too well
Methodists to worship.
I wonder if
As f sit by the fire this cold night understood, so well understood that
jcv.hu

i:

Forty Tears Ago.

HIS 88th BIRTHDAY.

LAUD LAW REPEAL.

find

difficulty in getting
about all they want of our best irrigation and timber lands, in utter disregard of tlie spirit of our land enactments
which have been popularly believed to
foster homebuilding and settlement.”
Another Washington legislator, who
lias been following the land question
for some years, smiled significantly
when asked for bis opinion regarding
some men

some

no

of the various amendments to the

land laws which have been introduced
by Western men.
“These amendments and modifications,” he said, “always, of course, in
the interests of the people, are quite
amusing, especially in their apparently
drastic effects.
About all such proposed legislation that I have seen thus
far would be like breaking out the
fangs of a poisonous serpent. There are
always dormant fangs lying back of
them and these soon grow out again
and are ready for business.
“These energetic statesmen in their
activity to amend and modify our land
laws remind me of the situation i
dozen years ago when there was a
great overhauling of the land laws,

accompanied

with the blare of

and much buneome talk

rights

as

trumpets

to how the

of the government and of

homeseeker

theless,

were

being guarded;

the

never-

it seems that these fellows left

the laws in a condition very well suited
foi their wholesale grab operations now
in progress.
The amendments and
modifications now proposed are largely
along the same lines. Sifted down to
tlie bottom they would simply make

land-grabbing a little more laborious,
and slightly more expensive, probably;
but the land is much more valuable
than it ever was before and the grabber
would still be well on top.”
m.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has beeu
in use for over 80 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Jnst-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

regal

Their music still is in thine ears,
Their gifts are in thine hands.
Their gifts?—Not all—for some had wings.
Ah! yet for thee they wait,
Among those other treasured things.
Within the Open Gate.

What is CASTORIA

The Open Gate that dings its light
Full on thine upward way.
The years have brought thee clearer sight,
With each sweet natal day.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Plensant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea, and Wind
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food., regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

But though so full thine Heavenly store,
Thou still hast much on earth.
May God postpone, for decades more,
Thy spirit's higher birth.
Our hearts repeat tlie legend sweet
The happy bells relate,
Each golden line a mellow chime
Twice forty bells and eight.

May each

new

The Cbildreu’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

bell, from year to year,

Peal sweeter than the last.
And mayst thou hear a I'aean clear,
When century chimes are past.
—Annette Waltze Crossman.
i.iee’s .rornsEY.
0, the overland journev of life!
0, the faith and the hopes and the fears
0, the wearying .-tre.s of tlie strife,
And tlie unending dnw of the tears 1

CASTORIA

GENUINE

O, the measureless stretches of waste!
< l, the tiresome roll of tlie wheels 1
0, the heights, w hose broad sweep a fore-

taste
Of the glory supernal reveals!
And jet through the hopes and the fears,
And the heights and tlie depth and the

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

chill,

God slowly works out thro’ tlie years,
The fulfillment of llis perfect will.

The centaur company, tt

IT

Xodd—“Wilkins lias had a lot of trouble
with his wife, hasn’t lie?"
Todd—“Yes. Why, I believe it was on
iter account that he hail to
separate from
his typewriter.”—Indianapolis News.

girl in a Harlem apartment
was observed by a friend of the family
eating a certain cereal preparation.
She seemed to eat sadly. “Don’t you
like that, my dear?” inquired the friend.
“Xot partic’ly,” replied the little maid.
“Why do you eat it,then?” The daughter
of the house paused with spoon on edge
of bowl. “It’s got to be eaten,” she
answered, gravely. “The grocery man
gives mamma a rag doll for every two
packages she buys, and it’s got to be
eaten every morning.”
And she continued to eat the cereal.—Christian
Endeavor World.

Catarrhal I'oisons and Their Remedy.
The poisonous secretions from Catarrh are
dangerous because tliey affect the stomach
and bowels, giving rise to an unhealthy
condition of these organs. Catarrh is the
source of much ill health and was considered practically incurable until it was demonstrated to the satisfaction of the medical
profession that by the use of Catarrhozone
any case of nasal or throat trouble can be
permanently and quickly cured. Catarrhozone by its unusual merit has enlisted the
support and endorsement of the most prominent medical authorities, who freely state
that any one giving it a trial is sure to receive permanent benefit. Sold for St. Small
size 26c. At Poor & Son, Druggists, or Poison and Co., Kingston, Out.

“Well,” said the young lawyer, after
he had heard his new client’s story, “your
claim appears to be good. I think we can

a verdict without much trouble.”
“That’s what I told my wife, and yet she
insisted at first that we oughter engage a
first-class lawyer.”—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

secure

For Over

Sixty Years.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth-

ing Syrnp, and take

no

other.

street,

new vork

city.

Successor

Blood is Worthless
UNLESS CIRCULATED.

1

B. D. FIELD,
to Ginn &

I'ield,

First Qualitv Goods

Health is assured by the new process
of curing disease.
RELIEF IN 30 MINUTES.

At Reasonable Prices.

Sick headache, indigestion, loss of vigor, failing
memory, nervousness are all infallible signs of
weakening nerves and indicate that your nerves
lick rich blood with which to build up tlieir
broken tissues. l)r. Agnew’s Heart Cure heals
and strengthens the heart and gives it the power
to send rich blood coursing through the veins,
when most diseases disappear as by magic. It
relieves heart disease in so minutes and is a wonderful cure.
17
I»r. Agnew’s Ointment cures piles in
one

Sold

to three

—.--------

TEA

by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.

f
jm
H
■ sionalgripingsand

Hundreds ofchildreu and adults have
M worms, hut are t it nted f u- oi her diseases.
The symptomsare:—indigestion, with a
■
variableappetite; lull tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with oeca-

H

CANNED GOODS,

DRIED FRUITS.

la
Efl

■
M

fjS

Sj

^

Orders

promptly delivered.

♦♦♦

\

VVe Give

Stamps.

..."

♦♦♦

B
■

I
H

painsabouttbennvel;

_rr ii !•'.

1?

heavy and dull; itching of the none;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.
eyes

—

I
■

§|

TRUE’S
I

COFFEE,

35c.

days.

MonitS

■
■
■

GROCERIES,

FANCY

Camden Electric

I
B

Wiring & Construction Co

DO ELECTRIC WIRING
KIND

x’x

elixir

X*

OF EVERY

*'*

X*

’‘he best worm remedy made. 11 has
" in use since | s^|. is
purely vegetable, harmless and effect mil. Where
no worms arc present it
j.ctsuuaTonic,
and corrects th>> condition of the mucons membram- ot the stomach and

B
B
B
B

Are you interested in hghting your homes?
It so. let us estimate on your
and you can have your house wired for electric lights cheaperthan
think for.

'ion ami JliliotiHiiesH, an ! a valuable
remedy i;i all the coitimon complaints

Ibi

B

Light and dark, day and night, are not more different
house lit by electricity and by some other way.

is
1“

hr. .1- 1

'! iil I. A- < O., V .iharn. Me.

Bi

I

SjT’More light,

less money, with our

jo
w

from each other than

lights.

Our ELECTRIC FL ASH LTGIIT is a little thing, but it lights the darkest
see us, and we would he glad to do business with
you.

places

Call and

Parlor

Nt). 13 Mechanic Street, Camden, Maine.

t,

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

FRED ATWOOD,

A small

Murray

Ami ! know that where'er I may roam,
And what e’er may betide, I can wait,
Tili my journey shall end in the Home
That is reached by the Golden Gate.
—r. S. llieliborn.

Relief in One Minute.

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in one
minute, because it kills the microbe which
tickles the mucus membrane, causing the
cough, and at the same time clears the
phlegm, draws out the inflammation and
heals and soothes the atfected parts. One
Minute Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
wards ofl' pneumonia and is a harmless and
never failing cure in all curable cases of
Coughs, Colds and Croup. One Minute
Cough Cure is pleasant to take, harmless
and good alike for young and old. Sold by
K. II. Moody.

ALWAYS

wima^nk.ori'

ki»i.o,i,- smi

Insurance and Real Estate

REPRESENTING OVEk EORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Eire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.

Stoves.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited, lira! estate bought and sold.

We have in stock all styles and

kinds—air-tights,

If You Want

cast iron, and

\vP\

The Famous

llfnl
/./
X
./
■4?y

Glenwood Oak.

a

JUST

Quick Sale

Send us full description for
next catalog. No advance
money required.
Our III. catalog will tell
y u where the bargains
U is FKEK
are.
One references are the
men in youi own town for
\n horn we have bought or
sold farms.

NEW STOCK

j

Si. S. STILE*,
Brooks, Manager for Waldo County
C

Also the usual fine line of tinware, wooden ware,

Furnace

a

a

.A. Strout,
E*

1J Union Mi

Nuts of all Kinds,
fine Confectionery,
A“f

Lowney’s Chocolates

ital

WIXTKR FRUITS,

All the

lamps, etc.

x

RECEIVED

no<

in perfection.

Work

Foreign

tintl Domest

’c.Cigars,

Tobacco and Smoke, s' Articles.
Fresh Roasted Peanuts.

will receive prompt attention.

Mitchell

&

Trussell,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

This

Handsome

Couch

G

B MARSANO

TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 HiSli Street
Given with $16 assortment of Soaps, Extracts
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and
Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our

big catalogue of

200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

BELFAST

Borne

Gas& Electric Light Co.

Snpplj Co,

The

Republican Journal I year,
N, Y. Tribune Farmer I year,

FOR SALE!
Top Carriage nearly new;

Electric Wiring of All Kinds.

Grocery Wagon.

Electric,

Fixtures»Supplies.

also one

FOR RENT.

Telephone number,

44-2.

vance.

Address

REP.

JOUR.

nr. x55, suitable for office

iuO
Apply
or

or

factory. Also an
store. Main St.
64, New York,
62tt

office ovor H. L. Lord’s
to Arnold Harris, 137 E.
G. G Pierce, Belfast, Maine.

PUB.

CO.,

Beltast, Maine

We have
Fora small

a

Customer

place, containing Uve to tw*
within three miles of Belfast p«is|
office. Must have good house of seven
more rooms, ell and stable, all in good
pair. We will pay spot cash and %a reason
able price for the right place.
53tf
HOLMES & WEST
acres,

No. 64 High Street,
Office Washington Street.

Both papers will be sent, to different
addresses if requested, for $2.00 In ad

to

JOS. WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Me.

1.00
$3.0

JAMR8 HANKY, Belfast, Me
or

Gas

Apply

$2.00

Palanco, we meet and pass other birlocheros, all filled with chattering and
smiling Chilenos; drunken sailors, come
AN EQUES- over to
STREET CURIOSITIES.
“paint the town” from the port
TRIAN GENTLEMAN. SOME FUNNY of Talcahuano, galloping the streets at
break-neck speed, knowing little about
NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
and caring less; and
horsemanship
of
The
Special Correspondence
Jourual.l
Concepcion, Chili, December 25, peons seated on the extreme rear end
a:!. In this country, when one de- of diminutive donkeys, carrying before
res to take a ride, he does not send them huge panniers of fruits and vegemind to tlie livery stable for a vehicle, tables. Every street corner is Accupied
it sallies forth on foot, carrying wliat- by a ragged exile from sunny Italy,
ier paraphernalia the excursion may with hand-organ and monkey, grinding
quire, and walks until a birlochero out alleged music to the delighted popunes along.
The public carriages are ulace. These troubadouring nuisances

AWAY DOWN IN CHILI.

will whirl his raw-boned horses
three times in the narrow street,
a zing
the houses on either side, to
ver

or

■

peril

of

pedestrians;
he considers that a deal of noise,
urisli and whip-cracking are needed

do proper honor to the occasion.
•iviiig satisfied his conscience in that
.ail'd and brought his foaming steeds
;* stand-still, you clamber in and are
isked away, pell-mell, over the
anes, at a pace that may truly be
nned a “spanking” one, for you are
aided against the top like a rubber
and hurled into your neighbor’s
ms with
force enough to fracture
inly cushioned libs—bonnets batterhats knocked off; but you may be
■nsoied with the rejection that you
riding for pleasure, and that this
■roic exercise is good for garlic-im.tired digestion.
Hereabouts the favorite after-dinner
m is to a suburban pleasure garden,
■i led
the Palancho, which is much
quented by all classes of society.
ie place in itself lias no attractions;
it there are few ways of varying the
miotony of life in Chili, and the
.man species are like sheep the world
er. you know, in following the lead
a bell-wether.
\ lien

untry,

splendid
breasts of ostriches, covered with

tUIU

lirst arrived in tins part ot the
we used to carefully explain to

coachmen that we were strangers
the land and desired to be shown the
ist beautiful and entertaining sights,
e found the eocheros
obliging fellows,
ways delighted with the mission and
oud to exhibit home institutions;
it unfortunately, their ideas of the
.uitiful
and entertaining differed
'■atly from our own. The lirst Jehu

straight to the slaughteruse. and throwing wide the door, triohantly invited us to enter and view
whole process of killing and dressIlaving declined that amusement,
is infinite suiprise and
disappoint:11. lie drove us next to the big hosu>

■

ore.

ami where a

tted

sores

arms

are

sawed

vast array of am-

tumors and monglass bottles.

and

■siries are set forth in
still not

agreeably diverted,
display, which
--esses extraordinary fascination for
’ass Chileno, lie spent the rei"W
in. -u
it the afternoon sulkily drivus

na

■

by

■

>]

this gruesome

11 el

down the

streets, eviruminating upon the stupidity

his (i l

same

ingoes.

\nother cochero. delighted with the
e
mission, made a bee-line to the
use: another carried us at once

penitentiary: and another co the
At last we learned that
rnetery.
ueepeiou has no “sights," eveii her
relies being too new to be interestand now on our afternoon drives,
give the unvarying order of ladies
ne manner born, "Vaya al Palaneho”
1 "a to the
pleasure garden.” One is
1

ai•

to encounter many novelties en
ite. and the streets are a lively pano■

slow-moving but kaleidoscopic,
infailing interest to tlie foreigner,
’or example: There is a gray-bearded,
a,

-■nilied guaso, mounted on a line
se, with Ids fat wife behind him.
is topped by a broad-brimmed hat,
rest of his person

enveloped

in a

ight-hued poncho, or native blanket,
th a slit in the center through which
thrusts his head: while she wears a
uple cotton gown, a scarlet shawl,
id a man’s bat of Panama straw.
horse’s bridle is plated with sil:
and on his saddle are piled live
six
shaggy pillones, or woolen
:hs.
>■

which almost

cover

his tliin-hs

rowels of the guaso’s spurs are,

hout

exaggeration, large as ordinary
plates, live or six inches across, and
.ivily plated with silver. His stirps are made of a block of oak, elabotely carved and hollowed inside—say
inches high by nine in diameter for
ode rate size, each weighing four or
pounds—forming a complete proion
for the feet when passing
mgh mud, mountain bushes and
ky defiles. At one side of the saddle
fastened a coiled lasso, made of
'ted hide, about

as

mb, fifty

feet

thick

as

your

long, with a
The guaso is
r
without a lasso, and the skill
> which lie can use it is
amazing. If
ishes to catch an animal that may
mining away at full speed, he takes
coil in his right hand, urges his
'C on a mad
gallop, and whirling the
» several times around his head to
it momentum, hurls its loop with
rring aim around the neck, horns or
of the animal, with as much ease
fi accuracy as a skilled base-ball
iver sends his ball.
The horse is so
lied that the instant the lasso leaves
rider’s hand, he stops and braces
-"self to hear the strain of the strugf ng animal.
Chilians of the guaso
■nss are bred to this exercise from in■"•y, and every ragamuffin urchin old
ugh to toddle is forever practicing
srt on poultry, dogs, cats, and other
V|nall animals that may come in his
with the same diabolical persisty that the gamins of Peru and
Bolivia shy stones out of slings at
Passers-by, and Patagonian boys, a dehee less civilized, slioot their
bone-tipM arrows. Hurrying on toward the
-noose

■

or

sixty

at the

end.

11U1I1

1UUI

|

\

|
;

|

At*

iotu,

mo

uuoiueas was leiiiov-

ed to Daiton’s

gray

tu

wharf, at the foot of
Lexington street, where it remained
until 1871, when it was located at the
present site, 109 Sumner street. The

SIA

same

year

Mr.

Foster

was

instant-

ly killed while on hoard the water
boat Flora, which the firm had just
launched.
The Flora was making her
trial trip, when she collided with the
boat
and
Mr. Foster was thrown
ferry
in such a manner that a blow over
the heart caused instant death. Since
that time the firm has been known as
that of E, D. Leighton. Mr. Leighton

attributes his success to honesty, supfact that he has albest men to be found
and that he has understood and given
his personal supervision to the minutest
details of the work. To this latter he
attributes the fact that many of his best
customers today have been iiis customers through all the 50 years, though in
the meantime the heads of all these
firms have passed on, leaving the business in the hands of sons or younger
partners. Most of the men now in the
same line of business have at some time

plemented by the
ways employed the

been in Mr. Leighton’s employ. Among
these are William McKie, John McKie,
Thomas Kellough, and Richard F. Kellough. James Marquand, of the firm of
Marquand A Bros., was Mr. Leighton’s
foreman for 12 years. James McPherj son, one of the first mechanics that ever
j came to East Boston, and one of God’s
; noblemen, was also in Mr. Leighton's j
employ when he died many years ago. ;
! The
late Alden Foster, a fine mechanic
j
and
expert accountant, was Mr.
confidential
clerk
28
years, i
; Leighton’s
and Otis Lewis was foreman of caulkers '■
reins are fastened. The entire mouth-!
for Mr. Leighton for 36 years, until his j
rigging weighs about five pounds, and if I death a few years ago. John Young,
suddenly jerked, is powerful enough to j now Marine Insurance Inspector, was
break any animal’s jaw. The reins are 1 foreman for 12 years, since which Mr.
has been master mechanic
made of finely braided hide or horse-1 Covington
and bookkeeper.
In isss, during ;a
hair and are joined together when they severe epidemic of grip, Mr. Alden
reach the pommel of the saddle, ter- Foster, then bookkeeper and confiden- !
minating in a long lash called a chiiote, j tial clerk, Otis Lewis, foreman of caulk-!
and John Young,
foreman of
ers,
at the end of which is a small piece of
carpenters, were at the same time seized
lead, usually hidden in a handsome tas- I with the worst form of the disease and
sel. When not in use the chiiote hangs were all for weeks at death’s door. Mr.
Foster never recovered.
The others
down the Hank of the horse, often dragwere ill lor many weeks. Mr. Leighton
ging on the ground. Its load of lead is ! was then left alone with an immense
usually heavy enough to furnish a amount of business on his hands. In
weapon of offence and defence as for- the emergency Mrs. Leighton went to
his assistance and for three months
midable as a slung-shot, and the poor
helped in the carrying on of the busihorse is beaten unmercifully with it. ness, until Mr. Young and Mr. Lewis
These soft voiced, mild mannered and had recovered and Mr. Leighton had
excessively polite Chilenos are as cruel time to gather into his own hands the
lines which had rested in Mr. Foster's
to beasts as to men. Horses are so
for more than quarter of a century, and
cheap that even beggars may ride. A to install Mr. Foster’s successor. The
firm
has between times occasionally
good native broncho can be bought for
five dollars, and his owner knows no built a whaler, a tugboat, a water boat,
but the main business has been that of
The beasts are driven until
mercy.
j making repairs. All the members of
they drop, and then fresh ones are sub- the new firm come of good old New
jected to the same treatment. No care England stock. Mr. Leighton himself
is taken to protect domestic animals, comes of a long line of sturdy New
Englanders from the Pine Tree State on
or to make
them comfortable.
Al- both
the paternal and maternal sides.
though the winters in this latitude are Nathaniel Covington was born in Plycold to a degree of ice and snow7, stables mouth, of old Puritan stock, and came
•IW.

..
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»
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muu

_ill.
vuvvic

ni

v

_1_
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AVhen their day’s labor is done, they
are turned into a corral, or a pasture,
or the street, to seek their own food;
and every year thousands of them die
from over-work and starvation.
I have seen a number of fancy bits
made of solid silver, and bridles plaited
with gold, with reins made of golden
wire. Senora Cousino—the wealthiest
widow in South America—had one that
cost $2,500. Those costing one thousand dollars or more are common in
Santiago. The Chilian saddle is even
more queer and complicated than the
bridle. First, half a dozen sheep skins
are piled one above another, on the
horse’s back; a leather strap is passed
around them and firmly secured. Then
comes a sort of skeleton saddle, or
rather a piece of wood cut into the
shape of a saddle-tree with a cantle at

|

week.]

f

Attention Farmers!!
f

I

wii.

hibiting horsemanship of which they
have good reason to be proud.
In this
country horses are seldom broken to
harness, all the teaming and hauling
being done with oxen. The gear of the
Chilian gentleman's saddle horse is a
most curious and complicated affair.
The bit is a long, heavy, fiat piece of
iron, which rests on the horse’s tongue
and presses against the roof of his
mouth. At each end is a hole, through
which is passed an iron ring about four
inches in diameter, which encircles the
low jaw. At each side of the mouth is
placed another iron ring, to which the

■

•al. wilt-re legs and

ICrtLllClO

[Deferred

;

inches long, which are prepared by the
Patagonian Indians. 1 have succeeded
in capturing a beauty, about three
yards square, which was originally intended to be worn as a dress by the
favorite wife of a Patagonian chief. It
is in diamond-shaped squares of gray
and white in regular pattern, and is
composed of the breasts of nine young
ostriches. These feathery skins wear
as well as furs, and nothing can be
more beautiful for sofa coverings, carriage robes or rugs.
Arrived at the Palanco, we find the
Chilian Caballeros (gentlemen), out in
full force on their prancing nags, ex-

,r

’ve

WUILC

9 9'9+'9'9**9-9'9 -%
from last

CENTRE MONTVILLE.

fortunate here than in the far
North, for in Chili they are never
routed by the police, but are actually
generation to generation, growing more
paid by the authorities.
Here comes a peon with a long pole valuable with age and usage.
over his shoulder, from which dangle
Fannie 11. Warp.
bunches of tallow candles, while he
NOW THE E. D. LEIGHTON CO.
sings in a musical voice, with many
variations of inflection, “Velos de sedo”
Well Known Firm, After SO Years’
Exis(tallow candles); “Aqui son velos de
tence, Is Merged Into a Corporation. A
Former Uelfast Man the
sedo”; “ve-los-de-se-bo-o-ow.” Behind
President, and a
Sear sport Man the Manager.
him comes another bare-footed citizen
On the- fiist of January, 1904 a fi run
carrying an armful of country brooms,
each being merely a bunch of broom- which had been for half a century actively and successfully engaged in busconi tied around the end of a rough
iness in East Boston, was merged into a
stick about two feet long. We pass no syndicate, and the business so
long conend of merchants, male and female, ducted under the honorable name of E
F.
became
a
Leighton
stock company
seated on the ground with broad, shalwith Emery L. Leighton as
president,
low baskets before them containing Nathaniel
as
Covington
master mechanfruits and duleies for sale, or charcoal ic and treasurer, and Oscar 0. Eaton as
pots over which garlic seasoned tamales secretary and general manager. In 1851
I). Leighton came to Boston
are sizzling in grease.
Others have Emery
from Belfast, Me., where his father
feather
made
from
the
dusters,
gay
and his uncle had for many years been
plumage of Patagonian ostriches; and engaged in shipbuilding. When nearly
the stock in trade of one or two are 21 years of age, in 1854, Mr. Leig.iton
went into business for
himself, with
elegant robes of guanaca skins, a fine, Thomas A. Foster, and under
the firm
soft fur of mingled canary-color, buff name of Foster & Leighton located at
Tufts’
wharf, now known as Lomand white, brought from down toward
bard’s wharf or the National dock.
the straits of Magellan and here used
The position occupied by Mr. Foster in
for foot-rugs in winter time. Now and the firm was that of
master mechanic
then one is so fortunate as to encounter and book keeper. From the first the
financial
management and all the outan itinerant merchant with some of
side business devolved upon Mr. Leighrobes made of the
those

■

imminent

slipper.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Those designed for ladies are often
Mrs. Belle (Greeley) Thompson, wife of !
made of solid silver
F. Thompson, died Jan. 22nd, after a
B.
chased,
beautifully
and are a favorite
gift. Thus you see brief illness with pneumonia. Mrs. Thompand loved by all who
that a full equipped saddle
horse for a son was respected
9
Chilian gentleman, with silver
knew her, and the sympathy of the comspurs,
gold and silver mounted saddle and munity goes out to her husband and two
bridle, furs, sheepskins, and all the little children. The funeral services were
conducted by H. M. Howard at the resirest of the
toggery represent an outlay dence at 10.30 a. in. Sunday. The Morrill ?
of five thousand dollars or
more.
It is choir sang. The floral offerings were beauconsidered the height of
vulgarity tiful. The interment was in the cemetery t
among the aristocrats to use modern near C. I’. Carter’s.There is much sickEnglish saddlery, and new ponchos; ness iu the neighborhood. Among the afespecially the ponchos, which in their flicted are J. J. Clement and his daughter
families have been handed down from Susie; E. L. Bennett; Cassie Cushman and

are more

inch like the “hacks” in common use
it home, except that they are built in
ore
substantial fashion, for these
uglily paved roads would soon shake
ordinary coach into kindling wood.
il a passing birlochero, and the

>■

a

j

j

Mrs. D. A. l’olaud and little son... .Abilene
Taylor of Bangor has been stopping at 0.
C. Cushman’s for a few days and doing his
annual canvassing of the town for nursery
stock.M. M. Wentworth is getting the

The residence of Mrs. Agnes Thombs on
Chestnut street was ruined by fire Thursday morning, Jan. 21st. Mrs. Thombs was
at work in the ell of the house and did not
know of the fire until it had gained a good
headway. It is supposed it caught from au
overheated stove in the parlor. Nearly all
of the furniture was saved. Mrs. Thombs
is an industrious and hard working woman
and had just had her house enlarged and
repaired and the loss falls very heavily
The house was insured for
upon her.
$1,000. The inside was completely gutted
and the articles that were not removed

among

sterling worth, ol the
reliability and the strictest
integrity. Capt. Oscar G. Eaton, the
of

YEAR

f

^

Wide-Awake
Farmer

S’

^

•

Maine men and women. At an
early age he began to follow the sea and
before he was 20 was master of a ship.
As a sea captain he had phenomenal
success. Among the later vessels which
lie commanded were the brig L. M.
Merritt, the bark Croteus, and the fine
ship Oneida. Later he built in Maine
the fine bark Penobscot, the building of
were

which he himself

superintended, having

great natural mechanical ability. He
commanded the Penobscot until he
gave it up to his mate when lie became
superintendent of the East Boston dry
dock known as Burnham’s Railway,
each end; on top of this are piled any which position he held for 12 years.
T'nder his management the railway
number of sheep skins, or, if the owmer
was more successful financially than at
is rich enough, rare and costly furs
When the
any time in its history.
furnish the seat, which is called a railway was sold he entered the employ
He brings to the
montura. The four corners are fasten- Of Mr. Leighton.
new firm knowledge of the needs of all
ed down by broad leather straps, ornasailiug craft and wide knowledge of
mented with silver and brass buckles,
shipping interests and people. All men
to enable the rider to wedge himself in; wish for the new firm the same success
and the whole is bound around the which for half a century the old has
maintained in this community—East
horse with a broad band of canvas or Boston
Argus-Advocate.
leather.
Some wealthy equestrians
have a high pommel like those of the
Cord Wood Wanted.
Mexicans, which is covered with silver
Our appeal to our subscribers who pay
and stamped on top with the owners
wood fell on deaf ears. It is pretty hard to
coat-of-arms. In Chili it is distinctly heat up the Herald office just now as our
understood that the amount of silver on windows were made a target for snow balls
last week and in beating the building we
a man’s riding outfit indicates his station are
obliged to heat up a large part of the
in life, and naturally there is a good Damariscotta Valley.—Damariscotta Herald.
deal of competition in that direction
among the swell Caballeros. AVhile the
“They say that Henry was awfully frighpoor man’s stirrup is a rude affair, tened when he reached the altar.”
“I don’t wonder. Did you see the way
fashioned by hand out of a block of the
bride had her hair dressed?”—Clevewood, as above described, his aristo. land Plain Dealer.
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reclaimed by the W. C. T. U.
When the soul lies in horror and anguish
Hurled down by the giant Despair,
When the powers of darkness are reigning,
And curses and shrieks fill the air,

was

p

a

P
P

O ! blessed is that soul when the twilight
So softly comes folding it in,
Can welcome God's angel of mercy,—
His saviour from passion and sin.

|
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New York Tribune Farmer for One Year:
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Inclosed you will find $2.00 for which
you will

send t0 the below address The
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P
Marked down from 00 cents to

She comes in her infinite goodness
The yearning heart nunger to feed;
She comes with the power of endurance
To mitigate sorest need.

30 CENTS

pound

per

THERE IS A FEELING

She comes in wisdom and justice,
And each one may claim liis own due;
And the visible sign of her presence
Is the W. C. T. U.

OF SECURITY
IN THE

CASTOHIA.
Bears the
/) ^he Kind You Have Always BotgH
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DRUGGISTS.
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how to make
money from the farm.
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you

the money with the order
The Journal and Tribune Farmer
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CHILDREN’S

large

recently met with a painful accident in
which his leg was fractured in two places.
Mrs. Alma Green of Wilton, with her
little daughter, Bernice, is visiting the
home of her parents, Mr. and Airs. Alilton
The next meeting of the W. C.
Carleton
T. U. will be with Airs. Georgia Woods,
Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 2d, and will be
followed by a picnic supper.
The following original poem by Airs. F. A. Hillman of
North Troy was read at the last meeting.
A good illustration of the poem is the experience of the well known convict who

Largest
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Will post you every week
On all important agricutural topics of the day and
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BROOKS, MAINE
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A

Building.

fail

to Fake

Mianus Marine

is

PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE.

Atlantic

Ranges
Always

MAMTACTII1F.II

ANl>

Bake.

StationaryMotors

11V

LEAD THEM ALL.

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY, PORTLAND MAINE.

WRIGHT
*

& HALL,

Fully guaranteed. Vessel outfits—Hoist anchor, sails, cargo
and pump bilge. Wood sawing
ami ensilege outfits, Scallop and
winch hoist, launches, etc.
Write for a catalogue.

Opera House Block, Belfast, Sole Agents.
Atlantic

3m53

Ranges,

Furnaces and Parlor Stoves.

MIANUS
MOTOR

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

ON GETTING

WASHBURN-CROSBY’S

well as to the Maine and the Pacific
coasts.—Boston Giobe.

29-33 Portland Pier,

At Searsport, in the State of Maine, at the
close of business January 22, 1904.

§
9

PORTLAND, MAINE

Cm3

RESOURCES.

omnNEuml1

as

WORKS,

Searsport National Bank,

AGOODTOOKINSISTSi

Loans ami

discounts.$120,121

75
16851

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures
Due from National Banks (not reserve agents).
Due from approved reserve agents...
Checks and other cash items.

utmost

manager of the new company, was born
at Searspo't, Me., and all his forbears

Up-to-Date

To keep him in touch with
tlie doings of his neighbors’ and all items of interest to himself and fam-

|

p

f

methods and improvements
which are an invaluable aid
in securing the largest possible profit from the farm,
and with special matter for
every member of the family.

■

•

Every

Weekly Newspaper

■

Mrs. lleurietta Rhoades of North Troy,
who had been partially helpless for many
years, passed away unexpectedly Jan. 20th,
having been fouud dead in her chair when
her dinner was carried to her. Her age
The funeral
was 8(5 years [and 9 months.
services were held Friday, conducted by
Rev. J. C. Lamb, and the interment was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Notwithstanding the
severity of the storm, numerous relatives
aud friends were present to pay their last
respects to one whose amiable, sunny nature made her beloved by all.
She is surZimri Carleton, forvived by one son
merly of this town, now' in Massachusetts,

a
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interested in the
news of Belfast and Waldo county should subscribe for a
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dike, 1905, Frank Evans, 1906, Henry Allen,
1907, John Curtis, 1907, Roy Gilley, 1907,
Mildred Perry, 1904, Winifred Rollins, 1904,
and Helen Gill, 1905. An informal dance

people

ONE

$2.00

-

%

f

ruined by water— Last Thursdayevening “The Revolving Wedge” was presented in the Engine hall by the pupils of
the Camden High school. It was an interesting little drama and well presented. The
following were in the cast: Walter Thorn-

a

FOR

9

were

had

The N. Y. Tribune Farmer

! !

CAMDEN.

|

-AND-

t

lumber around for his new house.The
schools in town are nearly all closed.

followed and the young
lightful time.

~r.--~ }
The Republican Journal
;

j

Castine has the largest single wooden
building in Alaine, and in some respects
the most novel, in what is known locally as
the “lishline factory.”
Over half a century ago a citizen established a business of making deep sea fishing lines, building a long rope-walk, as the
old-fashioned method of making cordage
required. The lines made here soon earned
a reputation as being the best that could be
produced anywhere, and the reputation has
been kept up, although the original founder of the industry has passed the business
over to successors and the old rope-walk
has given way to the new structure.
The present building, recently completed,
is COO feet long, 85 feet wide in the end
structures, and CO feet wide in the “walk,”
and three stories high.
To build it has required 240,000 feet of
lumber and 5(50,000 shingles to cover the
roof. Modern machinery has to some ex...l.
.ir„
ij
tent superseded the old methods, but the
for many years a responsible position “walk” room is
necessary for some parts of
with Paul Curtis, and is considered one tho nrnfdwk
The
of
this plant is about 700,000
of the best master mechanics in East
product
Boston. He had been in the employ of pounds of cod and mackerel lines, and
Mr. Leighton at intervals for years be- strangely enough a large proportion is for
fore he was called to the position of export, going to Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, British Columbia,
foreman. He is known
business
men as a man

a

_

cratic neighbor uses one
quite as heavy
but much more
ornamental, made of
brass or silver,
usually in the shape of

Prohibition in Somerset County.

42,000 00
46,666 50
4,000 00

cents.

24 01

Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz.
Specie.

6,187 95
Legal tender notes. 2,160 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer, 5 per cent, of circulation.
Total.

WANTED.

1.20110

61'Oil t3
1,236 66
2,665 00

Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency,nickels and

It has within something more than a year
been demonstrated in this county that the
Maine prohibitory law can be enforced and
prohibition prohibits. The conditions have
been favorable through concurrent action
of sheriff, county attorney and courts and !
the result has been anil is a decided diminu- !
tion in the sales of liquors. We have al-1
ways held that the supreme court is an important factor in the enforcement of the i
law against the illegal sale of intoxicants,
and this has been handsomely verified during the past year. The supreme court is a
mighty power for good iu this State and
that power has been felt to the decided inconvenience of illegal dealers in that which
inebriates. Somerset is a dry county. Of
course liquors are sold to a limited extent.
It is impossible to stop these sales absolute- :
ly, but bars, open or otherwise, in Somerset
towns, are very rare articles, kitchen bar
rooms and “speak-easys” are not numerous. 1
Even pocket peddlers do not thrive. This
is a victory, and many people are gratified ;
at the success attending vigorous efforts in
the direction.—Somerset Reporter.

One Hundred Farms

8,337 95
2,100 00

$279,532 11

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in...
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National hank Notes outstanding_
Due to Trust Companies ami Savings

50,00000
25,000 00

IIV

(jetting

are

our

catalogue ready for

next season’s distribution and

is the

now

REtime to list your property with us.
MEMBER it costs you nothing unless we
SELL your property. We advertise YOUR
property with OUR money. Come in and
let us tell you how we can get you a CASH
customer.

HOLME S & WEST.

20,333 35
41,997 50

Banks ..669 37

D'widends unpaid.
896 00
Individual deposits subject to check. 140,400 33
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
235 56

Total..$279,632

Your Heaiacte Ucrei Free!
Instantly end Without Dangerous "Drugs.

11

Elflr ^ rite at

once

for fiee trial

treatment to

■

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and
belief.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th
day of January, 1904.
CHARLES E. ADAMS,
(-,
l.s. >
Notary Public.
1
}
Correct. Attest:
F. 1. PENDLETON, )
GEO. F. SMITH,
Directors.
B. F. COLCOKD,
)

{

Our Clubbing Offer. We have jus}
made a new contract with the publishers of
the New York Weekly Tribune, under
which we are able to furnish that paper
and The Republican Journal each one year

Besides all the telegraphic
papers.
it contains much general matter of
nterest and is handsomely illustrated.
news

PENDLETON, PII.

Dept. K

Stoughton, Muss.

SLEICHS!

—v—

SLEIGHS !
ISAAC S.

"wanted

Has

Ladles to know that tumors, cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured
by a simple home treatment. One box

new

given

to every lady addressing Ladles’
Home T reatment Co., 257 Deeiing Ave.

Portland,

for $2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as
good as a daily paper and better than many

daily

C. I.

[

This offer is open to all, whether
subscribers, who pay for The
Journal one year in advance. The regular
price of the New York weekly Tribune is
$1 a year, and it is one of the best farm
We can also
and home papers published.
furnish the New York Tri-Weekly Tribune
and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.
old or

!

Me.

Ageuts wanted.

a

lot of sleighs just
FOR SALE.

new

Belfast, July 29, 1903.—31tf

47tf

W. L. WEST,

VETERINARIAN.
TREATS

Front office In Odd Fellows’ Block.
>

finished and

4t51*

FOR RENT.

otC^Eurl^BisflW

STAPLES, BKC.OKS,

ALI.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Offices 61 High Street and
Store.

Telephone

Moody’s Drug
both offices.

over

19-3 at

Belfast Weather

Republican Journal.

The

Thursday Morning

by tli

Republican Journal Publishing Co. ^
CHARLES A.

PILSBURY,} Bustne^Vauager.

yi
Jan.
27
28
29
30
31

rirtios

Aovkrtisinc: Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
-o cents for each subsequent Insertion.

E*
r-

t*
19
14
20
28
3

9
-11
6
5
11

40

29

Feb.
1

N. w. Part cloudy.
N. W. clear.
N. Part cloudy.
W. Part cloudy.
8. W. Part cloudy.
S.E.

Cloudy

a.

ni.,

N. w.,

with rain;
with

cloudy p. in.,
recently received a copy of the
snow and gale in night.
14 —10
N.W. Clear in morning; cloudy
Oregon Law School Journal containing 2
p. m„ snow ineveniugand
an article on “An Effectual Remedy
night
Tuesday. Candlemas day, opened clear, withfor Tax
Dodging,” from which we out a cloud until 9.30 a. in.; then became cloudy
quote as follows: “This notorious usage and snowed In evening.
The
January a Record Breaker.
of tax dodging lias become a most virulent ulcer upon our body politic.” Com- month of January, 1904, broke the record
for cold weather, being the coldest recorded
plete publicity is the remedy suggested.
here in 40 years, at least. January 1,1859,
There wa a funny error in a Port- Lucius II. Murch began keeping an official
land special to the Boston Globe. It daily weather record which he continued
he resigned
said that the President of the Maine until September 1, 1900, when
on account of failing health and was sucPress Association in his annual adceeded by John S. Fernald. With the exdress “expressed the opinion that the
ception of the month of August, 1900, the
daily paper was not injuring the home temperature record is complete from Jan. 1,
weekly, hut is a positive benefit to the 1859, to date. Mr. Murch began keeping
home paper.” That was said of the records of snow fall in 1880, and of precipirural free delivery.
tation in 1891. The mean temperature of
January, 1904, was 12.01°. The next lowest
The Fort Fairfield Review presents mean
January temperature was 13.46° in
with justifiable pride a picture of the 1888, and the average for 46 years was 19.25°.
new High school building in that place, T iie highest January mean was 28.15° in
The mean for January, 1870, was
which cost nearly $25,000 and which the 1889.
Review says is “the mostcostly modern 27.76° and for January, 1880, 27.77°. The
was at or below zero 12 days in
and beautiful High school building in mercury
January, 1904; the lowest 14° below the 19th
tiie northern half of the State of
day. The coldest January temperature reMaine."
It will accomodate nearly corded here was 24° below
zero, Jan. 10,
too pupils, and will he dedicated Feb.
1859.
Other low temperatures were 20= beloth by appropriate exercises.
The low, Jan. 7, 1866; 17° below, Jan. 24, 1882;
erection of this building is convincing 15 below, Jan. 13, 1886; 16' below, Jan. 19,
niccf of the progress and prosperity of 1887; 16° below, Jan. 6, 1896; 17 below, Jan.
29, 1898 ; 20° below, Jan. 20, 19(0; 15° below
Aroostook comity.
We

Jan. 19, 1903. The mercury did not get below zero in January in 1876, 1889, 1891 or

ilis wife,

r.

and

daughter survive hint.
Mr. Meany was fifty-six
>e.irs old.- New York "Herald Jan. 2(>.
In Mav, lMfjf, the writer became night
>'ii:loi

two sons

a

of the Baltimore Gazette, and a

few mouths later was

the

ity department.

given charge of

A vacancy oceur-

in the local staff Charles F. Meany
given the place. He was then only
of age; but bad been in busifor himself and had failed.
He

i

ars
--

bad no newspaper

..

o*..

.cnee,

peisistent.
His

1903

training
bright, active and
Ilis writing at lirst was a
sentences were hopelessly

but

or ex-

Mean temperature.18.80°
Departure from normal*. —.40
Highest temperature.46-

was

Date.

Gazette

That did not daunt him in the
The old reporters used to tell a
story that once when Meany was sent
:
report a church service lie went up
into the pulpit while the meeting was
in progress to ask the minister for his
M-:nion.
That mav not have been true,
ugh he would not have hesitated
thought that the only opportunity
to secure what he wanted.
On one oci-ion his assignments included a Sun
y school celebration in the northstern section of the city, a mile or
1

him.

least.

■

wo

from the ollice.

When lie turned

last copy about midnight lHere
v.-ts no report of this affair and when
ii

—15
19

Date
Greatest daily range.38°
Date ..11
3
Kainy
Snow falx, number of days
7
Amount of snow fall, inches.
13
Departure from normait.—7.6
Precipitation, rain and melted
snow, inches.. 4 96
Departure from normait.53
Greatest in 24 hours...
172
Number of clear days. 16
Number of partly cloudy days. 10
Number of cloudy days. 5
—

and

•

4

days.

Son—were

mainly old or middle-aged
men, and they had an arrangement by
which they exchanged news and lightened their labors. Meany declined to
r into this arrangement, and so at
the start had all the old reporters down

....

Lowest temperature

lived and much of his tirst copy had
to be entirely rewritten.
In those days
the reporters on the three morning

dailies—The American,

—

■weeks vacation_Mrs. F. C. Marden of
Pittsfield is in town—Mrs. Charles Johnson of Waterville was called here last week
on account of the illness of her mother,
Mrs. Mary Keene—Frank Whitten of
Union was the guest of Eben Cobb last

Thursday—Charles

Moore of Lakeview,
Oregon, visited friends iu town last Monday after an absence of 23 years....The
friends of Mrs. Lois Nutt of Rock port were
glad to receive a call from her last week....
Mrs. H. N. Woodcock aud daughter Mildred
of Camden were in town last Sunday.

r-

j

furnishing

falling persistently, re-inforced by occa
sional zephyrs from the Arctic regions.
“The flat”, so called by the dwellers of
that part of the country, was found to be
particularly polite, as usual, and we had
just gotten settled down well under the
buffaloes when we arose from their shelter
I
with more haste than grace.
The cause of
our uprising was the downfall of one side
of our sleigh into what was discovered by
some adventurous spirits to be exceedingly
wet water.
Its depths we were unable to
determine, but none of the half-dozen
feet which explored it reported reaching
bottom.
No one could accuse “Sleepy” of
being anything but wide-awake, and without the aid of a few pairs of “Fortnightly”
arms we might still be reposing in the

i

Thunder..

Dates of hail and sleet.

•Average
Average
i Average

none
none

outer
covered garments in the grateful warmth
of the kitchen. Before long, supper was
ready for the twenty who certainly were
ready for it, if the rapidity of its disapAfter everybody,
pearance is any sign.
even the coffee specialists, was ready, “pit,”

games were produced and a jolly hour
spent. As ten o’clock was neared, a general stuffle for footwear and wraps began,
and by the time the horses were ready the
entire party, resembling acompanyof arctic

explorers

none

22*24

1859 to date.
1880 to date.
1891 to date.

Snow fell in three different storms the
past month while the mercury was below'
zero.
The storm of Jan. 2d and 3d was a
The snow fall began
; veritable blizzard.
with the mercury 4° below, the wind blew
a gale, and 5 inches of snow fell.
The mer(‘iiry varied from 2° to 9 below zero during
the storm, and averaged 6.75 below’. The
storm of Jan. 22d, 23d and 24tli was a com-

1

1

i

bination of rain, snow and hail, alternating,
ice began forming in the bay about the
middle of the month, but did not get thick

than

were

sane

How Hyomei Helps

the Health.

enough to prevent the steamer Merrycon- \
from making her round trips between > Kills
tlie tier Ills of (trip. Catarrh ami Colds.
Duck spurt- and Camden, touching at
Del-j “Costs Nothing If It Fails.” Says 1{. H.
fast every day.
31 o oily.
i he following
notes
Now that Hyomei can be obtained in
appear in Mr. j
Muich’s memoranda :
nearly every town and city in the country,
it
is possible to buj from druggists a health
I860.
Belfast bay frozen over Jan. 28th. j
giving climate, to be carried in the purse
Followed by warm weather.
or pocket.
By breathing it a few minutes,
1875. Belfast bay entirely closed to navi- ! four times a day you can soon cure grip,
colds
and even the worst and most
coughs,
ion
of
vessels
from Jan. 20th to
gat
sailing
chronic cases of catarrh.
the end of the month, and to steam navigaj Mr. Moody has seen so many remarkable
tion after the 24th. Men walked from Bel- cures made by the Hyomei treatment, that
fast to Castine on the ice, Feb. 10th, and ■ he sells it with the positive agreement to
return the money if it fails to cure.
loaded ox teams a few days later.
Bay
A complete outfit costs but $1, and conclosed the whole of March.
Ice left the sists of the pocket inhaler, medicine dropand sufficient Hyomei to last several
per
bay April 17th.
eag

How’s This 1
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, ar,d believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Waliung, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Freedom Academy opened Feb. 1st, after
a vacation of two weeks.

j

weeks.
Tt

j

ufFcnt'C

a

nil

ra

in

f-tw-t

imu-sl

o..

to o*.l,

1

troubles and if breathed at the commencement of a cold or the grip, will check it
quickly and prevent sickness. Extra bottles
of Hyomei can be obtained for 50c.
When breathed through the inhaler, the
germ-killing and health-giving Hyomei
goes to the most remote cells of the throat
snd lung, killing all the catarrhal germs,
soothing the irritated mucous membrame
snd vitalizing the blood with ozone.
At this season of the year, every one
should have a Hyomei outfit to prevent and
iure catarrhal troubles, and ward off at;acks of grip, pneumonia and similar dissases.

Feed

store in the old Masonic build-

A

large

amount of freight is being sent
from this station. Teams come in here from
a

Bert Lane and family took dinner with
his father, C. E. Lane, last Saturday.
It
was his first venture out since his late serious illness.
The singing school under the direction of
R. A. Conant has been very popular and has
been largely attended. There is to be a
concert to-morrow,
A. R. hall.

Friday, evening

at G.

A horse belonging to Mr. Hamlin, one of
our mail carriers, took a
lively constitutional around town without a driver last Monday, but landed at his stable door without

accident.
Rev. E. E. Colburn gave

fine lecture last
the basis of his
remarks “The Snow Flake.” Those who
do not attend his Sunday evening talks miss

Sunday evening, taking

a

good thing.

Mrs. G. A. Morrill and son Hugh recently
returned from a visit to Rev. and Mrs. F.
W. Barker in Amesbury, Mass. The many

The annual installation of the oflieers of
Marsh River Lodge, F. & A. M., was held
at their new hall Wednesday evening, January 27th. The ceremony was performed
by E. I). Chase. 1). I). G. M., of Unity, with
John H. Gordon as G. M. The work was
done in a manner reflecting credit upon the

stimulation is

suggestion

a

Carpetings.
To=day cottons are higher than
they have been for the past

as

why it does what it does.
Scott’s Emulsion presents
Cod Liver Oil at its best,
fullest in strength, least in

thirty years, with prospects
further advance. Those
in need of cottons should buy

of

taste.

Young

in

their
cured
permanently
of the peculiar disease of the
blood which shows itself in
[ aleness, weaknessand nervous-

“

teens

ness,

women

are

by regular

.

D. Chase & Son,

treatment

suffer.
We will be glad to send
sample to any sufferer.

a

a

immediately.

”

with Scott’s Emulsion.
It is a true blood food and
is naturally adapted to the cure
of the blood sickness from
" Inch so
many young women

Are You

SCOTT

(>f (lie bargains we are offering in ('!,()TH I N(i and FURNISH IN'
GOODS. If we were to offer you gold dollars for75cents, you wouli
jump at the chance. Xow tins is just what we are doing in ti
clothing line; selling one dollar’s worth of goods for seventy-fi\
Our after-the-season Red 'l ag Clearance Sale is a big succecents.
eds year, hundreds of people are taking advantage of this gold'
opportunity to replenish their wardrobes at a big saving.

EOWNE.t

&

Chemists,
409 Pear! St., Yew York.

Here

Few

are a

Sample Bargains

Men’s flue all wool Suits of best

Time
Former

aration it's here.

If it is

Men’s and

a

true "medicine
that you have learned to
depend on” it’s here. Our
prices are as low as you
would find in

a

?i

day’s tra.vei.

Men’s

We
ltecommer d

Syrup

ot

W hite

Pine

$9 75 anil $11.95,
prices $8. .$9. $10, $12 and $15.

Youths'$5 and $(> Winter Overcoats
Now $3 95

Men's nice braces worth 25

heavy Reefers and l isters,
$3.95, 4.95, 8 95 and 9 75.
Former prices $5. $6. $9 and $12.

Welknow what it contains;
know what it has done
in relieving and curing hun-

ets.,

Now' 13 ets
pants, regular 25,50 and 75c. goods
Now 19 and 42 ets
Men's heavy corduroy pants,
81.39
$20.00 custom suits,
Boys'

Special values in Hoys’ Knee Pants Suits,
$1.95, 2 89 and 3 89
Former prices $2 so, $3.50 and $5.C0.

and Tar.
W

make.

Men’s fine Overcoats, made of nice cloths and of
fine styles,
Now $5.95, 8 95, 8.75, 9 75, 11.95.
Former prices, $8, $9, $io, $12 and $15.

tried and

Specials

fleeced under wear.
Now 42 et*.
Men’s and Boys’ winter caps, 50e. and $1 good
Now 19. 42 and 84 ets.
Men’s and Boys’ heavy sweaters.
42 and 89 etMen's and Hoys’ heavy blanket lined, workin
water proof coats.
Now $1 32
Men’s heavy mittens and gloves,
Now 19 and 42 c'>
Fine steel rod umbrellas,
Now 42 ct^
Heavy woolen underwear, $1.00 and $1.50 good
Now 89 ets

l Case 50 and 75c

Now $5.95, $6 95, $8.75,

This is

headquarters for all
Cough and cold remedies,
if it is in advertised prep-

Extra

anil Youth’s regular $5 and $6 Suits
Now $3.95

Men’s

Coughing

Getting

Your Shares*-

Be sure tint this picture in
the form of a libel is on the
of every bottle ot
wrapn.
Emulsion vou buy.

knee

I

o

order

now'

$15

9

e

MARRY W. CLARK & CO..

dreds of aggravatedeoughs.
A\ e believe in it so thorough

1} that

we

absolutely guar-

The Main Street Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters, Belfast, Me.

tee every bottle to be satis01 money refunded

factory

A. A HOWES & CO.
GROCERIES, JRiGS,
OREL N ST A

KUK

V

MEDICINES.

(mark WOOD & SQN,“d1

jj

~-: MAMI A(Tl liBKS

■ Marble

PS.

YOl lt

William Sherman has a crew with two
teams hauling stave stuff to his mill from
the Ileald place—Our ice houses have ail
been tilled with a tine quality of ice. It is
about 17 inches thick and was cut on the
river above the Narrows.The many
friends of Raymond Keating, one of our

OF"-

Monuments,Tablets,Headstones,Etc I
<>ur work is second to none and always ixi\•
satisfaction.
Onr prices are consistent with tl"
best of material and workmanship. Now is t
time to place your orders for spriim delivery. 1>
not fail to look at our well selected stock
litiislied work before buvuu elsewhere.
\\
handle

|

Saturday Night
Confectionery

APPLETON.

l*QSS VASES,

BOUQUET H0!_0"RSf,

ETC.

MARK WOOD & SON,
Hills

Building, High Street, opposite
House, Belfast, Maine.

INCLUDIMi...

Court

High Grade Chocolates

Appleton boys, will be pleased to hear that
he has secured a good position in the Boston Custom House. He has been at work

.AND-

stenographer in the Quartermaster’s
department in Portland—Ben. Keller was
at home Saturday and Sunday from the
Medical School in Brunswick.Schools
closed here Friday.
Benj. Frank Sim-

Belfast National Bank.

as

...

GO

.Winter Sweets

TO....

ESTABLISHED IN

..

who

Small Wares,

to

short program
was presented, consisting of an address by
Rev. E. E. Colburn, remarks by Rev. David
Brackett, reading and encore by Mrs. E. E.
Colburn, song and encore by Mrs. A. E.
Chase, with music by Norman McTaggert
and by Tasker’s orchestra. One of York’s

1836.

OROAMZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN 1865

moved

to Searsmont a few
years ago, recently returned to Appleton
and has moved into a tenement in Mrs
V. Keene’s house.
mons,

Dry Goods,

all
Scott’s

give

Emulsion restores the strength
and flesh and color of good
health to those who suffer
from sick blood.
The fact that it is the best
preparation of Cod Liver Oil,
rich in nutrition, full of healthy

The floor work was performed to the time of music with May L.
Huxford as organist. At the close of the

united in marriage by Rev. II. L. Nichols,
pastor of the Methodist church, of which
they are both members. Onlj the immediate relatives were present.
They received some nice and useful presents from
relatives and friends in Madison and from
the groom’s parents in Belfast.
Refreshments were served.

Scott’s

on

We do not need to
the
reasons
why

grand officers.

installation ceremonies

pale girls

Emulsion.

a

as

Americans,
muffled up ready for departure.
After everyone was finally settled, with
shouted good-byes and assurances of having had a merry time we started off. The
snow had stopped failing soon after our arrival, but a searching wind made the robes famous clam stews was served in the banand fur coats seem none too thick. Our
quet room to the brethren and their inride home was not exactly a quiet one, as vited
guests.
it was made lively by songs—old favorites
and modern rag-time. Altogether the time
WEDDING BELLS.
sped rapidly and town was reached with
legret about half past eleven. It was the
At the residence of
Roberts-Fogg.
unanimous opinion of us all that our good
Mrs. E. A. Fogg, l’ine street, Madison, Me.,
time far overbalanced the few slight disFriday evening, Jan. 2!)th, Mr. Charles
comforts and that we are ready to “do it Arthur
Roberts, formerly of Belfast, and
m. i>. p.
again."
Miss Louie E. Fogg of Madison, were
more

(ESTABLISHED 1856)

ing.

long distance away.
The drama “Our Folks” is to be given
within ten days, but the exact date is not
known at this writing.
Hall & Peavey have a large amount of
until a little after six, therefore, that the lumber at the R. G. Edwards mill and are
two large teams started out from the llel- keeping the saws busy.
A. E. Kilgore’s building, which has been
fast Livery Company’s stable, all the passengers well enveloped in warm wraps. used by the Knights of Pythias, will now
The storm seemed like one of those gentle, be remodeled for a store.
aimless, half-and-half sort, as if it couldn’t
W. B. Chase of Reynolds, Grand Forks
quite make up its mind whether to snow or Co., North Dakota, who has been visiting
rain and decided to do a little of both. his sisters in
Knox, was in town recently.
That is what it seemed like for a while.
When the shores of the famed Kirby Lake
were reached the storm had quite evidently made up its mind, and the snow was

4 86
.43
1.15
10
11
10

MEARSMONT.

Miss Mabel
require surgical attention
Bryant of Waterville is at home for a three

j;

12.01°

Belfast bay frozen over Jan 13th to 20th.
Some serious results followed the snow
LIBERTY.
storm of last week. Ice formed in the
The greater part of the schools in town
The High School will con- gutters of buildings and held the snow on
iosed Friday.
the roofs.
Wherever the inside heat
tinue one week longer and the Primary
worked on the ice the water backed up,
two weeks—Mrs. C. M. Ayer gave a very
interesting program at her school room in causing the roofs to leak. In many cases
the lower village last Saturday afternoon. the leaks occurred in the night and conTin- room was well filled with members of siderable damage had been done before any I
Stocks in stores
:lie sell' oi board and friends_The cliil- trouble was suspected.
and household goods in residences were
irpn of the Piimary school are preparing
Water. Snow slides from the
aientines for their friends. It is hoped damaged by
roofs also caused a good deal of trouble.
hat the practice of playing practical jokes
Telephone and electric wires were broken,
n thi* day may he done away with and
Hie pretty story of St. Valentine honored and walks were buried by the snow and !
ice. A large number of men found employas it should he... Elmer
Verriil, who is
ment for several days clearing the snow
teaching in Union, Me., visited friends
here last Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Ver- from roofs.
February opened warm and foggy, and
riil made many friends here during his
connection with tiie High school last fall. w ith rain the morning of the first. But the
..Thousands of pine grosbeaks, which barometer gave notice of an impending
have been driven from the Arctic regions change, falling rapidly during the middle
of the day from 29.90 to 29 inches. In the
by the extreme cold, have taken refuge
afternoon the wind changed from southhere the past week.
The brilliant color of
east to northwest, snow began falling, the
the male bird makes him recognizable at
wind rose to a gale, and the mercury fell
once—About half the inhabitants of the
rapidly. The snowfall ceased about 8
village are in the sick list, among them Dr.
o’clock p. m. From 3 p. m. Monday to 3
and Mrs. Clough, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,
a. m. Tuesday the mercury fell from 40°
Mrs. L. C. Morse and Mrs. H. N. Dennis.
above zero to 10° below, a range of 50° in
...The minstrel show to be given by the
12 hours. This is a very unusual range of
members of the band promises to be the
temperature, and probably is another
event of the season.
record breaker.

V. A. Simmons, whileassisting in loading
of apples in Belfast last Thursday,
jammed one of his fingers so severely as to

!

|

7.24°
38J
14
—14°
19
26°
6.2G
4
12
37
6.4

reported.

a car

j
j

1904

asked concerning it he said lie would
get it. and at once left the ollice. It
was learned afterwards that he went to
the minister’s residence and rang the
c 1
until he roused the inmates. The
iiister’s wife came to the door and
Meany told her he must see her husband on important business. He was ;
shown into the library and when the!
minister appeared told him what was
wanted, had the minister write an ac1878. Belfast bay frozen over Jan, 8th,
count of the celebration and brought it
9th and 10th; skimmed over Jan. 16th.
to the ollice. A few years later Meany
1884.
Ice in the harbor in Januai y
became the city editor of the Gazette,
1885.
Ice in the harbor in Jauuary.
since which time the w liter had bad no
1886. Das sagas.saw auk eag river open to
knowledge of his whereabouts until bis (’itv Pdinf .lan 711i tin. lutu^i ottoi- btwtwn
death was

Hurd farm in Northport would be undertaken if there was no change for the worse
I in the weather.
Meanwhile, messages over the wire from
our hostesses informed us that all would he
in readiness for the slightly diminished
I
number a hasty canvass had led us to exWhen the rain began to fall many
■ pect.
hearts fell with it, to rise again rapidly
I
when snow was substituted. It was not

“Slough of Despond.” The advisability of
turning back was then discussed, but no friends of Mrs. Barker in this town are
1892.
convenient place presented itself, and as sorry to learn that she has been
TllP
«imw foil in .lannorv
1(ini
e
quite ill
firm believers in the “Forward Movement,” and is still in
poor health.
37 inches, with 27 inches on the ground the
ahead we went.
Never before on that oftuue ot Noyes
11 ley s Horses was badly
last of the month. The average snow fall
travelled road did the hills seem quite so
for January from 1880 to 1904, inclusive,
injured last week. Mr. Gilley was in tlie
or
the
dales
so
Excitefrequent
long.
quite
woods with his team and while using an
was 20.6 inches; greatest,
47.5 inches in
ment, however, kept us warm, and after a
axe it flew from his hand striking the
1888; L ast, 7 inches in 1893. There were 7 while the
welcome lights of our destination
horse and severing the heel cords on one
separate snow storms in January, 1904; the
gleamed brightly through the snow and the
greatest in 25 years was 13 in 1898; least, 2
leg.
bare trees, giving us the promise of warmth
in 1896.
An elegant blaze got started in the roof
and a welcome within.
By this time the
The total precipitation in January, 1904,
of I. S. Staples’ carriage shop last Saturday
big sleigh was the last of the procession of
was 4.86 inches; average for 12 years past,
three vehicles, the small pmig holding four, afternoon, but a crowd gathered and it was
4 4:. inches; greatest, 6.53 inches in 1895;
A large amount of partly
and the larger one six, the original four soon subdued.
least, .98 of an inch in 1896.
having been re-inforced by two deserters finished work was thrown out into the
Following is the record for January, 1903 from our ranks.
Snow, as it was at first thought the buildand 1904:
Amid much stamping and clapping of ing could not be saved. Estimated damage
January January hands we arrived and shed our
$300;insured.
snow-

Jieany, a newspaper man,
who during the last twenty-live years
has been widely known through his
roi neetion with papers in Baltimore,
iiailelphia and this city, died Sunday
Vliiladelphia from the effects of a
cold contracted about one week before,
..mes

Sick
A. D. CHASE & SON
Blood

a

Mr. Burns of Fairfield has several teams
here hauling lumber.
To go or not to go was the question which
Miss Nash of Montville is visiting her
vexed the self-appointed and temporary
uncle, A. u. Payson.
decision committee of the North Church
It is said that a branch of the Order of
Y. P. S. C. E., on Monday last, and after
the Eastern Star is to be organized here.
many councils and consultations it was deRumor has it that we are to have a gents’
cided that the six-mile drive to the P. G.

Wind, Sky, etc.

s

<6

ft
'X

the news of brooks.

rue North Church Y. P. S. C. E. Have
Six-Mile Drive and a Good Time.

s

§

sj
O

Terms: In advance. S2.0fla year;
$1.00 fur six months; 50cents tor three months.

Sobsi

SLEIGHING IN A SXORM.

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending February 2, 1904:

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 15104
Published Every

I

Report.

Capital Stock $100,000, Stock Liability $100,000, Surplus $20,Oi
I

TOTAL STOCK LIABILITY TO DEPOSITORS $220,000.

FREEDOM.

Mrs Jennie Black and Kittie Sampson
Irove to Friendship iast Tuesday and returned Friday
Mr. and Mrs. 1’. W. Ayer
visited at <i. Bellows’ last week.School
it the Academy reopened Monday with but

Granite State Fire Insurance

—

:ew

absentees.Albert Stephenson went

Boston

Tuesday

to obtain an artificial
eg—Messrs. Arnold and Maxwell of Bantor were in town the past week taking
itock and preparing to sell the goods assigned to Mr. Herbert Arnold by A. Steplirnson.
The sale opens Wednesday, Feb.
Id—Mrs. A. E. Linscott has gone to West
Ripley for a visit—Mrs. A. L. Stephenson
dosed a successful term of school at Thornlike Station last Friday.Mr. and Mrs.
Ruel Ward of Thorndike were in town last
tveek, caring for their daughter, Mrs. Aliert Russell, who died last Tuesday of the
neasles.Reuben Sibley’s family, who
lave been so ill with the measles, are slowy improving....The rain Sunday and Monlay settled the snow quite a bit and will
to

mprovethe travelling

Mrs. Abbie Lamlon has the whooping cough. ...Miss Avis
Woods improved the opportunity of a vacation at the Academy to visit friends in
Rockport, and among them Rev. H. I. Holt,
i former student and graduate of Freedom
Academy, class of 1903.People are harvesting iheir ice in large quantities—The
thermometer registered 32° above Monday
morning and Tuesday 14° below.George
Bryant has bought James Libby’s farm and
—

will take immediate possession. Mr. Libby
is moving the rest of his household goods
:>ver to Hotel Maine.Mi-s Jeannette
Stephenson was at home from Belfast last
Sunday and Saturday— Mrs. Katrina Bryant returned from Massachusetts last ThursMiss Bertha Bryant has o used
day night
her school in Centre Montville and is at
home enjoying a much needed vacation....
Ernest Higgins, Ethel Merithew, Phoebe
and Florence Cross of Morrill returned
Sunday afternoou to be ready for school

IF NOT WHAT

BETTER

This is the statement of a Belfast citizen.
The testimony of a neighbor.
Yon

can

readily investigate

it.

The

proof should convince you.
Herman C. Fultz, fisherman, of Belmont Road,
two and a half miles from Belfast, says: "Two
boxes of Doan's Kidney l'ilis bought at Edmund
Wilson’s drug store gave Mrs. Fultz more genuine relief from pain in the small of her back
Just

right kidney titan anything she ever
A friend (old iter while she was suffering

the

over

used.
from

aggravated attack to try Doan’s
After a few days treatment I noKidney
ticed a change for the better. As she continued
it greater relief was received and finally the attack ceased.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60 cents a box.
Fester-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
substitute.
a

PORTSMOUTH,

PROOF CAN

BELFAST RESIDENTS ASK FOR?

very
Fills.

Co.,

N. H.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1903.
estate.$ 44,500 oo
Mortgage loans..
6,800 oo
Stocks and bonds.
508,968 oo
Cash in office and in bank.
47,465 15
41.616 49
Agents’ balances, net.

Gross assets.

2

bank has

W anted at Once.
work on walking skirts; power
U1
machines. Smart operators can make
excellent wages. A guarantee of 75 cents per
day while learning. For particulars, address
FULLEK-OSBORN MFG. CO.,
3w5
Hart.land, Maine.
Cn Girls to

shall have

been

is CLOSING OUT

HIS

/•

FURS at Bargain Prices
A: r>4 Church, Street,

Opp• The Journal Office.

outstanding not less than

$663,114 14

$653,114 14
31, 1903.
Net unpaid losses.. $ 51,185 15
Unearned premiums.
294,509 90
All other liabilities.
7,179 86
Cash capital.
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 100,239 23
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

surplus. $ 653,114 14

T II 10

ASSETS DECEMBER

Has

some

of the finest

Gross assets..*2,12 i,670 so
Deduct items not admitted
4,666 63

GASOLENE ENGINES

ranging from

A 3 H. P. ENGINE

jjyCall and

see us

Street, Camden, Maine.

LIABILITIES

DECEMBER

31,1903.

Total liabilities and surplns.*2,120,003 97
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Belfast, Agents.
3wS

KENT’S

House Block, Belfast, Me.,
DF.Al.ERS

IN

...

Admitted assets.*2,120,003 97
Net unpaid losses. .* 220,310 77
Unearned premiums. 1,447,493 89
All other liabilities.
94,035 64
Cash capital
200,000 00
168,163 77
Surplus over all liabilities.

We also have

and investigate this little wonder.

WRIGHT & HALL,
Opera

1 H. P. to 300 H. P.

which we can guarantee to be the best in the mario”
This 3 H. P. engine complete, 4 cycle type, mounted
with cooling tank, hot tube and electric ignition, port
able battery, pulley, tools, etc., all for >140. 00 !

No. 13 Mechanic

31, 1903.

Stocks and bonds.. .*1,619,41000
Cash in office and bank.
127,397 89
324,090 90
Agents’balances.
hills receivable.
7,93066
Interest and rents.
11,626 00
All other assets.
34,11616

—

Camden Electric Wiring & Construction Co.

3w5

Insurance Co.

1

\

months from date of issue.

JAS. PATTEE & SON, Belfast.......Agents.
FRED ATWoOD, Winterport..Agent.

The Greenwich

$3.00, $5.00, $0.50 and $8.00 per year,
unequalled in Kastern Maine ai
excelled in the United States for security .*
lire and burglary.
Those renting boxes
access to (he vault and the exclusive hand1
their boxes, w by take chances of
keepii
aides at home when f«*r $3.00
per year y
avoid any can* or worry?
vault is

1NTKKKST T»K-

posit bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent
pei annum for full months on all certificates which

..

I. V. HILLER

opened

an

986 54
777 96

Admitted assets.

Total liabilities and

This

PAltTM KNT and will issue certificates of de-

Real

Interest and rents
All other assets.

At

INTEREST AT 3 PER CENT.

OF NEW YORK.

..

Monday morning.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR REM

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

PLUMBING, HEATING and
GAS SUPPLIES.

Teleptl0ne

on

ftj

Is unlike any other on the market, for
stead of impairing the appetite, retard
the digestion and causing nausea, as in* "
ali cough syrups do, '91 stimulates the apt11'
tite, uromotes digestion and cures eoe:
and all derangements of the bronchial
and lungs. Full size bottle 25c. Trial
bottle 10 cents. For sale at
>

We
date

furnish all of the latest ami up-to>
goods in the above lines at reasonable
can

prices.
All labor and material

jactory before paid for.

guaranteed sati

City Drug

Store

THE NEWS OE BELFAST.

The Channing League will meet this,
Thursday, afternoun at the home of Mrs.
A. A. Howes

The regular term of Probate Court will be
held next Tuesday.
Fred S. Johnson brought to Wadsworth’s
market last week It chickens that weighed
'.4

pounds.
Mrs.

Mary Whitmore has

a

cyclamen

her home on
plant with 15 blossoms
Main street. The plant grows in the Holy
at

Laud.
from F. J. Gerry &
v o.’s Belfast creamery was frozen in transit
to BusTon by railroad express during the

shipment of

\

cream

cold spell last week.
The statement of the old and reliable
Fire & Marine Ins. Co., represented by Fred Atwood, Winterport, Maine,
will be found upon another page, showing

Springfield

gross assets of Sti.282,402.15.
The municipal officers held a hearing last
Thursday evening on the petition of the
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
for permission to erect poles and maintain
The petition was
a res on Front street.

granted.
The ladies on a much traveled avenue in
Belfast, turned out in force the morning
after the big storm and shoveled about a
quarter of a mile of sidewalk. They used
:he regulation size snow shovels and did a
good job.
A large number of young people from
Belfast attended the dance at J. E. Marco’s hull in North Searsport last Thursday
The traveling was bad and most of
ght
he party remained until daylight before
-Bitting to return home.
i lie mail to and from Islesboro was card via Saturday Cove while the steamer
vcr Star was off on account of ice in the
Mi. Dodge carried it between the
1 and the cove on the ice and Captain
wed by team between the cove and Bel-

}

on

Church street.

winter, and has other applications.
The lacies of the IJuiversalist church
will hold a food sale next Saturday afternoon at 2 j'cloek in the church vestry.

\

.veek, and tlie expense apportioned—each
•a m to pay Si 7*. *.20.
Staples for Washinga. Ritchie for Liberty.
The Hoard of Registration in session last
veek struck from the voting lists 84 names
men who have died or moved away since
:.*■-last revision, one year ago. This does
t give an idea of the actual number of
pers, a* the new names are not added
the final revision the week before
1

The county commissioners held an adm>*d meeting Saturday and received a

Ripley is buying and
from Belfast and vicinity.
1,300 barrels thus far from
total of 10,000 barrels from

Belfast and a
Eastern Maine this season.

Three team horses well known on the
streets have died the past week.
One of
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.’s big bays died
of pneumonia Sunday, Wm. H. Staples,
2d’s truck horse died last week, and one
of Win. U. Staples, Sr.’s, pair died Satur-

day.
The Hub, formerly owned by Young &
Pooler, has been sold to B. H. Mudgett of
Unity and A. T. Mudgett of Bangor, who
will conduct the business under the firm
name of Mudgett Bros.
The store will be
closed about a week while stock is being
taken and the store put into condition for
a big alteration sale which will be held in
order to make room for new stock—Tuesday’s Bangor News.
Accidents.

Arthur Morrison

w as

badly

injured while sliding Saturday. He slid
down Commercial street and attempted to
go through the small gate on the steamboat
wharf, but hit the fence. One rib was
broken and a blood vessel ruptured internally. His injuries are not considered critical— While Capt. T. 1). Barr was engaged
Monday in clearing the roof of A. A. Howes’

The Methodist and Baptist Churches will
unite in holding a series of special gospel

meetings beginning Sunday evening, Febru7th, at the Baptist Church. Union meetings will be held one week in the Baptist
Church and one week in the Methodist
Church, every evening at 7.30 o’clock, with
the exception of Monday land Saturday evenings of each week. The services will be in
charge of Pastors Fdgett and Pliilbrook,
assisted by able speakers from out of town.
The singing will lie led by a large chorus
ary

All who

are

interested in the work

earnestly invited to co-operate. The
movement is for the larger interests of the

are

cause of Christ.
A cordial invitation is exfor repairs ton highway in Sears-;
tended to every person to attend these
;.out.
The petitioner claims that the highmeetings.
way in question in the north part of the
Cleat, and we may say the keenest curioswo is not passable on account of snow.
The commissioners will meet and view the ity, has been aroused for a week or more
concerning the esoteric combination of let-

ters

making a roundabout trip to
the St. Louis fair by express. It was startd from Winsted, Conn., in September and
s
being dead-headed through the offices all
banjo

\

is

the Northern States.
It arrived in
ifast last Friday so covered with tags of
:he different express and railroad crews
hat hive handled it that the instrument
was hidden.
vet

The third entertainment in the People’s
1 pillar <’our.se will he given at the Belfast
•pera House Wednesday, Feb. 24th, by
Maro, the celebrated magician. The press
h rices of
this “prince of magic” leave no
m to doubt that the exhibition will be
the attraction of the season. Maro carries
■i lii» company a saxophone quartette and
1
includes the grand musical novelty, the
The several performances given
i.tvona.
Maro this season in our own State have
>

crowded houses, single tickets will
sale at the C. ('. C. store.

awn
on

There were two narrow escapes from
.•"wning in Belfast Saturday. A number
ho-, s were crossing the harbor on the ice
.it'- ve the lower bridge, when Warren Fahy,
who was ahead, suddenly broke in. He had
a large ulster which kept him up until
the ..ther hoys took off their coats and pushed Them within his reach, when lie was
j ailed out. After the accident the boys went
:,ver to the East Side and recrossed from
lie eastern end of the bridge to the railroad
wharf. The same day Peter Olson, who
was at work on tlie ice at Goose River, fell
and was rescued with some difficulty by
bis fellow workmen.
m eamer Notes.
It is reported that the
Eastern Steamship Company will run three
boats on the Bangor tfc Boston division next

One boat will be for freight, giving
boats expressly for the passenger service. Another innovation which it is said
will be introduced will be the employment
season.

two

xiuv^Riaim

auu

Hunger line. Up to the present time the
captains of these two steamers have been
n almost continuous
service during the
:>uxy part of the summer and have had
little or no opportunity to leave their boats.
The company says that this strain is altogether too much for their men and it has a
plan under consideration whereby, with the
addition of another master, eacli will run
twenty days each month and then have a
ten days’ lay off
The Penobscot, which
eft Monday, .Ian. Hath, for Boston arrived
back Sunday, the 31st, being delayed
by
rough weather. She left at her usual time
Monday, for Boston.The liucksport,
Belfast and Camden steamers began on
their new time table Monday, Feb. 1st. As
Kggemoggin Reach was frozen over the
Merryconeag started from Castine, from
thence came to Belfast and to Camden, returning over the same route in the afternoon.
The Sebascodegan left liucksport at
3 30 a. in., and arrived here at
10.30. Owing
—

to

disarrangement of her engine she remained here for repairs until the return of
a

the Merryconeag in the afternoon, when
she returned to liucksport. The Sebascodegau was in command of Capt. Charles B.
Morrill; who has been her commander for
some time past.
D. W. Kerst was in the
engine room and L. 11. Hopkins, who has
been purser on the Merryconeag, is
purser.
Capt. Foss continues .n command of the
Merryconeag and Percy Stubbs of Bucksport is engineer.
The Silver Star was
frozen up in Castine and Fred Wessel came
over on the Merryconeag with the
express,
...The Golden Rod resumed her trips on
the liucksport and Camden route and the
Silver Star resumed on the Castine, Islesboroand Belfast route Tuesday, after
being
off a week on account of ice in the harbors.
...Owing to some trouble with her machinery the Sebascodegan was withdrawn
yesterday anil the Merryconeag resumed
her regular trips between liucksport and
Camden—Parties interested in the Silver
Star say that they do not expect to sell the
boat or the route....The Penobscot anchored off Lincolnville Monday night on account
of ice, but proceeded
Tuesday morning,
and was expected m leave Boston On her
return Wednesday night.
!

representing—seemingly—nothing

but

alphabetical display of the very common
etters C. 0. I). Still their intermingled
condition, and their persistent insistence in
thrusting themselves into view, gave rise to
various surmises. Many connected them
with our unusually extreme climatic conditions and averred that they portended a
an

bit more rigorous Feburary. some farcically declared they simply announced the
advent of a fishing schooner, and on the
other hand rumors w ere rife that they presaged nothing less than a terrific and brutal
war between Japan and Russia.
It gives
us great pleasure in being able to
allay any
such fears and to announce that while far
reaching in effect yet they are but forerunners of one of the greatest opportunities we
ever displayed in our columns, and a glance
at the lower half of the 8th page will hap-

pily solve the much mooted question.
C. L. S. C. Lanier Meeting. The
Seaside Chautauqua Circle

bers of

memwere

CUTICURA SOAP

Cedar street at 11 o’clock every

All who are interested are invited to attend.
Services at

i

the Methodist church next

Sunday will be as follows: Morning service at 10.45; sermon by the pastor. Rev.
G. E. Edgett; subject, “The Possibilities of
Man”; Sunday school at 12 M.; Epworth

The World’s Sweetest
Toilet Soap.

League at 6.30 p. m.
____

™

The next cotillion party will be held Friday evening, Feb. 12th.
Canton Fallas, P. M., I. O. O. F., will bea series of dances in Odd Fellows’ Hall
next Wednesday evening.

gin

Dr. W. L. West, V. S., inspected the milk
herd of J. W. Smart of Swanville Monday
and found the animals all in good health
and condition.
The Eastern Minstrels, billed to appear
at the Opera House last Friday night,
failed to appear and were reported as
snowed-up in northern Maine.
An old-fashioned spelling school will be
held in the shore road school house, Searsport- avenue, Saturday evening, Feb. 6th.
Admission, 5 cents. Home-made candy will
be on sale. All are invited.
The trustees of the mortgage of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co. have
drawn for cancellation bonds to the amount
of $4,500, leaving the debt $105,500. Next
year the reduction will be $5,000.

The eastern division, Bncksport District,
Ministerial association of the M. E. church
will be held at Edmunds, Feb. 15-16,1904.
The officers are Rev. F. L. Hayward,
president; Rev. W. A. Luce, secretary;
Revs. E. V. Allen, S. M. Bowles, and C. H.
Bryant, executive committee.
The annual session of the Maine M. E.
conference will take place at Rumford
Falls, March 30tb, three weeks earlier than
usual. Delegates will be chosen to attend
the general conference, which opens at Los
Angeles, Calif., May 4th. There, will be
two clerical and two lay delegates.
Rev. Rufus Bartlett of Hermon Center
will preach at the Gospel Mission, 58 High
street, every night this week and next Monday night. Mr. Bartlett is an able speaker
and it is hoped he will have a full house.
These meetings are undenominational and
all are welcome. Sunday school at 2 p. m.

Sale Greater than the World’s Product
of Other Shin Soaps.

|

total number of sales was 8,113. It was not
known then who made the lucky guess, but
many who recollected their figures knew
that they had missed it. Monday a committee consisting of Mr. Quirnby, Ben D.
Field and Fred G. White examined the
guesses and found the nearest guess to be

by Mrs. George W. Stoddard, 8,111. Mrs.
Stoddard had two guesses of the same number, in one of which she made a mistake in
writing her name and put in the other on
another sale to correct it. The guesses were

chiefly between

5,000 and 30,000, although
person, doubtless by mistake, guessed
3. A few guesses were above 100,000, and
some went into the millions.
The highest,

one

evidently an error in putting down too many
figures, was 10,000,000,000. One person took
the number for his guesses from such freight
car numbers in the Belfast yard as came
within the limits of his judgment on the
sales.
Holiday morning, after the number
was announced the first
numbered 8,114.

car

he saw was

week has many pleasant surprises for you. Great values
go hand in hand with very little prices, and the variety is
not small.
We’re ready to serve you, and the goods themselves
4

give

you especial invitation. Here’s a partial program—Showing
cotton wash staffs and noveities—Final clearing of winter
stocks—Spring sale of white goods—Wind-up of the big muslin
of

scales and

|

dandruff, and the stopping
of falling hair, for softening, whitening and soothing red, rongh and sore
hands, for baby rashes, ltchings and
chaflngs, for annoying irritations, or
too free or offensive perspiration, for

underwear sale—Remnant bargains that are up to you to judge
the goodness. But that’s only a bare hint of what to
expect—
Read on

ulcerative weaknesses, and many sanatlve, antiseptic purposes which readily
suggest themselves to women, especially mothers, as well as for all the
purposes of the toilet, bath and nursery.
Cuticura Soap combines delicate
emollient properties derived from Cuticura, the great skin cure, with the
purest of cleansing ingredients and the
most refreshing of flower odours. No

...

^

I III!
1

75

10 eents.

The new four-masted
schooner Fendleton Bros., Captain J. 0.
Hayes, is loading at Savannah for Baltimore—Among recent charters are the following: Brig Havilah, New York to Cardenas, with coal and a boiler, p. t.; sch. F.
C. Pendleton, Jacksonville to New York or
Sound, lumber, p. t.; sch. J. Manchester
Haynes, Fernandina to Philadelphia, lumber, p. t.; sch. Norombega, Gulfport, to
Port Spain, lumber, p. t.
Shipping Items.

Charles F.

Morrison of

Searsmont was

throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c.. 8o*p, 25c. Depots: London, 27 Charter*
house Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue de la Paiz Boston, 137 Columbus Ave. Potter Drug A Chem. Corp., Sole Props.
B^'Send for How to Cure Every Humour."

India

ISS HATTIE

highly recommended

for coughs
and colds. ..The brick store, 48 and 50 Main
street, is offered for sale on easy terms....
Fifty girls wanted to work on walking
skirts by the Fuller-Osborn Mfg. Co., Hartland, Me—I. V. Miller is closing out his
furs at bargain prices at 54 Church street.
as

a cure

Marry W. Clark & Co. are still offering
great bargains in clothing and furnishing
goods. Their after-the-season Red Tag
clearance sale is a big success this year....
Carle & Jones are continuing the markdown sale in their dry goods department
and ate offering bargains in the crockery
—

department.

WINTKRPORT.
The District Convention of the Mt. Wal.
do S. S. Convention, which was held at the
Methodist church Friday, Jan. 29th, proved
to be a very pleasant and profitable occasion.
Dr. Beach of the Bangor Theological Seminary gave a deeply interesting address in the evening to a large and appreciative audience-The fourth quarterly

meeting was held at the Methodist church
Saturday evening and Sunday, Presiding
Elder F. L. Hayward officiating_The infant daughter of Dr. Webber, who has been
very ill, is improving... -The river has been
frozen at the ferry so that passengers could
on the ice for the first time for 16
years. The bridge lasted about three days.
Miss Nancy Merrill came home from Hallowell last week for a brief visit to her

cross

...

brother Albert, who has been very ill....
Miss Lizzie Dorr is quite ill, but is slowly

improving.

Freedom expects to have a stronger base
ball team than ever the coming season.
Gaines have already been arranged with

Bucksport Seminary.

500

10, 12.’, 15, 20, 25, 35, 40

25, 35 and 50

Organdies,

25, 42, 50 and 87

*•

10, 12.1, 15 and 17

“

12.’ and25

\

“

“

“

Pongees, 28 inches wide, good
only 8

•

Advertised in the last two issues of The Journal has been
such a great success that we shall give it one or two weeks
more extra showing, or until the sizes and assortments are

OutingNightRobes

completely broken. At present we have nearly everything
as at first adveitised—popular prices, 25c to $2.50 each—
Corset Covers, Drawers, Skirts, Chemises and Night Robes.
No matter how' low the price there’s no skimpi g in size or
slighting of workmanship.

A Nil MANY OTHER GOODS

AiiiiLifaiPoBilliPfim

The monthly covenant meeting of the
Baptist church will be held this, Thursday, evening. All are invited to attend.
A business meeting of importance will be
called at the close of the social service.
1 n response to many requests for a repetition of the mock trial, recently given with

yard

*•

The Muslin Underwear Sale

W rappers,

Response,
Organ.
“The Work of Chas. Dickens.”
Lecture,
Hymn.
Postlude, “Coronation March,” Meyerbeer.

and 45

j

Flannellet

Mrs. Drinkwater.
Anthem, “God So Loved the World,”
Choir.
Protheroe.
Rev H. Lutz.
Scripture Reading,
“Teach Me, O Lord,”
Choir.
Anthem,
Rev. Harry Lutz.
Prayer,

and 50 cents per

Underwear,

"/krskv

o’clock, Sunday school; at 7.30 p. m.,
UnioniVesper Service and lecture, with the
following program:
Pastorale,
Voluntary,
Whiting.

15, 20, 25 30, 35

value at 10c. per yard,

a.

k

Linons,

yards Curtain Muslin,

Shirt Waists.

at 12

Goods^ving ever>few days.^j

Wash

I Case Satsuma

m., regular service, preaching by Rev.
Geo. S. Mills, in exchange with the pastor;

ciAimncs, ucAsrits, niv

Bates

Nainsook Checks and Dimities,

WILE CLOSE OUT HER

r

in

“

Muslins and

NEW SPRING GOODS

f

w+m

lERiu

Persian Lawns,

WISHING TO MAKE ROOM

MUSLIN

T'rnnur*

r/u

Plain Nainsooks,

BLACK

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45

ftin

new

^New

Sold

FOR

r*

HEADS, VOILES, LINENS, NOVELTIES, ETC.. ALL WASH

“

ance.

o’clock. Mr. Edgett has a new lantern and
several new views for illustrations.
Ice
cream and cake will be on sale. Admission,

pieces

tin form of

Prayer and conference meeting at the
Congregational church ;this, Thursday,
evening at 7.15, topic, “The Life with
Christ.” Mission study class at 8 p. m.,
ment, recently made an inspection of the topic, “George Leslie Mackay,! Formosa’
public buildings of the city with regard to Preacher and Teacher.” Sunday services:
lire escapes, etc., and reported to the city Rev. A. A. Smith of the Universalist church
government, recommending some additional will preach in exchange with the pastor at
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at noon; consetire escapes.
cration meeting of the C. E. at 0.30 p. m.;
Rev. G. E. Edgett will repeat, by request,
his lecture oh “A Trip to Detroit and the topic, “Christ for the world, and for me” ;
Thousand
Islands,” at the Methodist address by the pastor at 7.30 p. in.; subject,
church to-morrow, Friday, evening at 7.30 ‘Fretting vs. Trusting.”

nnnnn

Ginghams, latest coloring and best to wash.
10
Cotton Chevoits, 31 inches w ide,
only I2.ic per yard
Elegant line of Colored Muslins and Organdies from 10c. to 50c. p"rd
15 pieces Heavy and Open Work Basket Suitings, 12‘c. 15c. per yard

soap ever compounded
is to be compared with it for preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin,
scalp, hair and hands. No other foreign
or
domestic toilet soap,
however
expensive, is to be compared with it for
all the purposes of the toilet, bath and
nursery. Thus it combines iu one soap
at one price the most effective skin and
complexion soap, and the purest and
aweetest toilet, bath and nursery soap.

Sanford Howard, Inspector of Buildings,
Chief Engineer I. T. Clough and Assistant
Engineer Eugene L. Cook of the fire depart-

VPH/
UTT

GOODS FOR SUMMER SUITS IN PIECES OF FROM TEN
TO FOURTEEN YARDS EACH, 25c., 39c. and 50c. per yd.

otner medicated

THIS SALE BEGINS JANUARY 28
i

.1__1

UNDERTAKERS.

Philip,

|

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Bust Prints, 2 to 9 yd. pieces,

jlOc.
:

quality

Outing Flannel, 10 to 20 yd pcs., 7 1-2
25 dozen EXTRA HEAVY DOUBLE FLEECED HOSE, 25

15c.,

17c. and 20c.

Hamburg,

3 pcs. All Wool Flannel

ROBES and

per

BURIAL GOODS
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM.
ING and
Connected

Your Cold

4 cents

S’ink

$125 and $1.75 quality Kimonas,

CASKETS,

FUNERAL WORK.
ty7
by telephone both day and night.

j

6 Pcs.

Waistings, regularly

“

“

10

“

98

“

49

“

75c.

yard, only

Fancy Eider Down,

...

5QC per ^

|

72 Main Street, Belfast.

FOR SALE CHEAP

Or. Foss’ Cold Tablets.

business Saturday night, and the store was
thronged with an expectant crowd when at
9 p. M., George A. Quirnby stated that the

^TPHIS

Million* of the world's best people
Cuticura Soap, assisted by Cuticura
Ointment, the great akin cure, for preserving, purifying and beautifying the
skin, for cleansing the scalp of crnsts,
nee

Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 58
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evenings, and Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. i
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson would be glad
l
to receive at the Auxiliary Dome, 56 Church
street, any cast-olf clothing for distribution
to the n-edy this winter. Mrs. W. B. Conant, the President, will superintend this department of the mission.

Cure

The person guessing nearest the number
of cash sales made at my store from Thursday morning, November 5, 1903, to Monday
morning, February 1, 1904, will be presented with this piano.
Each person purchasing twenty-five cents worth of goods is entitled toone guess
The multiples of twenty-five cents entitle you to a corresponding
number of guesses.
The piano is valued at $300. The number
of sales was to be announced at the close of

Penetrated.

j

the case will he brought up with
new evidence on Friday evening, promptly
at 7.30 o’clock. Sunday services: Preaching service, conducted by the pastor, Rev.
E. S. Philbrook. at 10.45 a. m.; sermon,
of a brief paper. Mrs. B. L. Pitcher read
Human Possibilities; Sunday school at
son, Masonic Temple, is offering bargains
a fine poem on the death of
Sidney Lanier. this week in many lines, for a final clearing noon ; men’s meeting at 3.30 p. m.; Y. P. S.
A letter from an absent member of the ’98
E. at 0.30 p. m.; union gospel service,
of winter stocks.
His muslin under- <J.
olass, and her quotation for this meeting, wear sale advertised in the last two issues conducted by pastors Edgett and Philbrook,
were read by her C. L. S. C. class member.
of The Journal was so successful that it 7.30 p. m.
Singing the Chautauqua song concluded the will be continued until the sizes and assortU you get chilled these cold days
literary program. Refreshments were ser- ments are completely broken. At present
“Brown’s Instant Relief” will quicken
ved by the hostess, a social hour was enjoy- I he has nearlv everythin!? as first advertised
the circulation and prevent pneumonia.
ed, and one more special C. L. S. C. dav This does not tell the whole
story. Read
I
will live in the memories of Seaside Chau- his advt—A. D. Chase &
Son, dry goods,
tauquans. The work of this American year small wares and carpetings, offer good adproves very interesting and instructive. vice when they say that Those in need of
New C. L. S. C. readers are joining the cottons should
buy immediately.” The rawr
WITH_
■
ranks of Chautauquans, who, by a little 1
cotton, which has sold as low as 5 and 6
extra labor, can easily make up the re! cents per pound, had gone to 17 cents at
quired work of the year. The next meeting ! last reports and while it
may not stand at
will be with Mrs. Charles Rhoades, No. 35 that
high figure is not likely to fall much
Cedar street, on Monday afternoon, Febru- below' it—The Camden Electric
Wiring &
ary 8th. The lesson will be chapter one, Construction Co. has for sale
gasoline enThey will stop a cold at once. For sale at
“Evolution of Industrial Society,” and gines ranging from 1 to 800
horse-power,
from the magazine, “Racial Competition of which it guarantees to be the best in
-CITY DRUG STORE.the
the American People.”
Author, Henry market....A. A. Howes & Co. sell the
Van Dyke.
Syrup of White Pine and Tar, which is

Journal:

A COMBINATION IRRESISTIBLE.

j Sold Wherever Civilization Has

At the Unitarian Church next Sunday
morning service at 10.45 o’clock, with
preaching by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz;
subject, “The Possibilities of Man.” Sunday school and Bible class at 12. Class for
coming season is most prosperous.
study of Prof. James’book on “The VariThe Improvement Society will meet with
eties of Religious Experience” at the parMiss Maude E. Barker Monday, Feb. 8th,
sonage Saturday evening at 7.15 o’clock.
at 2.30 p. m. The members are earnestly
All are most cordially invited.
requested to be present as plans of work
for the coming season are to be discussed
An ecclesiastical council to advise on the
and other important business transacted.
resignation of Rev. George S. Mills as pasThe Belfast Quintette have been engaged tor of tire Congregational church of Belfast
to furnish music for the masquerade ball to will be held at the North church this,
be given by the Red Men of this city on the Thursday, forenoon at 10.30 o’clock. The
evening of Washington's birthday, Febru- churches in Searsport, Park, Brooks, Jackary 22nd. Plans will be arranged for deco- son, Freedom, North Belfast and Frankrating the hall, and the opera house will on fort will send delegates, and Rev. R. G.
that night present a most inviting appear- llarbutt of Searsport is invited.

pleasantly entertained Monday afternoon arraigned in the Belfast Police Court Monat the home of Mrs. Carrie F. Black, who is
day on two warrants for single sale and one
a member of the Lanier class of 1898.
This for keeping a common nuisance. He waived
meeting marked the date of one special examination, pleaded not guilty, and was
"Chautauqua Bay” in memory of the poet sentenced to 850 fine and 30 days in jail on
■Sidney Lanier, from whom the '98 class each of the single sale eases, anil was ordertakes its name. The lesson was a study of ed to recognize for the grand jury on the
the life and work of this gifted writer, and nuisance case. He was committed in dequotations from his poems were given in fault of bail. It is said that the U. S. ofresponse to the roll call. The Lanier class ficials will be looking after his case on acpoem was read by Mrs. Black, who gave a count of the internal revenue tax when the
short sketch of Sidney Lanier. The “La- local courts get through w ith him.
niers” on Recognition Day was the subject
New Advertisements. Fred A. John-

The Piano Contest.
Early in November Mr. James H. Ilowes made the followingoffer through an advertisement in The

Fred A. Johnson.

The World’s Greatest
Skin Soap.

Sunday

morning, llev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.

The Ellis farm in Swanville that was to
I be sold by tickets was bargained to George
i Fernald of Lowell, Mass., and the tickets
house on Church street a snow slide came i withdrawn. Since then he has gone back
down. Capt. Barr managed to retain his on his trade and tire place is now for sale.
hold on the ladder but was cut about the
The Brown Medical Company has recentface and had one hand badly bruised by the
falling ice
Alphonso Jackson of Belmont Bradford, Pa., one of the largest orders for
cut a gash 4 inches long in his right foot small bottles
that has ever been shipped
while cutting wood Jan. 20th.
into eastern Maine. The outlook for the

«-i it ion

premises to-day, Thursday.

55

E. H. Ramsdell of

choir.

election.

I

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Jan.
30th: Ralph Bowen, Franks. Hall, George
E. Hawes.

shipping apples
He has shipped

CHURCHES.

Rev. E. S. Philbrook will speak in the
Searsport Avenue school house, East Belfast, next Sunday afternoon.
Christian Science services are held at No.

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. K., lias
mustered in a number of new members this

—

] be report of tlie commissioners to cieterim the boundary line between
WashingKnox county and Liberty in Waldo
as pled in the S. •). court at Rockland last

THE

OX EASY TERMS,
The brick store, No. 48 and 50 Main street, Belfast, *0 feet of land in the rear, after that the
ight of way to Cross street. Inquire of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Esq.,
Williamson Block, Belfast, or
8. KaLISH, 17 E. 95th St., New York.
5

39c. Scotch Flannel Waistlngs,
25c. Neckwear,
5 pees. 25 cent

Figured Novelties,

15

“

121-2

“

98

“

25

“

39 Waist Patterns, worth from $1.25 to S2 each,
25 Fifty Cent Sofa Pillow Covers,
I Small Piece Black Beaver
per

Suitings,

worth $2.25

yard, only

A few Golf Vests

We Have Decided

26 cents

$1.39

$1.98,

were

Small lot of Men’s

to close cut for

Underwear,

to close out,

each,

49

*«

19

“

—

tq CONTINUE OUR

Dry Goods

Mark Down Sale

-ALL THROUGH FEBRUARY.-

All Black Penicoais at 10 per cent discount

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ •♦♦■»«.»«■.

25c White Goods this week |7c.
A few odd 25c. White Goods, 10c.
Crashes was 15c., now 11c
Crashes

was

Crashes

12k.,
was

now

be

,

And in

our

was a

length

from 1=3 to 1=2 value.

“■

been measured and tailed
**

at
at

9lc.

now

Towels

REMNANTS KTS
short
stock that
has

6aC.

was

25c.

CROCKERY DEPT.

we

pair,

|9c.

now

have about

W*BLUE TRADING STAMPS.

200

Window Shades worth 25c. to <s5c.,
Your choice, 19c. and 24c.
YOURS TRULY,

CARLE & JONES,

Fred A.

Johnson,

The Advertiser of

Main St Be lfast, 1e
A train
Ppod jf
KedU
11 Again.
2 STORLS-FoUk FLOORS.
,

Masonic

Temple,

Facts,

Belfast, Maine.

HOW MR. PHILIP ELDREDGE SELECT-

her

inexperienced fin-

gers webbed like a duck's toes with the
stickiest of oread dough, cast appealing
glances at her immaculate brother-inlaw, a well-favored bachelor of 28.

SHIPS.

come here to surprise
you so much for your
I assistance. When you mentioned Judith’s
1 knew at once who you
I gave her a i were orname,
“1 discharged her.
I should never have permitted
a week's warning, but the mean, inconyou to carry me off in that unceremosiderate thing went at once and left nious
fashion, although I’m not sure you
me, literally, with the bread on my wouldn’t have used force if persuasion
1 never cooked anything in had
hands.
failed. Afterward I couldn’t resist
my life, but 1 thought any goose could deceiving you—you wouldn’t let me exknead bread. Oh, that's just like a
plain, you know—but do forgive me.”
man—to laugh when one's up to the elIt is probable that forgiveness was
bows in trouble.”
for a few weeks later the
forthcoming,
Phil"I'd help you if I could,” said
heiress of the Hunter millions signified
but
keeping her willingness to become, not Judith’s
ip, peering helplessly into,
at a safe distance from the tioury bread
but Judith's

every minute.”
“Where’s Bridget?”

“But what can I do?”
“You could go somewhere and find
a
me
cook; if Edward were home—”
“I'll do that,” returned Philip, visi“What sort of cook?
bly brightening;
Any choice in the matter?”
“Yes, indeed; -I’m very particular,
she nnisl’nt be too big, because this
kitchen’s so tiny, and it' she's tall she
won't be able to go down the cellar
stairs without doubling backward. She
must, be neat in appearance, and, Philip, do try to select one that will look
well in a cap. Bring her right home
with vou Simply insist on her coming
~Kdward had Bridget here in just one
hour and a quarter from the moment
he left the house.”
"I'll beat him,” declared Philip from
the doorway. “You’ll see me back, perspiring but triumphant, and with
Bridget’s successor at my heels in exactly sixty minutes.”
Philip, who entertained a great opmopiuiou of his own executive ability,
sought, without loss of time, the nearest employment agency.
“I’m
looking for a medium-sized
cook,” said lie to the woman at the
desk.
“One that would look well in a

sister-in-law.—Carroll W- Bankin, in What to Eat.
cook,

cap.”
Tome tins way,

repressing

a

young man to

sam tne

woman,

smile, anil leading the
an adjoining room.

Kldredge looked with a critical eye,
long row of waiting applicants.
Under his earnest scrutiny three of
them blushed, two giggled, and a sixth
frowned resentfully. Perhaps it was
an off day for cooks’ but the assortment
offered was not promising. One of the
gigglers, however, displayed a good set
at the

of teeth.

whose faith in his ability to
return with a cook was beginning to
(alter, had almost decided in her favor,
when he remembered Judith’s cellar
stairs.
Would you mind standing up?” lie

Philip,

FRIDAY SUPERSTITIONS.

The advent of the year 1904 occurring
Friday, will undoubtedly awake the

on

| old superstition of Friday being an un] lucky and inauspicious day upon which
new enterprise, be it birth,
j to begin any
] marriage, business or pleasure. It would
1 appear from the record in this country
! at least, that such belief has no foundation in fact, yet this belief of Friday
being a day of ill omen, is as old as history itself.

Mrs. Anderson,

On good Friday the
crucifixion of Christ is recalled. This,
the appointed final act in the plan for
the redemption of the world from sin
and its consequences, should give to
asked courteously.
The maid wit!, the teeth again show- Friday a different character from that
ed them in a generous smile, as she i which has attached to it.
obitgiugly rose to a height of six feet
Sentence Sermons.
two.
"I'm afraid you wouldn't (ill the I
biil." said Kldredge,
apolegtically.
Truth abhors tricks.
I'm sony. but my instructions were
Love needs no label.
very exact.”
As Kldredge was wavering between
The
upright go right up.
a
red-headed German girl with an
alarming pompadour and a thick-set
Helpfulness is happiness.
Hibernian with a phenomenal upper
strength has little need of style.
the door
and a

of

prominent society
Jacksonville, Fla., daughter

—

—

sonville,

Fla.

Mrs. Reed, 2425 E. Cumberland St., Philadelphia, Pa., says :
aaeak iuKs. i-inkiiam:
i ieei ic my duty
to write and tell you the good I have received
k from Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Com—

& pound.

“I have been a great sufferer with female
doctors and medicines
trying different
I with no benefat.
Two years ago I went under
*
an
operation, and it left me in a very weak
condition. I had stomach trouble, backache,
headache, palpitation of the heart, and was very
nervous; in fact, I ached ail over. I find
yours is the only medicine that reaches
7/ such troubles, and would cheerfully recommend Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable
»,
6
Compound to all suffering women.”
m

J

1 iilmmation

|

ersel! m the vacant chair at the end
of the row.
W■:
Yotfie just the girl I’ve
be*
-King for,” cried Philip, joyousis
ly
caught sight, of the newcoin*.
"Nut too stout, not too tail, not
’o"
iyi..ing. You’d be adorable in a
;

God

precedes reformation.

measures

!

cap."

by motives;

men, hv

The future holds no failures to the
eye of faith.
Fast living makes fast links in the

devil’s chain.
God lievei forgets the
gets himself.
A

man’s prospects
things he respects.
is
a

who for-

man

depend

There is good in all to the

on

the

man

who

altogether good.

The square man is nevei
crooked opening.

It lakes many new
make a glorious ending.

looking for

beginnings

to

to the lessons of the last
year leads to success in the new.

Loyalty

j

God knows the way to your door if
you know the way to his poor.
A man is not a saint because lie can
tell the difference between a good ser-

and a poor one.
Take stock of your mercies, and you
will find your miseries have taken
flight.—Chicago Tribune.
mon

THE BACK YARD CAT.

Kldredge, well satislied with his exgwan wid (lat—I’m a hack yard cat
pedr.ioii, seated himself beside his | Aw,
And born to de name of .Mag,
prize, leaving, as a concession to con- jj I ain’t no Persian aristocrat—
vention. a proper space between them. i
Wot’s de use of chewin’ de ragv
'I was instructed,” said be, with a
sudden accession of dignity, “to ask If you stand in need of a parlor breed
Wid ermine and sealskin fur,
First of all, can |
you a few questions.
j Wot feeds on milk and slteps on silk
you make bread?”
And knows how to cuddle and
1

< O-1

purr,

Dll.

UltUH,

uy jesi

seraicn

plain one, see?
you cook—er—other things? !
Widout no stylish perteuse.
Salads, you know, and—er—soup? El- I live on scraps
and I take me naps
dri'dge was plainly out of his element.
On tlie shady side of a fence.
'Yes, sir.”
"Uni. How long were you in your I Mrs. lilnir wot lives in dere
! Keeps a high-toned cat named Fluff,
iast place?"
i And sometimes she looks down at me
Four years—sir.” The young woman
From de window—ain’t she de stuff!
choked down an emotion that Eldredge 1
classified as grief at parting with her Den Mrs. Blair gits such a scare,
And yells “Fluff! Fluff!” like dat,
late employers.
“Now, Fluff, come here, you darling dear—
When did you leave, and why?"
Don’t play with that back yard cat.”
Tins morning.
1 was dragged away
i mean—I--I-was wanting a change Play wid me? I guess not—gee!
But wouldn’t 1 jest fix her!
If I got me claws on little Miss Fluff
"Of course. Now, what is your naDey’d be some holes in ’er fur.
“Cun

me-i in a

j

tionality?"

"American to the last fi—Hum—I
was horn m America, if you please, sir.
In lioston.”

everything’s all right." Eldredge, having carried out Judith’s instructions to (lie letter, retired with
dignity, behind the morning paper;
thus intimating gently that the conver"Then

sation was finished.

Suddenly Eldredge looked up to meet
pair of dancing brown eyes. The
dimple lie had surprised in the nearest

One day last week 1 made a sneak
To de kitchen window ledge,
An' I seen a cut of porterhouse steak
! A-lying close to de edge.
1

:

a

rose-tinted

some

.cheek

mysterious

whisked itself, in
fashion, out of sight,

anil the dark eves became instantly sedate.
"Poor thing," thought Eldredge, com
placently, “she’s delighted at finding a
situation so quickly. Cad! it’s a shame
for such a pretty girl to he compelled to
earn her own living.
With a little education she’d adorn any station in life.”
Philip opened the frontdoor with his
latch key and led tho new cook straight
to tlie kitchen. Judith, still plentifully
besprinkled with Hour, and laboring
under a mistaken impression that she
was kneading bread, was poking reluctant lingers into an unwieldly mound
on the bread board.
“I’ve got her,” announced Philip,
“and I guess you’ll admit, Judith, that
I know a good cook when I see one. It
took just 59 minutes!”
“Good!” cried Judith, wheeling about.

“Why, Helen!”

In another instant mistress and maid,
locked in each other’s arms, were indus-

triously exchanging kisses. Philip, petrified with astonishment, gazed in openmouthed wonder at the pair. The maid
whispered explanations into the ear of
the six months’ bride whereupon both
young women went into gales of musical laughter.

I

1 made a dab and a lightning nab
And I got it tight in me teeth.
Den 1 jumped for fair right though de air
And lit on de roof beneath.
I fed dat day like a Maltese gray,
But I saved a piece on de end,
Which 1 gave at night to Lame Tom White—
lie’s an invalid cat and me friend.
*.

Now gwan wid dat—I'm a back yard cat
Wid thistly and bristly fur,
I never learnt to love or play
And 1 never learnt to purr.
If I sometimes pine for de baby whine
Dat you waste on your Persian pet,
I won't, butt in. I’ve got me friends
In de alley, so don’t you fret.
1 ain't de kind to act relined.
And I wouldn’t be welcome at teas;
But I holler and fight on de roofs at night
And 1 stay out late as 1 please.

hay, what would I do (if I was like you),
\\ id me thefts and me midnight tours,
And

me

ways of

guile?—you

with irregular or pamtul menstruation, weakleucorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bea ring-down
inflammation
of
the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility,
feeling,

ind.gestion, and nervous prostration, they should remember there is one
remedy. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound at

and true
removes

mark who has no aim.

no

mistakes.

■

Hut." objected the.giil, "I’m-”
“We’ll pay you bigger wages. Here,”
sui Kidredge. thiusting a dollar into
the ag.-nt's palm, “is your fee. I’ll take
tli-s out
she suits me right down to
tlie ground.”
"Now. don't say a word.
My sistei’ll aw, Mrs. Kldredge, wants you at
oiio
I'll explain as we go along—
come, lease; we must catch the next
tail.
You see, it's a case of—of bread.
I let; pool Mrs. Kldredge up to the elvows in dough—she's not accustomed
to donah—and she must be rescued at
once.”
“I see.” said the girl, suppressing a
riotous dimple as she followed her impetuous employer to the street. “But
please, sir, how do you know I’ll suit?”
T like your looks,” said Philip, candidly. “You’re neat and intelligent—
and short enough to go down the cellar
stai. You see Mrs. Kldredge gave me
the plans, dimensions anil specifications
for the desired cook, and you fit them
exactly. Here’s our car.”

He makes

nnen women are trot: Died

don’t like me

style?
Tanks, lady—I don’t like yours!
—Wallace Irwin.

UABTOJE1IA,
The Kind You Have Always Boostt
Bean the

*°T<Za,
Benedick—“My wife’s mother sent us a
crayon portrait of herself as a Christmas
gift, but the expressman let it drop and
smashed it beyond repair.”
Jenks—“Aren’t you glad?”
Benedick—“Well, 1 don’t know. I’m no
actor, but I’m afraid I’ll have an awful
time trying to make the old lady believe
I’m sorry.”—Toledo Blade.

tried

once

such troubles.

The experience and testimony of some of the most noted
women of America go to
prove, beyond a question, that Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will correct all such trouble at
once by removing the cause and
restoring the organs to a healthy
and normal condition. If in doubt, write Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass, as thousands do. Her advice, is free and helpful.
No other medicine for women in the world has received such wideand unqualified endorsement. No other medicine has such a
record of cures of female troubles. Refuse to buy any substitute.

spread

M

FORFEIT if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and signature! of
abovo testimonial!, whioh will prove their absolute genuineness.
Lydia E. J’inkham Medicine Co., Lynn. Malta.

THE ABANDONED

The reasons for the adoption of
these abandoned farms have been various.
Many were attracted by their
How They Are Tiiliuj; Up With Summer
cheapness to purchase them as investResidents.
ments and in most of these instances
Governor X. J. Bachelder of New dividends have been paid, particularly
Hampshire writes to the leading New in cases where the purchaser himself
England papers a review of conditions settled upon the farm, made, careful
in his State, especially the matter of choice of the crops he would raise and
abandoned farms. He’takes a cheerful applied himself scientifically to their
and inspiring view of the situation and economical production and wise marbis remarks apply with equal force to !i tin°\
the other New England States. It is as
The commissioner has the names of
follows: “An encouraging feature of 2100 owners of summer homes in our
New Hampshire life at the opening of State, most of the said homes
having
the new year is the extent to which the been created from what were once
State’s abandoned farms have been abandoned farms.
adopted by prosperous and well-pleased
These summer citizens include reprefoster parents.
sentatives of the States of Maine, New
The natural beauty of these picturHampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
esque places, somewhat wild and neg- Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York,
lected m many instances, lias been New
Jersey, Pennyslvania, Maryland,
made the most of by those now respon- the District of
Columbia, Virginia,
sible for their welfare, who have wash- South Carolina,
Florida, Ohio, Illinois,
ed the faces and brushed the hair of V isconsin,
Minnesota, Missouri, Louisithese deserted children of the Granite ana, Colorado and
California, as well as
State, and have spent millions of dol- foreign countries.
lars in dressing them anew in wood and
It is estimated that these 2500 adoptbrick and stone.
ed sons of the State, by themselves,
It is 15 years since the people of New their
families, their guests and their
Hampshire awoke to the necessity for employes, add to the population of New
taking active measures looking to the Hampshire every summer at least, 20,repeopling of those deserted areas of 000 people. Their holdings of real esfarm lands which had become so manv tate
represent a permanent investment
in number and so wide in extent as to of
$5,000,000, and their annual expendiafford an alarming symptom in any tures within the
State for all purposes
consideration of the health of the com- are at least half as much.
monwealth.
Their holiday homes range in characAt that time the causes of the mal- ter from the
typical farm buildings of
ady were diagnosed thus: In some Senator Spooner of Wisconsin in Pittscases the
children had left the old burg on the Canada line to the
magnifihomestead for other fields of labor, cent colonial mansion of
Sec. of the Inwhile the parents were in physical con- terior
Hitchcock at Dublin in the south.
dition to manage the farm, and upon
Some,^ like inRev. Louis A. Banks of
the death of the parents, in later years, New
Grafton county, and the
York,
the children had become engrossed in late Austin
Corbin in Sullivan county,
business upon other farms or in other
buy thousands of acresof land for their
occupations and could not return. So summer estates. Others gather in fashthe homestead farm was “abandt ned” ionable
“colonies,” like the one at CorFARMS.

v

and vvp.nt

lmnn

Hip murbuf

Many farmers, either with children
engaged in some other avocations or
without children, having secured a competency bv industry and frugal habits,
had retired from tlie farm to the neighboring city or village, to spend their declining years at ease. Sometimes the
owners of farms, seeing
only the bright
side in other occupations and the dark
side in theirs, mortgaged the farms to
raise money for engaging in some other
business, in which they failed. In

:

nish.
One of the reasons why they remain
so loyal in their
allegiance is stated by

Anne Whitney, the sculptor, as follows:
“I owe your State a great debt for its
ministrations to me and mine in the
way of beauty and health.” Of his
summer

home at

Newbury, Secretary

Fear

nothing,
thy vices
Kempis.

HOOD RUBBERS

at

TRADE

MARK

HOT MADE BY A TRUST

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Beliast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of February next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(’has. P. Hazfi.tike, Regis:t r.

//• you CAAfA/OT C£r r»£S£ BUBB£fis rffOM roufiofMSB-tr/r/rs i/s

Ar a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County t»f Walro. on tlie second Tuesday of
January; A. 1). 1904.

Probate Court held at Belfast.within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the 12ili day of Jan
uarv, A. I>. 1904.
F. DUNTON, administrator with the
will annexed of Isaac H. Jacks-on, late of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hu\
ing presented a petition praying that the aettia
market value of the estate ol said deceased,the
persons interested in the succession thereto and
the amount of the Collateral Inheritance Tax
thereon, may be determined by the Judge ot
Probate.
AT a

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Maria B Manter, late
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, de1 ceased, having been presented lor probate.
4

ROBERT

.1

blame nothing—so
and thy sins.--Thom-

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
terested

why

the j
neglect
and applauses of the multi-

censures

with

be

on

tude .—Addison.

j

A

At

true

a

Ordered, That tin* said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested l>y causing a copy of this
order to be i ublished three weeks successively i:
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Probate
at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin and for said
county, on the 9th day ol February, A. I). 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer ol said petit: me
should not be granted.
CKO E. JOHNSON, Jii.ige
A true Copy—Attest:
('has. p Hazkltim:, Register

proved, approved

and allowed.

A solid and substantial greatness of
looks down

CEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge,
Attest :
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

copy.

Probate

oiirt,

lie!:’

at

Belfast, within and

for tiie County of Waldo, on the 12th cay of
If the average man could do as much !
I January, A. I> 1904.
woik as he thinks he can, there wou.d
L^VA A. OILMOKE, widow of Charles B. Oilbe little demand for labor-saving ma- ! Fj
mo e, ’ate of
Bum ham, m said County of
ers.
Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition
J
chinery.—Answ
j praying that she may he
pointed administra
trix of the estate of said deceased.
It is little we can bring to pass, but
That the said p.
tier
|
Ordered,
notice to
our will and desire may be large.
Nay. | til p« rsons interested hy causin'.' agive
copy of this
they may grow till they lose tliemst Ives I ualci to in' puhlislied three weeks successively in
in Hie infinite abyss of God.- John j 1'lte lb publican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Tauler.
J Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
I County, on the 9th day of
February, A. I>
The way to transform society is to J at ten of the clock be jure noon, and show c1904,
use.
n any they have, why the prayer of
petition*
bring the redeeming intluences ot youi ; er
should not be granted.
own life to bear upon it.
The way to
CEO. i: JOHNSON, Judge,
light a room ;s lo strike a match. That I \ fi tie c« py Alt* st
( has. I Hazkltine, Register.
will at least show where brighter jets
may be turned on.
At a Probate Conn; ee'd at Belfast, withiu and
fall it happiness or call it blessed- j for the Coni ty d Waid.o, on the 12th dav of
January. A. 1). 1904
ness, the life whose end is righteous- /'ll! ARLES M. HOW
ES, administrator of the
ness is a life which satisfies, and which
estate ol Alice.I. Davi., I » wis, late of Liber; \J
one is not only willing but glad to live: j ty, in said ( ouuty < t W aluo, deceased,
having
presented a petition prayn g that the ('cur; may
its ways are ways of pleasantness, and
determine wim are entitled t«> the balance of said
all its paths are peace. Rufus Ellis.
estate now in his harm.'. for distribution, their respective shares then in. and order the same to he
There are chords in the human distributd accordingly
heart, strange varying strings—which |I Ordered,'I hat the Said petitioner give notice to
are only struck by accident; which will all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
remain mute andsenseless to appeals the j The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
J
most passionate and earnest, and reBelfast, that they may appear at a Probate
held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
last
to
at
the
spond
slightest casual County,toonbethe
9th day of February, a. 1). 1904,
touch.—Dickens.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami
the County of
aldo. on the second m--day of January, A. 1). 1904.
certain inst rument nurp*otin;: to be :
will and testament oi
hasi
(tei-rce S.
late of Belfast, in -ain County ol Waldo,*;
; ed, having been presenter! for probate.
:i
ordered, hat ofice be given to all per»
;
b.
tcrested by causing a copy ot this ordei
I published three vu-i Us successively in the V.
at
that
iican
Journal,
Belfast,
|
published
i.ey

|

|

ten of the clock before noon, and sin w cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judgr.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

at

The. truth,

the hope of any time
sought in the minorities. Michael Angelo was the conscience of
Italy. We grow free with his name,
must be

and find it ornamental now, but in his
day Ids friends were few.—Emer-

NOTICE.
The subscriber
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly

own
son.

appointed administrator of the estate of
CELIA

those temptations which we encounter in the patli of duty, in the path
of consecration, only those our Ford

Only

us

you are in

sake, for
you are

we

should conquer.

temptation

for

KANE, late of Searsport,

in the County of W aldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and ail
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

If

tempation's

immediately.

other purpose beyond it,
lost.—Phillips Brooks.
no

MICHAEL WARD.

Searsport, January 12, 1904.

EVOLUTION OF A “BOOM”.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HIRAM A. CONDON, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de-

The era of delirious speculation in the
Texas oil fields has been succeeded by
the solid upbuilding of a great industry,
although the passing of the “boom”
lias spread the impression that the

mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

“bottom baddroppedoutof Beaumont.” ment immediately.
FRANK B. CONDON.
Yet the wells of Texas and Louisana
Belfast, January 12, 1904.
are producing 80,000 barrels daily, an
annual output of nearly 30,000,000 bar“OIU <*l
WJI
-z.rels or live-twelfths of the world’s total
fast, on the 12ih day of January, 15)04.
Thou- Robert F. Dunton, executor of the last will of
production three years ago.
sands of small companies and independ- Adonirani H. Banks, late of Belfast, in said Conn
his first aecouut
ty, deceased, having
ent operators have been wiped out in of administration of presented
said estate for allowance.
the inevitable concentration of control
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
in the hands of capital powerfully or- weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
county,
ganized and ably directed, until two- that
all persons interested may attend at a Prothirds of Beaumont output is controlled bate Court,
to be held at Belfast on the 5»tb day
the
of
J. M. Guffey Petroleum Comby
February next, and show cause, if any they
the said account should not be allowed*.
pany, producing 10,000 barrels daily, have, why
<«EO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
while the visible remainder is divided
A true copy. Attest :
Chak. P. H azkltink, Register.
among three other concerns.
The recent discoveries of “gushers"
along the coast country of Texas, and
s notice.
The subscriber
in Louisana, have been followed by a Administrator
hereby gives notice that she lias been duly ap-

John Hay says: “I was greatly pleased conservative development of industry,with the air, the water and the scenery. with little of the maglignant speculaI have nowhere found a more beautiful tive fever which devasted Beaumont in
its beginnings.
spot.”
Many refineries are in
operation, turning out numerous byeither of these cases tlie farm was for I
products; railroads and other extensive
A Card.
sale.
I
fuel consumers are burning the oil,
liy 188!) there were so many of these ; We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to miles of pipe lines radiate
from the
farms that the legislature took alarm refund the money on a 50-eeut bottle of several
and there is steel tankage
fields,
ana in that year authorized the
ap- Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails in Texas capable of holding 10,000,000
pointment by the governor and council to cure your cough or cold. We also guar- barrels of oil, while earthen tanks
can
of a commissioner of immigration, antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
take care of 5,000,000 more—Collier’s
<imo. 45
whose duty it should he to bring about or money refunded.
W. 0. Poor & Son. Weekly.
within tlie measure of his ability the A. A. Howes & Co.
repeopling of the rural districts of New
Hampshire.
O friend, it lias been a strange year
Gov. David II. Goodell and his coun-' for
you; sin in it, folly in it, neglect of
cilors filled the place thus created by
and of God in it; but if the heart
duty
tlie appointment thereto of the secre- is
“I will not let thee go
crying,
Headache and Catarrh
tary of the State board of agriculture; thou bless me,” if the interests except
of life
and a few years later the two offices are moral ones for
Relieved in 10 minutes.
if
the
one
you,
were formally consolidated.
worth of being alive at all is
daily selfThat
Tlie first statistics collected by the
dull, wretched pain in the head just over
conquest to the glory of God—then bid
the eyes is one of the surest signs that the seeds
commissioner showed 1343 abandoned defiance to
your sin and failure, in the
of catarrh have been sown, and it’s your warnfarms within the State. The continued name of Christ
forget the things that
operation of the causes named above are behind, there is a year worth
ing to administer the quickest and surest treatliving
has been constantly adding to this ahead of
ment to prevent the seating of this dreaded
you—G. H. Morrison.
number, but on a smaller scale than 1
malady. Dr. Aguew’s Catarrhal Powder will stop
was the case of 15 years ago.
all pain in ten minutes, and cure.
The proDaughter—“Papa, do you object to my
portion of unoccupied farm lands with- marrying
I>r. Agnew’s Ointment soothes all skin
a fast young man ?”
in tiie State grows less with each year
Father—“Not if he is going in the right
diseases. 35 Cents.
18
that passes.
direction, my daughter.”—Puck.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.

Pain Over the

Eyes

j

pointed administrator with of the
LAVINIA A.

estate

of

FIELD, late of Searsport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
j bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
; all indebted thereto are requested to make pay1 ment
immediately.
AMASA D. FlEI.n.
Searsport, January 12, 15>l 4.

At a
for

A

■

robate Court, to be held at imay appear at a
:i
fast, within and lot said County,* a tlit*
Tuesday of Febmary next, at ten of the
before noon, and show cause, ll any they have
why the same should not be provid, api
and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Ju
A true copy
Attest.
( has. |*. Hazkltink, Register
1

j
i

!

promised

be licensed to se 1 at 1 ub it or pi'ivpte sale and.
convey certain real es ate of said minors, .-.ait*
estate being particularly described in said

4I7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belli
fast, on the 12th day of January, 1904,
John R. Dunton. administrator «.11 the estate ot
John M. Roberts, late ol Waldo, in said ( ounty,
deceased, having presented bis second and final
account ot administration of said estate for
allowance.

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Grace is of a growing nature: in the may
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the secway to Zion they go from strength to 1 ondTimsday <>t iebnuuy next, at r»*n of the clock
noon, and show cause if any they have,
strength.—Thomas Boston.
j before
the same should riot

soul

E. FERNALD, guardian of Alice F.
jlllNNlh
l’l
F* rnald ami Glad s L. Feinald, minor.',
having presented a petition praying that she mav

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day ol February. A D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P Hazeltise, Register.

of

as a

Hazeltim-:. Register.

j petition.

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

much as

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge

Attest:
Chas. P.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on tin-. i2th day of
January, A. D. 1904.

1

New York Dec 28 from Kernamiina.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from St Jolin,
N B, Jan 19 for Santa Ci ui.
Gladys, II B Colson, sailed from New York
Jan 24 for Brunswick.
Harold C Beeclier, K S McDonald, arrived at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
John E Develin, E L Iliehborn, arrived
at Baltimore Jan l(i from Pur.ta Gorda.
John C Smith, arrived at New York Oct
29 from Bangor via Bri Igeport, Ct.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed fnm Brunswick Jail 27 for Boston.
R W Hopkins, Iliehborn, arrived at New
York Jan 27 from Brunswick.
Willie L Newton, sailed from Providence
Jan i for Satilla River; arrived at Brunswick Jan 25.

trouble,

copy.

j real

H

j

neatly
dressed young woman entered, and,
at;rt a moment’s hesitation, seated

A true

ogiiuun r-nn.

Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, arrived

Hazkltixe, Register.

ROBERT

j

Edward May, arrived at Makawell Jan o
from San Francisco.
Ethel, Williams, sailed from Fernandina
Dec 31 for Elizabethport.
Mabel 1 Meyers, (' N Meyers, sailed from
Boston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
Penobscot, sailed from Buenos Ayres Jan
23 for Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, sailed from New York
Jan 27 for San Juan.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New Y'ork Dec 7 from Charleston, S C.
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
Nov 19 from Rosario.

Attest:
Chas. P.

At a Probaie Court, held at Belfast,wit bin and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
1
January, A. D. 1904.
F. DUNTON, executor of the last will
of Adonirani II. Banks, late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition piaying that the actual market value
ot the estate of said deceased, the persons inter
ested in the succession tlaretn, and »he amount
of the Collateral Ii heritame Tax thereon,
maybe deteiniined by the Judge ol 1 rebate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of ti
order to be published thiee weeks
successively in.
the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ( ourr,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County
on tlie 9th
day of February, A I). 1904,at ten *•>
ihe clock before noon, and show
cause, if any
; they have, why the the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.

B AliKS.

“
There are but few wives and mothers who
Dear Mrs. Pinkham :
have not at times endured agonies and such pain as only women know.
I wish such women knew the value of Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable
Compound. It is a remarkable medicine, different in action from any
I ever knew and thoroughly reliable.
,
“
I have seen cases where women doctored for years without permanent benefit, who were cured in less than three months after taking your
Vegetable Compound, while others who were chronic and incurable
came out cured, happy, and in perfect health after a thorough treatment
with this medicine. I have never used it myself without gaining great
benefit. A few doses restores my strength and appetite, and tones up
the entire system. Your medicine has been tried and found true, hence
I fully endorse it.”
Mrs. R. A. Anderson, 225 Washington St., Jack-

!

opened,

a

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

—

lip.

A true copy.

arrived at San Francisco
Nov 27 from Loring.

of
Recorder of Deeds, West, who witnessed
her signature to the following letter, praises

woman

Friday.

on

KATE

Philadelphia.
Wm 11 Macy,

Columbus sailed to find the new world
on Friday.
He first discovered land on
a Friday, and arrived home on a Friday.
November 22, 1493, be arrived at Ilispanola, on bis second voyage to America.
I On Friday, June 13, 1494, he, although
unknown to himself, discovered this
continent.
On Friday, March 1496,
Henry VII. of England gave to John
Cabot his commission which led to the
j discovery of North America. This is
I said to be the first American state paI per in England. On Friday, Sept. 7,
j 1565, Melendez founded St. Augustine,
the oldest town in the United States bv
move than 40 years. On 4 nday, Nov. 10,
1620, the Mayflower, with the Pilgrims,
made the harbor of Provineetown and
on that day the compact that was the
forerunner of our present constitution
was made.
Friday, Dec. 22, 1620, the
Pilgrims made their tinal landing at
Plymouth. Friday, February 22, 1732,
George Washington was born. Friday,
June 16, Bunker Ilill was seized and
fortified.
The surrender at Saratoga
was made on Friday, as also the surrender at Yorktown. Many other epoch
making events in our history have taken

place

S. Lambert, daughter of Catherine
Fanno, late of Stockton Sprint*, in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, l aving preseuted a
Petition praying that Simeon B. Merrithe w may
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said
deceased,.
Ordered, That the fa id petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy oi this
order to be published three weeks
successively m
The Republican. Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probae
Court, to be held at Beliast, within and lor said
County, on the 9th day of lei man. A. 1) 1904
at ten of the clock before noon, anil show
cause,’
if s ny thty have, why the
prayer of said petition*
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
j
A G Ropes, D. Rivers, cleared from New
York Sept 21 for Yokohama; spoken Oct 24,
lat 4 N, ion 28 \V.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend
July 3 from Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct °4 for San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, Ion 31 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Baltimore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
I
E B Sutton, sailed from New York Dec
11 for Cheefoo.
I
Fort George, cleared from New York Dec
2(1 for Melbourne and Sydney.
Gov Robie, from Baltimore for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
Henry B. Hyde, New York for San Francisco, was at Montevideo Nov 16.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23
from Newcastle, N S W. In port Aug 15.
Mary L. Cushing, from Newcastle June
9 for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.
Aug 6.
Manuel Llaguuo,DC Nichols, sailed from
Singapore Jan 15 for New York or Boston.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at Newcastle, N S W, Jan 4 from Ilong Kong, to
load for Philippines.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for San Francis- One Ayer’s Pill at bedtime Insures
co.
p
natural action next morning.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie K Starbuck, Kben Curtis, arrived
at New York Jan 17 fiom Honolulu via

“Ugh!” she exclaimed, eyeing her im- |
prisoned hands with repulsion. “It’s j be finished, to
getting colder and elamier and stickier j Judith—thank

pan.

At a Probate Court held at He I fast j within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of Jan.
J
uary, A. D. 1904.

I

Hunter of Boston.”
“Not the Hunters?”
“The same."
“Then what was she doing among
those-”
“Looking for a waitress for my aunt, j
Mrs. Blake,” explained Helen, demure-1
ly. “1 meant, when my errand should

ED HELP FOR HIS SISTER-IN-LAW.

Judith, with

Register ol Deep Water Vessels.

“I wish,” demanded Philip, somewhat
huffily, “that you’d explain your joke—
if it is a joke.”
“This,” said Judith, over the cook’s
shoulder, “is my dearest friend, Helen

A COOK FOR JUDITH.

i

i
|

j

j

<

SS. In ( oiirt ol Probate, held a* K.
fast, on t la- 112' li day ol January. 1‘."’4
William .1. He.n and 1 izabeth M. Heal, « x*
of the last will <>l (>im, S. Whitten, late **f i'.*,:
fast. In said (’nimtj dt-eeu>t d, hav ing prt--»-i.:
their first and final account of administ rat;
said estate, together with the private 'da;:
said executors, lor allowance.
Ordered, that notice then of be givtu, rarer*
<.
weeks successively in Tin- Republican J<
newspaper published m Beltast, in sairt C<-i.nry
that all persons interested may attend at .i 1
bale Court, to he held nr Belfast, on the 9th * lay
of February next, and show cause, ll any he
am
have, why the said account and private
should not be allowed
C,KO. E. JOHNSON. J
A true copy. Aitist:
»
as. P. Hazkltink, Kegi-t

\I7ALl)(>

■

In Court of Probate, held a
Bei
117 A EDO SS
M
fast, on the 12th day of January, 1904
H. G. Morse, executor of the last will of Elijah
M. Pease, late of Belmont, in said County, *ie
ceased, having presented his first and final a<
count of administration of sai*l estate for allow
a nee.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, threweeks successively, in tfie Republican Journ.i
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Com
tv, that all persons interested may attend at
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of February next, and show cause, ti any r 1
have, why the said account should not be alcove
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. p. Hazkltink, Register
a

TAXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

—

r*

Ij by give notice that he has been duiv appointed Executor of the last will and testaim 1

of

rwtD/'Ac

i)

/'i k\

...

it.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giv»
bonds as the law directs. All persons having d«
mands against the estate of said deceased ai
desired to present the same for settlement, anall indebted thereto are requested to make pav

immediately.

ment

West

Troy, January 12

RUFUS E. STONE
1004.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber herj
give notice that he has been duly app.m
ed Executor of the last will and testament of

I

THOMPSON, latent Northpoit,
County ot Waldo, deceased. All p<-rs>
demands
at ainst the estate of said deeeahaving
ALMIRA

in the

ed are desired to present the same tor setth-ieei
and all indebted thereto are requested to m
payment immediate: v.
F. A. DICK I:\
Northpoit. January 12, 1004.
UXKCUTR1 \'S NOTH I'. The suhs< riber her.
Ju gives notice that she has been duly ape.-miexecutrix ol the last will and testament > :
HERBERT B.

DEVF.KEAl \, late of Stock!

Springs,
in the County of Wahlo, decease d. and
\.
bonds as the law directs. All person- h \i,
demands against the estate <•! said deceased
desired to present the same lor settlement, an
all indebted thereto are requested to make pa
ment

immediately.

MARIA A P.IHE THOMPh< >N
Stockton

Springs, January 12, 1004.

NOTICE. The subscriber
EXECUTRICES’ NOTICE Tlie subscribers her*ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that I has been duly ap- I
by give notice that they have been duly a;
of the
pointed administrator de bonis
e

non

estate

of

OSCAR

HILLS, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased and give bonds
as the law directs
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.
Northport,

HENRY G. HILLS.
Jan.

12,1904.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

MATTHEWS, late of Searsport,

WILLIAM J.

Searsport, Jan. 12,1904.

testamer.

MATHEWS, late of Belfast.

in the

County of Waldo, (deceased. All person
having demands against the estate of said de
are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
make payment immediately.
CLARA A. MORISON,

ceased

MAUDE K. MAT

The subscriber

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

AVIS II.

EWS

Belfast, January J2, 1004.

hereby gives notice that be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GEORGE F.

pointed executrices ol the last will and

of

MATTHEWS.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been dub
appointed administratrix of the estate of
SUMNER POLAND, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi\bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease !
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Rebecca j. Poland

Montville, January21, |1904.

J

Then
several good offers for this one.
he has a four-year-old bay gelding by
Nelsonee.
This colt goes on the pace
and has a line action.
He stands 15-3
and weighs 1025 pounds, and a prosand
for
a
liue
driver
pect
possibly a
A threeracer, he is one of the best.
year-old black gelding by Island Prince;
dam by English Hanger is another good

WALDO COUNTY HORSLS.
Farm and llonie.j
Mr. L. E. Prentiss of Troy lias atwo-

[Tint,

t

vear-old stallion by Nelson; dam by
parly Bird. This colt is a steel gray in
olor and a good looking and good actug eolt.

good prospects, he will
probably make a 1100 horse and ought

colt that lias

Mr. Met Leonard of Brooks lias a yearHe is
ly stallion by Norman Prince.
line chestnut with a silver mane and
ail and is a beautiful colt.

to make a line driver or coach horse.
Mr. lieynolds has a good stable for a
small one, and his colts are undoubted-1
ly worth some money.

Oeo. Hamilton of Brooks has a
This filly
s a fine chestnut in color and of good
-ize and shape and looks good.
Mr.

Mr. Fred Myrick of Troy lias a twoyear-old filly by Stanley; dam untraced.
She is black in color, stands 10 hands
high and weighs 1000 pounds. She is a
Mr. Charles Rich of Thorndike lias a fine looking filly and bids fair to be a
liree-vear-old tilly by Purist Wilkes; line mare. Then he has a yearling by
lama Knox mare. This lillyisagood Stanley; dam by Joe Young; second
u tor and a general all around good one.
dam a Knox mare. This colt is black
in color, of good size and shape and bids
Mr. (ieo. Batchelder of North Mon- fair to make a fine horse. A
two-yearroe has a weanling colt by Norman
old seal brown filly is another good one.
Prince, dam a western mare. Tins colt She is by Almont. This filly is of a
a chestnut in color, of good size and
good shape and size, looks like the bea good one to look at.
ginning of a good horse. Then he has
Mr. Emery Stantial of Brooks has a a line year old mare by Burdette; dam
ree-vear-oid gelding by Alcazar; dam by Joe Young. This mare stands 15
This gelding is jet hands high and weighs 950 pounds. She
iv French Tiger.
lack in color, large and fast, and is is safe and clever, a woman can drive
\

carting by Norman Prince.

>1

-ore

her as well as a man, but at the same
time she is full of life and go and is a
snappy, clean going little horse. Mr.
Myrick also has a black brood mare by
Joe Young; dam a Knox mare. She is
of good size and shape and is undoubtedly going to be a good one for Mr.

to make one of the best.

Brooks has a
Mr.
weanling by Norman Prince; dam a
'Phis colt is hay in
western mare.
olor and exceptionally targe for his
ige and good judges call him one of the
Will Emerson of

•^

f-

Myrick.

Mi. Edward Ellis of Brooks has a fine
aiding stallion by Marston 0.; dam by
i> n.
Knox. This colt is a tine one, bay
color, handsome as a picture, bright
i snappy looking and a tine all around
tile horse.

Mr. Lewis Ilarding of Troy lias a
stable full of good colts. They are as

>

fine a lot as we have seen for a long
time and we are specially struck by

horse, a chestnut gelding by Frank
Hampton; dam by (iideon Knox; second dam a Knox mare.
This horse
stands Hi hands high and weighs 1100
pounds. lie is a handsome anil noble

one

Mr. Fred Emmons of Brooks has a
tiding filly by Norman 1\: dam a
This filly weighs
ired mare.
>n‘ sot) pounds, is a red roan in color
1 looks like the beginning of an ex_J
itionally good horse.

lousing

Freedom Hand of Monroe has a
two year-old chestnut gelding by
a
in dam a Morgan mare and a
,u ling lilly also chestnut m color, an
Both of these colts
n Aster to him.
of good size and shape and look
1

■

no

mu

not

nan'

too

Then he
any horse we have ever seen.
has two three year olds by Frank
Hampton; dams own sisters by Gideon
Knox out of a Drew mare. These threeyear olds, one a fillv, the other a gelding, are about 15 3 hands high and weigh
about 1050 pounds- and are both good
looking ones. I hen be has a yearling
gelding and a weanling filly that are by
Bonny Ked'awn; dam by Gideon Knox.
Both of these are bay in color and of
good size anti shape.

iike winners.
Win <wift of Brooks has a twoold lillv l»y Alcazar; dam a Kenk\ bred mare. This lilly is a dark
in color, of good size and called by

Mi
;

Having, beside
beauty
.-don, style and gait, she is surely
n th good money.
..j
>
Mr. Leroy Buekim of Brooks has a
\ inouths'old hay colt by Marston
This little
a Kentucky bred mare.
mV has all the earmarks of a good
his
and considering
breeding is

•'•ry'oody

animal,

pleasure of seeing this horse move but
Mr. Harding assured us be could go a
40 shot. He is as good a looking horse
as we have seen for a long time and as
near the ideal gentleman’s driver as

a

and shape and will doubtless bring a
long price when sold. A yearling by
Lookaway; dam by Goldbeater, is another one that is a credit to any stable
Tliis colt is a rich chestnut in color and
of good size and appearance. A twovear-old chestnut by Purist. Wilkesdam by Viking, is a.snappy looking one.
and will doubtless make a good horse
Then lie has a two year-old bay colt by
Purist Wilkes, the dam of which is
untraced. This colt is of good shape
and size and has lots of promise in him.
A two-year-old grey colt by Purist
Wilkes out of a Wilkes mare is another good one.
Then he lias four brood
mares, one of them with a mark of 22.
All of them are in foal to Purist Wilkes
and Mr. Shibles is looking forward to
some more good colts.
Mr. Shibles
surely has an exceptionally flue string
of colts and one that any man lias a
good right to be proud of.

..

on

■

|
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Dyspepsia Cure

P*B—1»

you Mb

Rheumatism Eight Years

i

the Continent of Eu-

rope, with a party ot young Americans,
I was witness of their
dismay at being
assailed from time to time by

Couldn’t Use Her Arm—
“Blood Wine’’ Entirely
Cured Her.
My kidneys were in a bad
now I have no
pain or
trouble with them at all and mv strength
hag returned so that I eat "and sleep
well. All I took was one bottle and it
produced this result. I am too happy
and thankful to express myself in tha
coniines of a letter.”
now

can.

condition but

Covington, Ky.
Gentlemen,—“t was troubled with
or
rheumatism
all last winter
pleurisy
and spring. Could hardly stoop without great pain, and seeing Blood Wine’
advertised, I tried

a bottle and got so
much relief that I bought the second
bottle and before I had taken alt of it I
*10
was completely cured, and have not felt
Thit It a picture of Ada Chevalelr of a symptom of it since. I have sent
H.
At
it
N.
wat
taken
while
Warner,
many people to Geo. C. Goode to buy
Mitt Chevaleir wat ill it doet not do it. I consider it a fine remedy.”
her justice at the it now a fleshier,
A. C. Ellis.
healthier and happier young woman. ai Martin Street.
For eight yeart the had rheumatism in
Thomas D. Horton, of Bath, Me., anher arm and could not get cured. She
wat approaching a
physical break down other person who was cured by “Blood
Wine”of
advanced rheumatism, says :
when she learned of "Blood Wine,”
“
which the took and wat cured.
I take geat pleasure in recommendShe
tays: "I am glad to tay how much ing ‘Blood Wine’ to all suffering with
benefit I have received from your ‘Blood muscular rheumatism. I am a man ja
Wine’ and I wish that my testimonial years old, and I never found any remcould be published so that other women edy to relieve my sufferings until I
suffering at I did might read, be con- bought a bottle of ‘Blood Wine’ at D.
vinced and get cured. I had a compli- T. Dougherty’s drug store, and, believe
cation of troubles.
Rheumatism both- me, I shall never keep house without it.
ered me so badly that I couldn't use my To anyone suffering with rheumatism I
left arm and hand for heavy work. I heartily reccmmend it.”

£>ULD BY A. A. HOWES & CO.

Ladies’ and Gent’s
furs.
On an:I after Oct.. 12, 1903, khius
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with throug.1 trains
lor and from Bangor, Waterville, P.ntland and

One of those beautiful SCARFS or STOLES
does it. Sold only by MILLKIl.
Correct
style, correct price, and decidedly the right
place to buy. Look at these before you purchase. It will be economy on your part to do
so.
rr^No trouble to show goods.

THE TRUE‘IF.’' DID IT

at

Boston, will

follows:

run as

DELFAST.

FROM

Garments Remodeled, Re-dyed and Rlended
in all Shades.

AM

neltast, depart. 7 15
Lit> Point.17 20

I want raw fur. My prices to trappers and
hunters are what collectors of furs sell for. Mink
84.00 to 80.00; Fox, 84.00 to §0.00. See me before

Wal(U>

30

..

brooks. 7 42

selling.

*'no*

.*7 .'.4
Thorndike.
8 uo

Remember the place. 54 Church Street, opposite
Journal Office.
1. V. MILLER, Belfast, Me.

UllUy.... .HI11
Burnham, arrive.-. 8 85

Clllltmi.-. 8 52
Benton. y<i2
Bangor.1 1 30

»ITHE|4

Waterville..

....

90s

lence of the

book

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

of its con-

worthy

tents, and the large, clear type and
good paper and binding have been
chosen that the work may the better
Lee &
serve the many who want it.
Shepard,

Boston,

publishers.

Price,

§1.20.

-—

!

Boston,

..

f?: ^.
|1^-1).

12 in
** uu
410

■
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A SHIPENTINE.
N

ame

Suggested for the Kig Described Below.

The San Francisco

shipping authorities have decided to call a four-masted
vessel, which is square rigged on all
but her jigger mast, a four masted
bark, alleging that a ship must be
square rigged on every mast. According to this, we presume that the wise
men of the West would call a fourmasted vessel which is only square rigged on her fore and main masts, some
sort of a schooner and not a bark. But
this is not according to Hoyle
the authority of the United
Bureau of Navigation, which in
est “lust of Merchant Vessels

nor

United States,” gives illustrations of
all the different types of sailing and
steam craft, and designates the fourmasted ship and bark without square

rigging on the jigger or jigger
respectively. Of course

zen

and mizsome of

the illustrations in that work are old
fashioned and out of date, notably
those of brigantine and barkentine,
but in four-masted vessels we think
the definition is sound. The dictionary
says that a ship is a three-masted vessel square rigged on all three, and a
bark a three masted vessel square rigged on the fore and main. There is no
reason why the addition of another
mast or two should alter the class of
the vessel and make a ship any the less
a ship in style or title, provided she is
square rigged on the masts. The proper
way to look at it, it seems to us is in
view of the four-masted vessel’s additional length. If she were cut off to
the size of an ordinary ship and no
room left for the fourth mast, she
«•/%

..Id

T

-l

strange cutting
is wanted for

down.

If a new name

four-masted vessei,
square rigged on all four masts, that is
another matter, but inasmuch as the
rig is just double that of a full-rigged
brig, why not call her a “brig ship,” or
a “ship brig,” and on the same principle call an ordinary four-masted ship
that is square rigged on all but the jigger

a

1

I Kodol

a

shipentine?”

Marine Engineering recently printed
an illustration of one of the Standard
Oil company’s fine big sailing vessels
of the rig referred to, and called it a

“shipentine,” authoritively

no

doubt.

The Marine Journal of New York
claims to have coined the name shipentine as an appropriate name for that
“rig” in an article published July 15,
1893, over ten year ago.—Exchange.
“Our colleges turn out some pretty
good men nowadays,” remarked the
elderly gentleman. “Yes,” replied his
son, gloomily, ‘‘our college turned out
the man who was sure to have won the
hundred yard dash for us next year,

just because he didn't pass any of his
examinations.”—Syracuse Herald.
Georgia youngster gives this rhyming
result of his holiday observations;
A

“The Christmas bills
Give dad the chills;
He’ll never climb
The heavenly hills,
Nor wear the angels’
Wings an’ frills,
Because o’ them
Same Christmas bills!”
—Atlanta Constitution.

PNeeredonlvbylO.DaWmAda OUtMk

Tea SI. botUe ooatalaa SH tlmaa tha Heat
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Indigestion?

If you have Indigestion, Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure will cure you. It has cured thousands
It is curing people every dav—every hour
You owe it to yourself to give it trial. You
will continue to suffer until you do
try it
There is no other combination of digestants
that digest and rebuild at the same time
Kodol does both. Kodol cures, strengthens
and rebuilds. Sold byKB. Moody.

coos ti

He can’t help it.
He gets bilious. He needs a
good liver pill—Ayer’s Pills.
They act directly on the liver,
cure biliousness.
hwttSSZ:

! 05
557
7 26

AM
9

on

AM

woo
K 30

—

1 05
A

R1

4 16
1 35

9 52
—

Knox

Waldo

Groceries.

!

SALT.

$

j

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

^

MS CALL/Tlta 1

PAffemW I
AD Seams Allowed aad afl Basting
aad Sewing lines shown.
,0 and ,5 cent, each—non. higher.
Ask for them. Sold in newly every city
and town, or by mail from
THE McCALL CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St, NEW VOW.

H 1
1:
H 2
.‘12
1

35
12
30
50
05

tickets for Boston a tv now solo at
Belfast and all stations on Branch.
to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for 'vie l.\ I., w. Georgs
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. K. EVANS,
Vice President anu General '.Manager,
E. boothby, (ien’l Pass, and Ticket
Agent.
*rom

I

C^OSLi

19 25
9 40
19 50
no 00
10 05

M

t4 22
4 33
4 47
6 05
5 15
15 24
5 40
15 60
id 00
« 05

Through tickers

1
Dialers in the tiuest

19 57

Flag station

-e

IMPORTERS OF

..

City Point.
Belfast, arrive
t

*

21

Clinton.. 17 30 Hood
Burnham, depart.
8 50
!<'20
Cuity. 9 08 10 55
Thorndike. 9 17
11 20
Brooks.

STATE OF MAINE.
County

of

Waldo,

ss.

January

27. 1904.

Taken this twenty-sewnth dav of January, A.
1).

1904. on execution dated January -I. 1904 isued on a judgment rendered bv the
supreme
Judicial ( outt for the r.mntv of Waldo at the
term thereof begun and lndd on tlie first Tuesday
of January. A. I). 1!»u4. to wit. on the
lourtcenth
dnyof January, A. 1). 1994. in favor oi Kosanua
hmerson of Searsport, in said
oimty of \v;!|do
against Klenor ( Woodman of Searsport. in vud
<
unty of Waldo, for one hundred and m\ dolars and ninety six cents, debt or
damage. ;,„d
fourteen dollars and seventy-seven cents costs
0
suit, and will be s(»M at public auction
| rbc
otlic- of Kob.n \\ 1 Minton, in I’.cltast in said
( oimty "t Waldo, to the
highest bidder on the
twenty-seventh nay of 1-Vbiiutry, a. I> tact. ;(f
ten o clock in tin foiepoon, 11:• fodow ii
g dr*,
scribed real est te, a d alt the right, idle and
interest winch the said Klenor
Woodman lias
and had in and to the ,ame on ;!
twenr v-ilnrd
day of July, A. lb 190;>, a one o'clock and til ry
minutes in tin* a Kern non. tbe tinn* w Inn iln* same
was citt u-h -d on the writ in the >aine
suit, to u it:
A certain b>{ or
pared of land and buiidings
thcieon, situated in >earsport aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit
I’eginning
at a stake and stones at the northwest corner of
land formerly of Jeremiah
Werithew; on tId*
east sale of Mechanics' Jtow ; thence northwesterly on the east side of said Aleehanics' Kow to a
stake and stones at land now or
formerly of John
1
NicIkN, thence easterly on the line of said
John )•. Nickels’ land to Kim
street, thence
southerly on the west side of said street six and
one-half rods more or less, to a stake and stones
at said verithew's line; thence south
fifty-six
degrees west two rods and ten links to the place
of beginning; being the same
premises conveyed
to said Klenov ( Woodman bv William Williams
by bis warranty deed dated .lane 1:1. lsiir, and veeorded in Waidn Regis vv of Deeds Rook iai
Page 153.
SAMIKL (I. NORTON. Slievilt.
«

Only

A Great

Clubbing Offer

The Republican Journal and McCal, s Maga
ziue with free oatterne. will be sent one year fo$2.10 in advance, address
lit.a. Journal Tub. Co..

Beliast, Maine.

’CO.
1 tan

Division.

■>-<>■■

wixrm

Want your moustache or beard
a

7 15
7 15

Benton.+7

Grain, Fend,

WOuOY, DRtKIfilST

Poor man!

5 35

p

pattern

Cross?

A M

Bangor.

EARY RISERS

The famous little pilla fee

service.

Fhe Best and Most Practical Tarm and Family
Paoer Publish^

beautiful brown or rich black? Use

$‘4.TO BOSTON.

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE

For

FIFTY CT8. OF DRUGGIST8 OR R. P. HALL * CO.. HASHUA. If. H.
U—■ ■■ ■ ■»■■■■—mmm§

Believing that

Dr. Emmons’
Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
nuuureds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
The most difficult eases successfully treated by marl, and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not put off
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon file health
Sent by mail,
securely sealed, *2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Springfield Fire a nd marine insurance Company, Springfield, Hass.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Real estate
.* 227,00000
Mortgage Loans.
351,500 00
Collateral Loans.
14,875 00
Stocks and bonds
4,536,144 00
Cash in office and banks.
393,562 28
Agents’ balances....
508 193 78
Interest and rents....
48 127 09
Gross

Have You

Caro

Dyspepsia

(.30

1( 45

..

...

■

Cures All 9tomnch Troubles.

_

08

7 40

Waterville.,..

We don’t mean to abuse our stomachs
but w* all do It mor* or leas. We see
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
things we want and cant resist
the longing for them. When IV* too ; 33, 35, 37 Front 5t., Beliast, Maine
late we regret our rashness.
TELEPHONE 4-2.
But i
there’s a way to escape the consequences of such Indiscretions. Ados#
of a good dlgestant Ilka Kodol DyaA FREE PATTERN
peps!a Cure will relieve you at one*.
(your own selection) to every subIndigestion is always due to the
scriber. Only 50 cents a year.
I
samecause. Your stomach Is too weak
to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
You can’t rest it by going without
food.
That would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will rest it.
It does the stomach’s work. In tha
mean time the tired organ is gaining
fresh strength. Before long It will be
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
as strong as ever.
You don’t havs to
A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will difashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy
work; household hints; fiction, etc. Subrest any kind of wholsome food.
scribe to-day, or, send ^c. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.
“I had atomics trouts a four yean,’* aaya
Bee. K.Oolbath Alpaea, Mich., “whloh fit
Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-toto bed that at tlmaa I waa toned to female
date, Economical and Absolutely
le bad. At last I waa ledaced te try Kodal
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.
Dyapapala Cere from wblcb I reoalvad Imnsdlata relief aad a tow bottlae enacted e
somplata cure"

i_:

a bark; but if what our San Francisco
friends wish to call a four-masted bark
happened to lose her jigger, she would
then become a ship, which would be a

Portia ti l.

MAGAZ1NEWI

its latof the

4 45
3

PM

J:: I'.
Boston, jI W.
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to

States

PM
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{326
+3 43
4(8
(4 25
4 46
6 20
5 55
Hi 16
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TO BELFAST.
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Why Is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?
What’s the reason tha thing* w* Ilk*
heats# seldom seem to agree with oaf
Maybe It's because we overeat of them.
Then followa a tit of Indigestion.
Oaly last* a day or two perhapa. But
It’s a moat unoomfortable day or two.

PM

1 25
tl 30
1 1 40
1 52
I2(i4
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Traveling

Mail and His Work. Chapters Fron
His Life ami Selections From HU Writings

The

In response to a long and earnest de
friendly
maud from the vast number whom
English fellow travellers with
Eiij-ih Kellogg cheered, entertained question; as these; “Is it not such
very
ami helped, Professor Wi.lmot Brook
lonely in America?
Are there any
ings Mitchell of Bowdoin College has singing birds there?
Any wild Howe s?
prepared what lias seemed to be the i Any bishops? Are there
booths in the
best possible way of presenting what streets
I
of
New
York?
Bo people read
he calls “a remembrance” of a life so
books
English
there?
Have
they heard
versatile in talents, so many-sided in ot
and how*?’* These were
its activities, and so rich in what it fromBuskin;
the
rank
%ud
tile
of
The resulting volquestioners,
gave to the world.
while a very cultivated clergyman lost
ume is in two distinct parts, each comcaste somewhat with our
a
young
series of
peop'e
posite. The first presents
by asking confidently, “Are Harvard
chapters, each by one who by circum- anil Yale both
in
a question
Boston?”
is
specially
stances or investigation
which seemed to them as
qualified to treat of that period of the benighted as the remark of a hopelessly
liev.
man.
George Lewis returned from the wonders lady, just
much revered
of the New
begins bv writing of “Elijah Kellogg, World, who had been
impressed, like
of BowMr. II. E. Staples, junior partner of the Boy.” Professor Chapman
all visitors, with the novelties offered
then takes up the thread
in the way of food at the Baltimore
the Arm of Isaac Staples & Son, the doin College
with a sketch entitled
well known Brooks carriage and sleigh of the narrative
dinner-tables, but still sighed with reProfessor
and
Seminary.”
makers, lias a few fine ones. The star “College then continues the life story gret at having been obliged to come
of tiis stable is perhaps a three-year old Mitchell
a “canvas-backed
away without
by teliing of “Early Ilarpswell Days.” clam.”—Thomaseating
Wentworth Higginbay gelding by Donum 2.16 3-4; dam by The
work at the Bethel
memorable
Henry Wilkes. This colt is 15 1-2 hands in Boston is told by Mr. George Kim- son, in the February Atlantic.
high and weighs 900 pounds. He is
one who, as an ardent young
quite fast, in fact very fast, goes at the ball,
close to Mr. Kellogg,
Politician and Platform.
was
helper,
and
is
considered
pace
by some of the in a
paper entitled “The Seaman’s
best judges of Brooks to be able to
of
his
further
and
glimpses
Senator Stewart, while travelling in
beat 2.30 now. He is surely a snappy Friend,”
are given by Judge William
Nevada, stood on the platform of the
going one and will make some one go power
“As
Seen
a
in
Oliver
through
Clough
coach, and was approached bv a convery fast to beat him if he is raced next
Boy’s Eyes,” being an entertaining ac- ductor. “Senator,” began the
year. This colt, besides bis speed, is count of the recollections of the
employe,
writer,
touching his cap respectfully, “I dislike
very level headed, a great factor in a then a
young clerk in Boston, of the to remind you of rule 2, which
race horse; nothing affects him when
requires
a
beloved
manner and methods of
to ride inside the coaches.”
he is going, lie simply gets down and
leader. The next period, “Kellogg the passengers
“I own this road,” replied the Senapaces for all he is worth. 'A second
Author,” is given by Professor Mitchell, tor, gruffly. "But even if t didn’t own
one is a two-year old chestnut gelding
and the concluding portion of the long
by Alcazar; dam by Taunton. This life of the honored subject of the vol- it, am 1 not a privileged passenger by
reason of being
a prominent politicolt is not in very good shape now as
ume is given under the title, “Last
1 cian?”
lie met with an accident tliis summer
and
all
in Ilarpswell,”
nearly
“1 believe that platforms are for
hill lie is recovering all right now and Days
drawn from, earnest and often pathetic
to get in on, but not to
will undoubtedly make a fine horse.
entries in bis own journal. Then fol- politicians
also
have
a
brood
mare
They
by Henry lows an a de and excellent chanter of stand on,” replied the conductor.
The
Senator
Wilkes that is a good one. Siie is in foal
promptly stepped
“reminiscences,
by Gen.
to Taunton. The one that he feels the general
through the door.—Kansas Citv JourJoshua L. Chamberlain, former Gov- i nal.
most proud of, and he has a right to,
ernor of Maine, and ex-president of
is a weanling by Colombo, dam by
Bowdoin College, and the last tribute I-—Pure Wilkes; second dam a Vermont
to his career on earth, given by Rev.
mare that was one of the greatest of
Abiel Holmes Wright. The effect of
roadsters and one that for many years
this treatment is to give an all-round
held the world’s record for fifty miles.
narrative of Elijah Kellogg's life supeThis little fellow is a good bay in color, rior to that which could be
given by
large for his age, and as straight and any one person, however gifted or well
!
“I feel it my fluty to
smooth as any one could ask.
lie has a
the
whole
makes a
and
informed,
express my gratitude to
line intelligent head and is as bright as
as valuable as it is
you for the benefit I
biography
unique
have
received and am
a new dollar.
lie goes at the trot and
interesting.
now
receiving from
is a good actor. This little fellow un‘L. F.' Atwood’s MediThe second portion of the book becine. Three years ago
doubtedly has a great future in store gins with “Declamations,” containing
1 " a' s"eroly troubled
Saimra LITDI
I imr
for him lor he is one of tire highest the immortal
OtrTOItJ
with liver complaint.
“Spaiticus,” “Regnlus,”
bred and be lias the shape and appearand others, dear to every
Complaint“Virginius,”
£.^,£SEaSf £
ance of a famous one even now.
Men
schoolboy for two generations, but
Couldn't Eat without
'XLTtZ
who have seen his grandsire, Bingen,
never before gathered into one place.
Distress2.07, say this colt is a reproduction in Then follow choice examples of his
£*« & hK,£
miniature of the old horse Mr. Staples varied
Quioily Cured
under
the
talents
heads,
and bis father have handled many good
well. It is also a spring
“Sermons,” “Verse,” and
“Speeches,”
medicine which cannot
ones in times past, but they consider
be equaled, and can
“Miscellaneous.” The book closes with
never
be too highly
the three-year-old and the weanling his
books
for
the
famous
twenty-nine
J. Benpraised.”—Fred
about the best prospects that they have
still regarded as the very best j
nett, West Farmington,
young,
Me.
ever owned.
Like Mr. lluxford, the
in
the
a
can
have, prepared
reading boy
horse business with them is only|a side order in which
they were written. The
issue, but they like a good one and sixteen full-page illustrations consist
THE TRUE “L F.” MEDICINE ACTS GENTLY BUT
plan to have a few all the time.
of five good portraits of Elijah Kellogg
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
to
from
at
various
ages
forty-three
GOOD EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE
Mr. W. O. Webb of Troy is perhaps
of
and
other
reproductions
eighty-six,
the leading horseman of that town,
lie has been in the business tor a num- portraits and photographs of persons
No
ber of years (and in that time has closely connected with his life.
owned some fine ones, but says that be effort has been spared to secure that
thinks he has the best string now that which would best serve the purpose in i
he ever had.
Ilis string is beaded by view, and the greatest care has been
the fine stallion
The horse taken to have the mechanical excel-

Mr. L. C. Austin of Brooks has a
six years old by Baby Wilkes,
2.20 3-4; dam by Wedgewood.
This
horse is a light bay, stands 15-2 and
weighs 1,000 pounds. He is a square
itrotter and will be worked on the track
of
to
be
one
the
ludestined
next year. Mr. Austin also has an own
manly
sister to this horse, five years old, a
re stars of the turf.
A _.S
bay in color, standing 15-1 and weigh>[r. Orlando Roberts of Jackson has
050 pounds.
He also has a threeing
black
that
good
lilly
two-year-old
by Siroc Wilkes: dam a Gladlges declare one of the best. She is year-old
stone mare. This horse is a peculiar
Vlcazar: dam a Gideon mare, the
in color, in fact nearer red than
The colt is of bay
-.m of Grey Wilkes.
any other color, stands 15-1 and weighs
d size, has good action and is desohd and is a snappy going fellow. Then
ned to bring a good price some day.
he has two yearling geldings, a black
Mr. .). I’. Hale of Troy is wintering one by Siroc Wilkes; dam the Wedgei
Stanley.
wood mare, and a bay one by Siroc
-me race mare Winnie Wilkes,2.231-2.
iWilkes; dam a Rolfe mare. Then they is a beautiful bay in color with black
is by Nelson's Wilkes; dam by
he
was
in 1887, stands 10
foaled
points;
two
brood mares. This makes
ally Bird, is five years old, a bay in have the
and lias never been anywhere quite a stable full of good colts and Mr. hands high and weighs 1235 pounds.
Austin is sure to get some good money He was by Purist, 27441; dam by
ar her speed yet.
She is looking fine
second dam by Royal
waiter and will undoubtedly make when lie disposes of them, for they are Harbinger;
Purist is a
well built, of good size, disposition and Tanner by General Knox.
ne showing in her races next year.
shape, and are also well bred', just the full brother to Pure Wilkes, 2.17 1-2, by
L.
A
Whitcomb
of
Brooks
lias
Mr.
Red Wilkes, sire of 170 in the list.
I combinations that bring good prices.
This horse goes at the trot, is a
three-year-old gelding by Alcazar;
Even the great fall low and the rtat- smooth and easy going fellow and
im by a" son of General Knox.
This
d is coal black, stands lit hands high I tered hero of today may be the laborer needs only to be trained to
develop
d weighs 1100 pounds. He is a fine ! of tomorrow. Who would have dared tbe speed his breeding entitles him
e
and would make a great coach to say when that beautiful horse Alca- to. lie can now go along very fast
-e.
Mr. Whitcomb also has a wean- zar Hashed under the wire in 2-22 1-2 as and has no other idea than the trot.
a four-year-old
that in a few short This horse is a very handsome and inin own sister to this one, that is
iitle beauty.
| years he would be treading about a telligent looking animal, kind and safe.
town
hitched to a load of wood Mr. Webb says that he believes that I
| country
Mr. ('has. Patterson of Knox is one : and
doing the work any drudge could a woman could drive him anywhere |
(he young men who have taken up
but
this
is
exactly what lias hap- and from what we saw him driven we ;
i do;
suing and is making a great success pened. The fine old horse, sire of seven should
This ;
agree with Mr. Webb.
it and Mr. Patterson likes a good with marks
better than 2.25, is now the horse has got some good colts, both
>
as well as lie likes his farm and
j
property of Mr. C. E. 1’eavey of Brooks, in size, shape and color.
Mr. Webb I
has one in a four-year-old hay and is used
by him almost every day to himself has some good ones, not the
|
Purist
dam
11amby
Wilkes;
by
do trucking. To be sure great care is least of which is a
weanling by Staniian Chief. This mare is a beauty ; taken that the loads are
light and that ley. This is a handsome filly, a beaui
a
n
1
fact
a
she
is
high stepper.
the old horse does not strain or injure tiful
in
and
bay
color,
straight headed
line animal for a show horse ora himself in
In spite of the and
way.
j I.u-t that he any
thoroughly stylish. She goes at
ver.
is compelled to do labor
the trot and lias good gait and action,
like ,any common drudge, the horse is lie also has a
It. A. M. Khihles of Knox lias reweanling by Stanley; dam
x' bought from Mr. E. Bessey of as smooth as a dollar and is looking by Claude Kelson. This filly is also
and
as
line as he ever did in his
■mii a four year-old mare by Wilkes;
feeling
bay in color, very large for her age and
bv Nelsonee. This mare is a dark | life. He is still getting some excep- a bright, snappy going little animal.
colts
and
it
will
stands l.V.'i hands high and weighs tionally good
He also has a three-year-old (iily by
probably
pounds, she is as handsome as a not be many years before he will have Frank Hampton; dam by a son of Genmore
than
seven
in
the
list
with
marks
ire and quite fast.
She is quite
eral Knox. This filly is a good bay in
to he heard from, if trained, for better than 2.25. Among some of his color, stands about 15-3 bands
high and
lias the breeding and the appear- best colts is Joe Zar 2.22 1-2, owned by weighs 1050 pounds.
She is of good
C. G. Hume of Fairfield.
of a fast one.
At any rate Mr.
build and looks like a good one. She is
'les will not have to take’auybody's
Mr. T. I. Huxford of Brooks, besides in foal to Stanley. Then lie has a fourbeing one of that town’s successful year-old by Claude Kelson; dam by a
son of General Knox.
She is a bay in
W. s. Reynolds of Brooks has a merchants, is a lover of good horses
stands 15-3 hands high
and
stallion in Norman Prince. This and has several about him at the pres- color,
ent time.
The star of his stable is weighs 1050. She is a good driver, has
-e is of Norman blood and was bred
a fine gait and looks to us as
a
though if
Ohio,
lie stands a full 10 hands ptobably
five-year-old gelding by Neltrained she would be fast. She is now
and weighs 1320 pounds. He is a son’s Wilkes; dam by Nelson; second
in foal to Stanley. Then he has an old
chestnut in color, high headed and dam by Dictator Chief; third dam by
mdsome horse. lie will be handled Gideon. This is a bay with four white brood mare that is the foundation of
feet and a star.
He stands 15-3 hands his stock. She was by Royal Tanner, a
year by Mr. Ohas. Patterson of
unlike. Besides this stallion Mr. and weighs 1000 pounds. He was son of General Knox and has been one
of the best ever known. Mr. Webb
uolds lias an eight-year-old bay worked a little last year and gave
has
a good stable full of horses;
hug by Gideon; dam a Knox mare. promise of being very fast. He will be and surely
besides their appearance they are
horse stands 15.3 hands high and campaigned this year under the care of
of
fine
breeding and show it in their
Mbs 1050 pounds and is a great driv- Ralph Burrillof Bangor and is sure to
be heard from in fast classes. Another faces.
They are as intelligent and fine
g horse.
a
looking lot of horses as we have seen
good one of Mr. Huxford’s is a gelding
Mi'. E. II. Myrick of Trov has a handfor some time.
^caia urn
uy
tvillmill,
jJimue
ing
three-year-old tilly by Frank dam a Wiuthrop Morrill mare. This
o.
impton; dam by a son of Gen. With- horse is a good bay in color, stands 15-1
Bears
second dam a Morgan and Knox aud
the
950
is
a square
weighs
pounds. He
i bis tilly stands Hi hands high,
trotter and can show a 40 gait on the Signature
good bay in color and is a line road. A third one is a black mare
of
by
"ing colt. Mr. Myrick lias also a Cornell; dam a
Kentucky bred mare.
I brother to her in a
weanling by This mare stands 15-2 hands high and
“\\ hat sort of audience do you like
: ley.
riiys colt is seal brown, weighs 1000 pounds.
She is a good best?” a friend asked Maik Twain.
'igbt as an arrow and exactly l;j roadster and can show a good
clip. “Who, in your opinion, make the most
is tall, which is quite tall for a She had
an own sister with a mark of responsive and
sympathetic listeners3”
u months old colt.
The little fel- 2.20. She is in foal to Colombo and
“College men” replied Mark, after a
bus an intelligent head and looks
great things are expected of the colt. moment’s thought—“college men and
i and
He is exceptionally The fourth one is a chestnut
snappy.
gelding convicts.”—Harper’s Weekly.
formed and bids fair to be a good three
years old by Harbinger; dam
Mr. Myrick also lias a brood untraced. This colt stands 15-1
hands
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence.
■. the darn of these colts.
She is a high and has a good gait and action. Iiuiuoek iilood Hitters cures it, promptly
'coking animal and of a beautiful He is a line looking colt and will un- permanently.
Regulates ami tones the
stomach.
brown color.
She is in foal to doubtedly make a good driver.
Mr.
'"ley.
Iluxford is in the horse business for
Moneybags- How did your banquet bgo
the pleasure it affords him to own a oft, Hanklurk?
A. E. Chase of Brooks lias a
Banklurk—Not as well as it might, you
pair good one, and he surely has some good
ays that are good ones. They stand ones and some
know.
The toastmaster called on a gentlefast ones.
bunds high and weigh about 1000
man who had lost an arm and a
leg to ansiver
to
the toast, “Our absent members
ids. This pair consists of a mare
Mr. Ed. Shib'es of Knox is a Maine
—New
Yorker.
t
gelding: both are a rich bav, and farmer who has added a horse departwell formed and are an
Is it a burn?
Use Dr. Thomas’ Kclecexee'ption- ment to his business and has made a
good road team.
first at success of it. Mr. Shibles has a num- ti|c OH. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas’ EclecThey
got
■H
Monroe fair last year in the ber of good ones around him this win- tric Od. At your druggists.
"tlemen’s drivers’ class and are a ter and is planning for a lot of fun in
Mr. Misfit—No use
to explain
for they are not breaking his colts.
The head of his things to a woman; shetrying
can’t understand
t'jurH|dtoofbe proud of,
anything and a lady can drive stable is of course Purist Wilkes, an scientific terms; now here’s—
as well as a man.
Mrs. Misfit-Oh, yes, I can, Charles!
Mr. Chase lias own brother to Pure Wilkes, 2.l7i. »This
oidled a number of good ones in horse is a very high bred one and looks Heredity is what a man blames his father
| "ies
and
mother for, and environment is what be
past, but says lie likes this pair and acts like his famous brother. He
well as any he ever owned. Mr. has never been worked for speed but blames his wife and children fori—Chicago
case lias a work horse that is a fine
could doubtless have gone fast, for he Record-Herald.
She is Maine bred, of chunky can show a fast clip now. Mr. Shibles
Coughs and colds, down to the very borderland of
"d and^weigbs ,1000
yield to the soothpounds. She is also has a two-year-old chestnut stal- ing, healingconsumption,
influences of Dr. Wood’s Norblack and as smooth and sound as lion by the famous sire May
King; dam way Pine Syrup.
dollar. Mr. Chase says she is the by Goldbeater. This little fellow is as
Junior Partner (a few days after ChristI'-st worker be ever saw and she is
handsome as a picture and looks as
'd.v a very handsome and intelligent though he would make one of the mas)-! don’t think we ought to mark these
down to such a figure as that.
It’s
finest. A four-year-old bay mare by goods
'"'king animal.
less than half cost. We can't
replace them
Purist Wilkes; dam by Gideon; second for double the
price.
Mr. I. '\vr. Reynolds of Brooks has dam a
Senior Partner—We won’t have
Knox, is one of the best in the
to, my
me good ones.
A seven-year-old stable. She stands 16 hands
high and boy. It 8 perfectly safe. Nobody has any
lt! "y
Nelsonee; dam by English weighs 1100 pounds, is up-headed and is money now.—Chicago Tribune.
This mare is a well built one, a smooth moving and
;""ger.
pleasant driver.
Only one remedy in the world that will at
Hllfts 15-3 and weighs 1025
v
pounds. Mr. Shibles recently sold an own broth- once stop itchiness of the skin in any part
is a rich
in
color
and is a good er to her, a year older, for a
bay
of the body; Doan’s Ointment.
At any
long
price
b looking one.
Mr. Reynolds and doubtless will get one for her. A drug store, SO cents.
„ 'I1,
’""an own sister to her at the time
of three-year-old chestnut gelding by Alfair t0 Mr. Alton Richard- cazar; dam by
«!rn ,nlty
Galenteir, is another Kodol
tor a long price and has refused
likely one. This colt is of good size
what

gelding

"A Canvas-Backed Clam.”

ELIJAH KELLOGG.

assets. *0,282,40215

Admitted assets.......... *6,282,402 15
LIABII 1TIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Net unpaid losses.
*>32,454 18
Uii arued premiums.
2,420'458 03
Cash capital
.2,000,00000
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,020,489 94
Total liabilities and surplus.*0,282,40215
Desirable risks written at current rates.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
Wlnterport, January 27, 1904.—3w5*
...

..

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
Boston, via Canulen and Rockland, at about
2.30 p. M., Mondays and Thursdays,
tor Winterport, via way landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.,
rival of steamer from Boston.

or

upon

one of our readers should
have at least one good farm and family journal
wo have perfected arrangements
whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Fakm
ani» Home, in connection with Fiik Rkiu/uli■ 'an Journal for
only S»-» ou. the price of Fur
Republican Journal alone. We are unable
to give but a brief description of tin* contents of
Farm and Home, which is uuequaled for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the

Farm and Garden

ar-

Fruit Culture

RETURNING:;

From
From

Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5

Winteiport at 10 a. m., Bucksport
Mondays and Thursdays.

Fashions and

AUSTIN,

Vice President and General Manager,
Foster’s Wharf. Boston.

ARTHURA.MOORE,
L. Fletcher, dealer in

OP ALL KINDS.

Talks with Our

The

Poultry Yard

The Horse

46tf

Apiary

News of the

Day
Household. Features
The

Question Box

The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over MO pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better proof of its popularity can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, a 1
postpaid, at the vi ry low price stated. Address
ill orders to

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast.

Tongues and Sounds.
Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine.

The

Lawyer

Dairy and Creamery

No. I Salt Mackerel.
Pickled Halibut,

Telephone 14.4

Reports

Fancy Work.

Feeding and Breeding

Plants and Flowers.

Successor to Charles

Market

Mechanical Devices

i*. m.

at 12 m.,

FRED W. POTE. Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN

Only $2.00
every

a

postal

will

receive

c:ml and you
drop me a
WALTER H. COOMBS,
prompt call.
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
iy52

sell

*

SEARSPORT

!

NORTH

LOCALS.

Miss Marion Lee spent

Sunday

Miss Vida Thompson was at home from
the village a few days last week.

in town.

York Saturday.
Mrs. K. I*. P. Nickels left by train Monday for the South.
We are indebted to steamer Penobscot,
the strong north wind and a high tide, for a
harbor cleared of ice.

Royal
Baking Powder

ville today, Thursday.
Kev. Horace Welch preached at the
Roberts scboolhouse in North Stockton
Springs last Sunday afternoon, aud at the
scboolhouse in Prospect in the

George
evening.

in this town is on the inA daughter arrived at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Sumner Nickerson Jan.
24th, aud a son at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The

population

crease.

C. E. Adams was installed Tuesday evening as Secretary of Mariners Lodge, F. A.
M., for the 25tli time.
to extend the thanks
of “The Masons” to 11. R. Dyer for the
loan of his phonograph.

requested

t horn, from Jacksonville Dec. 2 for Port1 ind, Me., arrived here in distress, with
1 :>S8 of foresail, jib, mainsail, main boom,
aff and fore boom. She also lost deckload.
Material for repairing the schooner has
teen shipped from Boston.]
Gloucester, Mass., Jan. 28. According to
despatch received here to-day the schoonis
:r A. M. Nicholson of Bucksport, Maine,
Wellman and Mclntire Patent Sheaves—THE BEST
[rifting about the Gulf of St. Lawrence Makers of the Improved
abanIN THE WORLD.
rozen in an ice field, the crew having
|itiled her off Bay of St. George, N. F. The
S’ieholson was one of the frozen herring
leet several of which have met disaster
his winter, and was a large vessel of 132
The despatch stated that the crew of
,ons.
Sled Shoes, Wagon Boxes, Plows, Window Weights, etc.
line men with the captain made their way
a very
icross the ice fields to the shore after
lard journey of ten miles.
Bath, Jan. 26. Schooner Fred A. Davenoort arrived Tuesday from Brunswick, Ga.,
Pulleys, Shafting, Gears, Belts.
with her flag at half mast for the loss of her
Srst mate, Capt. E. W. Cookson, who was
the
when
drowned
washed overboard and
schooner was off Thatcher’s island. Cookhouse when
■on was walking on the forward
Galvanizing, Composition Bolts and Spikes.
he was thrown into the sea by the pitching
lived
Cookson
formerly
Ilf the vessel. Capt.
BELFAST, MAINE.
in Rockland and for many years was one of
TELEPHONE 64-3,
the best knowu master mariners sailing
the
commanded
had
lie
from that port,
and Profits
schooners Helen Montague, Carrie E. CookOf late years
son and the Nathan F. Cobb.
in
home
Everett,
Mass.,
his
he lias made
where he leaves a widow and four children.
He was 45 years old.
Kocklaml, Jan. 26. Capt. Elias \\ lute and
Mate Fred E. Peterson, who were lost when
the schooner Ella Pressey was wrecked in
collision with the schooner Francis Shubert
off Chatham, Mass., belonged in this town.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, Pres.
Capt. White was a native and one of the
best known and most highly regarded citiAugusta
lie was 48 years old and is survived DIRECTORS-.!. Manchester Haynes, (leo. R. naromber, John F. Hill, Byron Boyd
zens.
ol Belfast
by a widow and two children, aged four
Che». E. Knowlton, Robt. F. Dunton. Frank R. Wiggin
for
Cobb,
and eight years. He had sailed
Wight & Co., about 20 years, going on the
schooner Lena White, which was built for
him several years ago, until he took the Pressev a year ago. Mate Peterson was a *,ou of
Capt. Frank A. Peterson of Rockland, wasn
Washhui
23 years old and unmarried.
TO CHECK
Bros, were managing owners of the PresJi FERVENT INTEREST SZ'BJECT
share.
one-eighth
White
(
holding
sey, apt.
The schooner was valued at $5,000 and was
on balances of $300 and over.
partially insured. She had a capacity of
lime.
of
barrels
2,633
:t PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING GO.,

!

The Waldo County Veteran Association
will meet at Comet Grange hall in Swan-

Rev. I. H. W. Whartf is down river on a
business trip.
Mrs. 'W. R. Gilkey returned from New

We are

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

IRON, BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS,

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,

Saves Health
and

Ed. Clements Jan. 28th.
in Maiden’s hall Thursday
was a success in every particular. Between 65 and 70 couples were in
attendance and danced to the excellent
The dance

night, Jan. 28th,

Nineteen of the Belfast young people enjoyed a sleigliride and supper at the Sears- music of the Belfast quintette.
Ira Veazie and
Dodge's Corner.
port House Tuesday evening.
friends in
The poverty social, postponed on account Harriette M. Nickerson visited
of weather, will be held at the C. E. social Stockton Springs last Saturday... Henry
0. Dodge and Miss Littlelield of Belfast
rooms this, Thursday, evening.
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Fernald last
Rev. G. II. Hamilton is absent attending
A. Matthews and wife
to liis duties as a member of the visiting Sunday....Edward
drove to Union last Saturday.Mr.
at
M.
C.
S.
E.
Bucksport.
of
the
committee
Thomas Clements of Monroe is spending
The monthly contribution for parish exthe week w itb his cousin. C. O. Fernald.
will be
penses for the month of Feburary
called for at theCoug’l church next Sunday.

BELFAST, MAINE,

ALL

Capital $50,000.

Saves Money

SHIP

OF

KINDS

WORK,

$25,000.

Surplus

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

via
29, ar, hark Glad Tidings, Rio Janeiro,
Norfolk.
a.
9
In
in.,
20.
port
Hampton Roads, Jan.
sch. Van Allens Roughton, Baltimore for
Boston.
Portland, Jan. 27. Ar, sch. Gov. Ames,
One of our sea captains reports a fall of
Newport News; 30, old, sch. Gov. Ames,
visits to relatives in Boston and vicinity— coal port.
50 degrees indicated by his thermometer
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 25. Ar, sell. R. Bowbetween noon Feb’y 1st and noon Feb’y the late Air. Patterson.... We are glad to A sleighing party of 24 couples from TranRichers, Providence ; 27, ar, sch. Medforo,
visited
Grange,
Megunticook
2d.
ardson, Boston ; 29, ar, sch. Scotia, Bath lor
report Mrs. Robert llichborn as steadily j quility Grange
r.
sch.
Jam.
Henry
Ilarien (leaking); 30, sld,
Camden, last Wednesday euening,
Died at his home in Kansas City, Mo., improving from her recent quite severe ill ;
Kreger, New York.
a very nice time—Several
and
report
27th,
is
sufferSld, sch.
Jan. 21st, Charles E. Patterson, aged 53 turn_Mrs. Louis M. Partridge
Georgetown, S. C., Jan. 24.
cold. She has parties in this vicinity have put in a supply Sarah I). J. Rawson, New York.
years. He was a son of Cupt. Richard E. ing from a long protracted
sell.
Toung
Andrews
20.
from
season
Jan.
Ar,
the
ice
for
of
coming
Newport News,
Patterson, late of Searsport, Me., and leaves been eonlined to the house since Christmas.
sohs. Gladys,
the month of
The ice was 14 inches thick and a Brothers, New York; 28, ar,
llichborn
Ol posiTS made in oui SAVINGS DEPARTMENT during
_Miss
pond.
Saturday
Mary
spent
3
children.
and
w
idow
Boston.
a
New York ; Paul Palmer,
at 3 per cent per annum.
recently
Abnice
McKinney
narch
sch.
from
1904,
Mrs.
David
W.
interest
Mr.
and
20.
quality—Willis
with
draw
I,
Jan.
Sld,
and
will
S.
Sunday
C.,
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Mr. and Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett, a son.
Carter, aged 23 years and 5 days.
for years to come.
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Cobb, Brunswick.
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llichborn is assisting Mr. Elvin F. Staples
Conaky. In Surry, January 30. Leslie N ConMrs. George P. Fletcher, a son.
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Next Sunday is Christian Endeavor Day
and there will be special services in the
evening under the auspices of the society.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mrs. Aurelias Patterson and daughter,
Miss Laura, of Olequa, Washington, are
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Pat- !
terson. They arrived January 25th and j
will spend about a month with relatives of

LINIOlNl'llLE.
Horace J, Tibbetts of Rockport visited
friends in town last Sunday... All the
schools closed last week—Mr. and Mrs.
K. M. Russ returned home recently from
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SALE!

DINSMORE’S
•>■ *

THE BIG MONEY SAVING EVENT OF THE SEASON!

WE’RE FIXED THIS WAY=»Lots of winter shoes

|

^

on our

**

,

shelves and spnng goods coming.

j

in the bank, so we must change our
We MUST have room and we MUST HAVE MONEY. We can’t put shoes
iese C. O.
L>.
for a little lucre.
shoes into your money, and to do it we’ll give you a lot of leather
11"
lari to recognize
resemble a cream puft that has been stepped on,—it is
to

•

•

regular prices,
prices compared
There is no objection to yom eai n mg
ahead.
months
for
six
fix
better
had
are
so
yourself
little,
They
you
Double Trading Stamps
all you want, but it must be C. O.D.—'nothing else goes. Kememher—We give
everything during

o

on

this sale.

1

♦_________
♦

I
♦

|

AT

Men’s and Women’s Fine
$3.00 SHOES AT

:

|

|

l
♦

<£2 | Q
^

♦
♦

\

T&BLE

TABLE NO. 2.

TABLE NO. 1

Shoe^

SAMPLE SHOES AT $1.98

pairs Men’s and Women’s
These are the
sample shoe?.
|
300

NO. 6

98c._
Women’s Kid Boots,

Regular $1.50 kind.

!

TABLE NO. 7

EVERYBODY’S5c. doz.

Shoe Laces,
Shoe Polish

'vllktemore’,s

6c.

a

♦

pairs.
bottle.

5

6c. a box.
Shoe Paste;Shinola)
None of these are shopworn cream of several manufacturers’ Boys’ and Girls’ $1.50 Shoes.
About 175 pairs at $1.09
Their only sin is be ng five products. They are the advance
50 DOZEN
months old. If you didn’t expect guard of the 1904 spring styles.
All our fur trimmed Slippers, Women’s 10-Button Over-Gaiters at
low shoes next season we would Double our C. 0. D. price and you
values from $1.00 to $150, at
not have to lose all this good will get the actual value of most
11 V A
PAIR
__69c.
of them.
i
money.

♦

♦
♦

i

•---

;
▲

♦
♦

|

A Dollar works like two
the Dinsmore Store

Iat
ithis week.

Double

stamps given

on

everything during this
sale.
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